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Union Chieftains and Senators
Talk Over U.S. Labor Conditions
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Leaders
the Shopmen's
Strike Still Maintain That
the Walkout is Practically
100 Per Cent.
in

Bj Th Amorinted PreM.I
Chicago, July 26, (By the . Associated
Press.) Western railway executive in a statement tonight, asserted freight is beijig
moved as offered, without conis
gestion and passenger traff1
.hi!e
being operated normally
in
the railway shopmen's
loaders
strike still maintained the walkout was practically 100 per cent.
According to the statement issued tonight by the western presidents' committee on public relations of the association of railway
executives, car loadings exceed
those of a year ago, except on
roads especially affected by the
lines
AU western
coal strike.
with headquarters in Chicago, report increases in the number of
men at work in the shops, the
statement said.
Reports Au Increase.
and
The Chicago, Burlington
Quincy, which yesterday reported
an Increase of 455 in shop em325 more
ployes, today added
men to its force, the statement
Illinois
while
the
Raid,
Centril
has In its shops 9,885 men as
against a normal force of 12,701
the day before the strike started.
.Men going to work in the last 24

hours numbered 371, the statement said, and during the first
three weeks of July 98.2 per cent
of Its passenger tralna were on

lime.
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fa reported 6,662 mechanics
and 2,884 laborers in Its shops,
representing 53.3 per cent of norTha number of shop emmal.
ployes is increasing daHy, the
statement said. On July 21, the
statement said, the road moved
4,040 car loads of freight In and
out of Kansas City, this being
only the fourth time In the road's
history that business handled at
Kansas City exceeded 4,000 cars.
Gain on Pennsy System.
The Pennsylvania system reported A gain of 662 shopmen for
the day, this representing the
largest single day's improvement
since the strike began, a statement said. The number of shop
men actually at work In the
Pennsylvania shops is 43.498, a
net gain of 5,213 from the low
point during the strike. The shop
force today, the statement said, is
Tvithin 20 per cent of a full working force in normal times. Within a short time, the statement
said, the roads expect to have a
selected
force
from
normal
among those offering to work at
The rates of pay established tinder the company's employes representation plan.
"Hands Off" Policy.
The United States Railroad Labor Board ma'ntained its hands
Ben W.
off policy. Chnlrman
Hooper was called to Newport,
Tenn., by the death of a relative
and other board members gave
the strike no official attention
were
received frori
Telegrams
the Idaha Producers' Union and
the Idaho Farm Bureau Federation asserting that fruit and vegetable growers face disaster unless
the strike can be settled at once.
Six thousand cars of early potatoes should be moved east before
September 1, the messages said,
and added that 14.000 cars of late
potatoes and 4,000 ears of head
'Continued on I'age Two.i
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Copy Of It, in Writing, Has
Been Forwarded to Presid
dent Harding, Daniel
Announces.
Wil-lar-

(By

111.

AsMjcluted

Pres..)

$27,-222.-

3 BOUTS

SCHEDULED FOR THIS SUMMER

(BY TIIK ASSOC
July 26. Dates for
three Important bouts to be held
this summer In the metropolitan
district were announced today by
the New York state coxing comNew Tork,

mission,

negro challenger,
probably meet Jack

Harry Wills,
will

who

1
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WEATHER

l
v

FORECAST.

July 26. New Mexico;
Thursday and Friday, unsettled,
local showers north and west;
cooler northeast portion Friday.
Arizona:' Thursday and Friday,
local showers east and central
portions, fair extreme west; little
change in temperature.
Denver,

LOCAL REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m, yesterday,
lecorded by the university:
DO
v..
Highest temperature
65
Lowest
25
Range ,
77
Mean
.
66
Humidity at a. m..
2
Humidity at 6 p. m......

........

0
17

Precipitation

Wind velocity
Direction of wind

Character

of. Uny.

Southwest

,, .Partly

cluuuV.

o,

Be-le- n,

$1,005.60-Carrlzozo-

n,

Por-tale-

s,

Ros-wel-

Eb-be- ts
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July 26. Not since
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greatest advantage;

right-t-

Tend-

ler is a body puncher and Leonard
devotes more time to tho chin and
Jaw.

Of the two records Leonard s is
far tho best. He has been In nearly
200 ring' battles since he became a
Saturday night preliminary boy ten
years ago, knocking out
d
of his opponents,
or about
gaining seven decisions on points
and finishing 118 other
affairs,. In most of which he had
a clear margin.
Tendler has been two years less
in the ring and has been in about
or
half as many bouts, seventy-six- ,
s
of them
more than
being no decision affairs, In a
of which he was the unoffi
cial victor. He has nineteen knock
out to his credit. He has lost a few
one to Rocky
decisions, notably
Kansas, who fell an easy victim to
Leonard less than a month ago.
Furthermore, the names of the
mighty are not as prominent in
Tendler's record as In Leonard's.
His biggest victory was a decision
over Johnny Dundee, though "Lefty
Lew" hnd no decision mlxnps witn
Willie- Jackson,
Pinkie Mitchell,
Pitchie Mitchell and Sailor Fried
man, all top notchers. He gained a
fifteen-roun- d
decision over Dundee
this year and one over Friedman
last fall, and another previously
over George Chaney, of Baltimore.
In physical qualifications matters
are nearer equal. If Tendler, who
is 25, can be said to have youth on
his side, then Leonard, who Is 26,
can claim age, but cach ls near to
the summit of boxers development.
Leonard Is by far the more experienced, though Tendler Is a great
distance away from tho tyro class.
.;vonUuucd on Pttyo Two.;.
sixty-thre-

one-thir-

three-fourth-

ma-iorl-

-
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and Timothy Says State Should Wait Till
Is
Bill
A.
Smith McNary
and
0. Wharton,
Healy
Differs
of the Railroad Labor
Passed; Opinion
With Carlsbad Man.
Board, to See Harding.
M. Jewell

--

' New(ByYork,

tlu Dempsey-Carpentifight has
the public been so worked up over
a boxing match as it appears to be
over the encounter tomorrow evening in Jersey City between ChamLeonard, New York,
pion Benny
and Challenger
Tendler, Philadelphia, for tha world's lightweight title.
Hardly since Leonard took
from the Knglishman, Freddy
Welsh, at the old Manhattan Casino.
h
has there been so much
discussion over a llghtweighto-.on-testin
tho Intervening time
though
Benny has met every contender who
Tendler has
asked for a chance.
fought an uphill battle for recognition all this ttme.
By almost every one except the
champion himself, Tendler is acknowledged the most dangerous opponent Leonard has hazarded his
crown with since ascending the
throne. To newspaper men t his
camp at Budd Iika, N. J.,
has belittled Tendler,
Leonard
christened him a "dub" and classified him as a "second rater."
Usually Leonard is less garrulous.
He has trained hard and earetully,
which Tendler cites as ample refutation of the champion's utterances. Leonard says he is at the
peak of his manhood, that he never
will be a better boxer.
Tendler, too, has trained diligently at his quarters nt Delanco,
N. J., an aristocratic suburb about
twenty miles from Philadelphia on
the Delaware river. The challenger
has declined to make a prediction
and only says "I'm going to do my
best."
For the last few days Leonard
has been irritable, but gay. He
claims utter sincerity In his appraisal of Tendler. The challenger
appears genuinely hurt and quietly
angered. He radiates grim determination, but makes it plain that
too much talking might jeopardize
his levelness of head.
It will be the first meeting of the
two, though they were matched for
the championship bout last year.
An episode occurred at that time
that caused ill feeling, Tendler's
manager, Phil Glassman, taking
the $5,000 forfeit Leonard had tendered for appearance, which he was
unablo to make because of a broken
hand, suffered several days before
the fight.
are divided cn
Boxing experts
which man hits the hardest, which
is the most aggressive and which
can absorb tho most punishment,
but there Is a 'clear ditference in
their fighting style. Tendler is a
and Leonard uses his

TRACY BELIEVES

HEADS GO

FOR CONFERENCE

Bout ToWorld's
for
the
night
Is AtTitle
Lightweight
Keen
Interest.
tracting

Leonard-Tendl-

,

NEW YORK BOXING COMMISSION

Challenge to Britton.

FIERI

pre-fig-

scttle-(Continu-

Wills and Jackson Meet Aug.
Roseberg
and Krug Aug. 14, and Dundee and Frush
Aug. 14; Bartfield Deposits Forfeit With a

Oil

AT JERSEY CITY

n.

Baltimore, Ohio, July 20. A copy
of a written proposal, made today
by the Baltimore and Ohio railroad
to its men in conference, will be in
the hands of President Harding to
night. In response to a request
from Senator James E. Watson, of
Indiana, Daniel Wlllard, president
of the Baltimore and Ohio, said he
would send the copy to the president in the hands of Charles W.
that the striking railroad workers
vice prosident of the road
Halloway,
In
freedom
of
exercise their right
tonight.
necessary
tha
to
hinder
seeking
transportation of the county, notwithstanding the provision by law FIRE DEPARTMENTS
for the consideration of any just
TO GET $27,222.73
grievance; and the striking miners
seek to prevent the production of
to '!no Jo.inr.il.)
CnrresTMindenr
coal necessary to common welfare, (Speriid
Santa Fe, July 26. Fire departnotwithstanding the offer of an ments
of 29 New Mexico cities and
agency to make an Impartial
towns will receive a total of
Two.",
on
from the fire protection
fund, which is derived from the
two per cent tax on premiums collected by fire insurance companies
operating in the state. The fund is
apportioned upon a population basis to the cities and towns that
have maintained a fire department
with not less than $1,000 equipment, for not less than one year.
The maximum amount Is $1,600,
and the following are the amounts
received by tho several cities and
towns:
Albuquerque, $1,600: Alamogor-d29,
$874.86; Artesia, $561.56;
,
$763.09; Carlsbad,
$475.87;
Cimarron,
$216.77; Clayton'; $1,146.16; Clovi.
$1,500; Columbus, $837.26; Denting, $1,500; Dexter, $347.51; Farm-ingto$447.61; Gallup, $1,330.75;
Hagerman, $200.85. Las Cruces,
lATEI) PRFSS.)
$1,487.43; East Las Vegas, $1,500;
Dempsey for the world's heavy- Las Vegas, $1,321.61;
Lordsburg,
from
a
$451.12. Magdalena, $664.87;
weight championship
year
l,
now, has. been matched with Tut
$661.48; Raton, $1,500;
Court
of
Jackson,
Washington
$1,500 Santa Fe, $1,500; SilHouse, Ohio, for August 29, at
ver City, $1,008.81; Socorro, $525.-4field, Brooklyn.
Tucumcari,
Springer, $471.13;
Dave Rosenberg and Phil Krug $1,297.22; Wagon Mound, $601.20.
this state js concerned, Champion
will meet at the Metropolitan velodrome August 14 to decide which BEST PLAYER IN THE
shall be recognized as the world
AMERICAN LEAGUE MAY
middleweight champion, so far as
BE DESIGNATED TODAY
Johnny Wilson having been shorn
of his title because he did not meet
Oreb.
s
Harry
Chicago, July 26 by the AssoJohnny Dundee, of New Tork, ciated Press). Plans for the seand Danny Frush, of Cleveland, lection of the most valuable indiwill battle for New York state rer vidual player ' in the American
cognition as the world's feather- le ague and the nature of the trophy
weight champion at Ebbet's field, to be awarded him will be one of
Brooklyn, August 15. When the the
matters decided at
state commission deprived World's the important
of American league
meeting
Champion Johnny Kilbane of his owners here tomorrow.
title for not meeting Dundee, It ofThe draft problem and the refered to pronounce the winner of a cent deal involving several New
Dundee-Frus- h
bout the champion York and Boston players will also
within the area of New York state. come in for consideration, alThrough Paul Rousseau, of the though the action to be. taken on
Federation Francaise de Boxe, the latter question Is highly
Eugene Cruiql, featherweight champion of Europe, today challenged
DEMAREE is manager. .
the holder of the world's title to a
match, but due to the uncertainty
Portland, Ore., July 26. A'l De- caused by the deposal of Kllhune in maree, former major league pitcher,
this state tliw Frenchman did not was appointed manager of the Port
name an antagonist.
land baseball club by President
He
Soldier Bartfield todny deposited William H: Klepper tonight.
chala
with
will take charge of the club tomor
forfeit
formal
$2,500
lenge to Jack Britton, welterweight row, succeeding Tom Turner, who
wil res u mo his position as scout..
champion lor a world's title bout.
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Final argument for the prosj-cutio- n
was expected to begin tomorrow..
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tariff rate of 33 cents a pound

Washington,
wool

WORKED

Oben-clial-

MCHIfl

33 Cents a Pound Harding Sets in Motion the
Voted by Senate; Four ReEmergency Organization
Six
to Supervise Coal Supply
Oppose,
publicans
Democrats Favor It.
During Walkout.
(H The Aorlntd I'rm.t
A
raw WIRES GOVERNORS OF

e,

Oben-chai-

L

Duty of

officials were contemplating a call
for an interstate conference and
urged him to use his influence with
The govthe Indiana operators.
ernor promised his "unqualified
support to the movement" and admy
ded that "In the meantime
preparations for coal production
will proceed as rrtpidly as possible."
The governor in taking the step,
advised Mr. Hessler that he had Around the table, left to right, A. F. I.. President Samuel Gompers, Edgar Wallace, legislative representative;
Frank Morrison, secretary; Senators Walsh, Borah and King.
received official word from Washington this afternoon that in presUnited chieftains mpt with U. S. Sena- strike conditions were discussed
Labor
conditions
in
the
ent situation Indiana utilities cannot be supplied even with priori- States were put under the mtcro-scop- tors Walsh, Borah and King in and the means for ending the inso to speak, when labor Senator Borah's office.
Present dustrial
ties from outside tho state and coal
for Indiana people is squarely up
to the governor."

Ainolntd rre.)
I.os Angeles, Calif.. July 26.
Argument for tho defense in the
trial of Mrs. Madelynne
took up tho entire session
of court today. .Tud R. Rush devoted most of the time to a discussion of the defendant's relations v 1th J. Bolton Kennedy, of
whoye murder she stands accused.
He asserted Kennedy was "the
pursuer not, as tho state tries to
show, the pursued,"
He euid that if Kennedy had
let Mrs. Obcnchiiin fllone after
her marriage to Ralph K.
tho tragedy would never
have happened.
Obenohain, ho
added, could have averted the
trouble by "a two minute talK
with Kennedy and threatening 10
his faro, until his own
smash
mother could not recognize him."

S

I!

FUEL CO

L

announcement was made in a telegram to John llessler, presidentin
of the Indiana minors, who is
Philadelphia, in an endeavor to
arrange a settlement of the mine
strike.
President llessler had wired
Governor McCruy that the union

KENNEDY THE PURSUER
NOT THE PURSUED. IS
DEFENSE'S ASSERTION

HOOVER

RITE

J g&l

Governor M'Cray Announces
That the State is ArrangMen
Work
Should
Resume
ing to Supply Fuel to Keep
FS
OF
Until Tribunal Can Be
Business Moving.
Asked to Give a Rehear(By The Ansncintrd I'rcM.I
Ind., July 26.
Indianapolis,
Passenger Traffic Is Being
ing on Doubtful Questions Governor
Warren T. McCray anAcOperated Normally,
nounced tonight that the state of
(By The 4orla(ci) Ir .)
was arranging to take over
cording to a Statement of Washington, July 26. President Indiana
"sufficient mines to
and
Harding, in a telegram sent today supplyoperate
Western Executives.
Indiana's necessities." The
CAR LOADINGS EXCEED
THOSE OF LAST YEAR

IL

TARIFF BILL

HARDING'SPLEft

to J. Cleve Dean, chairman of the
railway employes' publicity associa
tion, Chattanooga, Tenn., "Invited"
Lean to urge striking railway work
ers to accept the decision of the
railroad labor bourd and return to
work "until you and I and everyone
else interested in American welfare
may join in asking the railroad
labor board to give a rehearing nn
which
any question concerning
(here is reasonable doubt about the
correctness or the Justice of the decision made."
The president's message was In
reply to a telegram he received last
Sunday from Dean in which it was
said that "to attempt to operate
mines and railroads by military
forces or to attempt to draft men
service
into mining or railroad
would be an attempt to establish
involuntary servitude." in his telePresident Harding
gram, said ho was convinced Dean's
"attempted appeal to American
prejudice will fall upon deaf ears."If
The president told Dean that
he were "the believer in peace and
harmony and the reign of justice I
which you would have believed,
Invite you now to pass on the failure
of the mine workers to aecepr. ine
awards of an able and impartial
commission In
determining the
merits of the dispute between coal
miners and coal operators."
The assertion of Dean that "the
American farmer and laborer have
come to realize the hostile attitude
of G. O. P.," Mr. Harding said he
would treat with "contempt." The
President's telegram, dated July 25,
was as follows:
"Mr. J. Cleve Dean:
"Chairman, Railway Employes'
Publicity Association.
"Chattanooga, Tenn.
"Since you speak as chairman of
the Hallway ;i Employes' Publicity
association and since it Is exceed
ingly important that the American
people know precisely the question
at issue in the present railway and
coal strikes, I am more than glad
to answer your telegram, though 1
can only treat your politically partisan reference with that contempt
which Is felt by every good citizen
in the hour of deep public concern.
Happily for the American public
verything done and everything said
to
by government authority relating
the two strikes is a matter of record, and cannot. In any way b distorted. There is no dispute about
the loyal American citizenship of
the men on strike, nor will any one
question that many of them gave
for
everything that men can give
the service of this country in the
that
world war. Nor is It disputed
the men on strike are exercising
and lawful
their constitutional
rights, under existing statutes in
declining to work under the terms
decided ty the railroad labor board
or tendered to the workmen by the
mine operators of the country. No
one has attempted or proposed to
draft Tree men into either the railway or mining service, or suggested
coercion under military force. The
military forces of free America ore
never used for such a purpose.
Their service Is only that of preventing lawlessness and violence.
Tl.at same unchallenged freedom
which permits you and your associates to decline to work Is no less
the heritage of the free American
who chooses to accept employment
under the terms proposed. The is
between the two positions
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Albuquerque, New Mexico, .Thursday, July 27, 1922.
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(Bj The Asaorlnted Frem.)
Chicago, July 26 (by the AsB. M. Jewell,
sociated Press.)
head of the striking railway shopmen, tho six international presidents of the shop crafts' organization, Timothy Healy, of the firemen
and oilers, and A. O. Wharton,
labor group member of the United
States railroad labor board, departed today for Washington, presumedly for a conference with President
Harding tomorrow regarding the
rail strike situation.''
After a hurried conference with
the president,
the strike leaders
planned to leave Washington tomorrow night, arriving bark in
Chicago Friday morning. A veil of
secrecy was thrown over the trip,
and their departure over the Baltimore and Ohio at 10:30 o'clock did
not become
until hours
public
later, union leaders declaring that
Mr. Jewell was still In town all
during the afternoon.
The Journey follows a conference
between James J. Davis, secretary
of labor, and Mr. Jewell at Moose-henr- t,
near here, last Saturday.
Mr, Jewell's meeting with the
president will follow conferences
between L. F. Loreo, head of the
eastern executives and members of
the senate interstate commerce
committee, and between the president and W. W, Atterbury of the
Pennsylvania, and the president
and Ben Hooper, chairman of the
labor board. These meetings followed tho announcement by Mr.
Hooper that his efforts to settle the
strike had met with failure because of the refusal of the executives to agree to the restoration of
seniority rights to the men.
-

NEFF WILL USE
EVERYPOWERTO

S.tCtAl DISPATCH

MO.NIN

TO

JOUWNAW

Carlsbud, N. M July 26. Following is a copy of a telegram sent
by Francis G. Tracy to Governor
Mechem today:
"I havo just read the Albuquerque Journal of July 25. I believe
that tho proposed special session
for reclamation legislation Is unnecessary, unadvisable and futile
before the McNary bill Is passed.
I am advised by tho chief counsel
for the reclamation service that it
will be necessary for each state to
pass a special act to authorize contracts between Ktate districts and
the government under the
Such
bill.
legislation
and
should be well considered
all states,
for
uniform
practically
because financing is based upon
sale of bonds to the public by farm
loan banks. See letter this date..
Carlsbad Argus.
Albuquerque men who are InIn
tho drainage and
terested
reclamation program, when shown
Mr. Tracy's telegram, said yesterday that Governor Mechem, after
carefully considering the statutes,
had reached the conclusion that
there is no law under which a
legally constituted board can be
formed for the purpose of applying for federal aid under the
bill. The same conclusion had been reached by men
prominent in the association formed to organize the land owners in
the mlddlo Rio Grande valley into
a reclamation district.
Early legislation permitting the
formation of such a district is of
prime Importance, for the reason
that if New Mexico is not ready
y
to apply as soon as the
bill begins to function, other
Ftates that have already formed
their reclamation districts can file
their
Immediately.
applications
This likely would result in New
Mexico having to wait as much as
ten years for federal aid. because
of the money appropriated being
used elsewhere.
Smlth-McNa-

Smith-McNar-

y

Fmith-Mc-Nnr-

Other S'ates Ready.

PROTECT PUBLIC

The belief here Is that Mr.
Tracy is wrong In his belief thnt
each state desiring federal aid will
A
have to pass special legislation.
number are now ready and anxloui
y
bill
to have tho
pass so that they can apply without delay.
The governor
the
expressed
opinion here that a law thnt
would stand every test could be
drawn up within a few weeks by
competent attorneys and submitted to all members of the legislature for approval.
Following
this a special session could meet
and pass the bill within three
days.
Uniformity Not Required.
It is not believed here that uniform laws arc needed In all the
states as the requirements of the
bill are only that legnlly formed
districts be created to apply for
federal aid. As for uniformity, it
Is stated, several states already
have adequate laws which can be
adapted with only a few changes
tor use In New Mexico. Each state
has Its own problems, and absolute uniformity would he Impossible ns.well as unadvantageous. It Is
stated by mon who have studied
Smith-McNar-

(By The Atroclnted l're.)
Austin, Tex., July 26. That he

will use all the power at his
mand "to protect every citizen of
the state in the enjoyment of his
property and In the exercise of his
constitutional rights to work
and uninterrupted at any
honorable employment," was the
declaration of Governor Neff today
in a statement concerning the railroad shopmen's strike and the conditions resulting from i
The governor said further that
he will not only call out tho 6,000
national, guardsmen but will Invoke
the "entire active and potential
military power of Texas" if necessary to guarantee to Texas citizens
com-

.

this "inalienable right."

M. OP W. SIE1V STRIKE
Oalesburg, 111., July 26. Twenty-semaintenance of way employes on the Burlington route,
all of them connected with the
maintenance and cleaning of engines, wrnt on strike here today. the subject
The road Immediately filled tho
positions.
FARMIXGTON
ven

FIGHT RETURNS
The

title bout
lightweight
between
Benny
Champion
Leonard and Lew Tendler will
be staged at Boyle's thirty
nrres, Jersey City, N. .1., tonight. The Morning Journal
will receive fight returns ronntl
by round direct from tho ringside and they will be read to
the fans. The fistic argument
la scheduled to begin at 10
o'clock eastern daylight sav-hitime, which is 7 o'clock
Get your
Albuquerque time.
e
supper early tonight, or
It until the fight Is over,
and join the crowd on the vacant lota east of the Journal
oftloe.
There will be no re
served scats.
K

post-pon-

ROAT

OPEN.

Farmington, N. M July 26.
Engineer' H. H. Miller. In charge
of road work on the Farmlngton-Albuquerqu- e
highway seated yesterday that the road Is passible
now all the way to Ijjoynes (the
road from Haynes to Albuquerque
has been open for some time) and
cars can make the trip with little
or no trouble from sand. Parts of
the road are still rough, however,
and the crew Is still working at
a point 25 miles south of Farmington. The sandy spots have all
been surfaced, and a good rain has
helped to put the road In shape.
MARKED WIFE'S SHOE SOLES.
' Chicago, July 26. To check up
on his wife, Sigmund Rice marked
the soles of her shoes and later,
If the marks were obliterated,
knew she had been out, Mrs.
Rice charges in her divorce petition filed here,
)

:

--

'

of clean content, eight cents more
than proposed by the house was
approved today by the senate, 33
voted
to 16. Four republicans
against the rare and six democrats supported It.
to
Tho committee
amendment
the bill, as finally approved, Is In
the same form as the provision
was written into tho bill by the
house, except thnt the house proviso for a limitation of 35 per cent
ad valorem was stricken out. The
finance committee majority with
drew nt the last minute its original
amendment providing for gradu
ated bucket rates dependent upon
the percentage of the shrinkage of
the wool when cleaned.
Before acting finally on the
substitute, committee amendment,
the senate rejected 38 to 19, nn
amendment by Senator Wadsworth,
republican, New York, to make the
rate 28 cents a pound. Six republicans supported this amendment
and six democrats opposed it. The
republicans were Borah, Idaho;
Jones, Washington; Kellogg, Minnesota, Lenroot, Wisconsin;
Illinois and Wadsworth,
New York. The democrats were:
and
Ashurst, Arizona; Broussard
Rnnsdcll, Louisiana;
Jones, New
Mexico; Kendrick, Wyqmlng and
Sheppard, Tex.
Senator Wiidsworth's first move
with respect to the wool rate was
to increase the house rate to 28
cents, but this amendment was rejected, 54 to 6, the supporters being, republicans:
Borah, Jones,
Washington: Kellogg, Lenroot,
and Wadsworth.
By n vote of 43 to 22, the senate
previously had defeated the Lenroot amendment proposing to limit
to 60 ier cent
ad valoren the
maximum duties on coarse wools.
Eight republicans supported tho
amendment and seven democrats
voted against it.
Before the vote on the Lenroot
proposal the fight over it, which
began three days ago, waxed
warm, with Senators Kellogg and
Lenroot supporting It in addresses
and Chairman McCumber of the
finance committee,
and Senator
Gooding. Idaho, opposing it.

THE VARIOUS STATES
i

Are Asked to

porary

Set Up TemOrganizations;

Daugherty, Fall and

Ait-chis- on

Other Members.

(Ity Til

ANwieliifrt

PrMl.)

Washington, July 26 (by the
President HardPress.)
ing tonight set in motion the federal
emergency f .el control organization with the selection of a central
of
committee
coal distribution
officials under the
government
chairmanship of Secretary Hoover.
The commerce secretary, nt the
request of the president, immediately wired the governors of the
various states, asking them to set
up an emergency state organization for equitable distribution ami
maintenance of fair prices for coal
under the administration's plan.
"Under this plan," Mr. Hoover
said, "the distribution for railway
use will be directed from Washington but, with tha possible exception of a few state public utilities,
tho responsibility for all other distribution will rest upon organizations set up under state control."
Asked.
of state organizansked
was
also
tions
by Interstate
Aitchi-soCommerce Commissioner
who telegraphed the several
transportation regulatory bodies ot
the states east ot tho Mississippi
requesting them to net as representatives of the commission in
facilitating operation of the emergency service orders, giving priority to the shipments of coal and
necessities.
The federal coal distribution
committee selected by the president consists of Attorney General
Fall and
Daugherty, Secretaries
Hoover and Commissioner Altchi-so- n
or their representatives, under
the temporary chairmanship of the
commerce secretary.
To Add Fifth Member.
A fifth member Is to be added
to the committee later, Mr. Hoover
said, who will undertake the administrative direction while th
ultimate character of the organization "must depend upon the sit
This was taken at tho
WHOLESALE SHUTDOWNS uation."
commerce department to indicate,
OF CHI0 STEEL MILLS that the committee .vould be au
elastic body with administrative
SEEN BY OPERATORS 'aides representing the railroads or
geographical sections, such as New
England or the Great Lakes re(B. T'l Annrlnted Prru.)
Youngstown. Ohio, July 26.
gion, pressed into service as exPossibility of further curtailment pert advice on the needs of those
of steel mill operations here this sections may be required.
week and of wholesale shutdowns
Telegrams to Governors.
next
month
the
In his telegrams to the goverfuel
sljould
shortage continue, was seen by nors Mr. Hoover, after reciting the
plant operators of the Brier Hill steps taken by tho administration
Steel company today. At tho Re in the situation, said:
public Iron and Steel company
"The agencies and present aur.ffices It was said that Its sched- thority of the federal government,
ule also may bo curtailed thi? of course, do not enable it to proa eek.
The plants of the Youngs- tect the ultimate consumer of coal
town Sheet and Tube company within the boundaries of a state
and of the Steel corporation are further than such
protection can
better supplied with reserve coal, bo secured Iw
above mean
and will be able to keep up pres- that coal sold the
cam-- '
in
Interstate
ent operations for a limited time. merce shall be sold to
the original
purchnser at a fair price, and fair
SPECIAL RAILROAD RATE.
distribution between states be obSanta Fe, July 26. A special tained.
of seeintr
problem
rato of a fare and a half for the that the The
ultimate consumer shall
round trip has been announced by be
now
In circoal
upon
protected
the Santa Fe railroad for the con- culation
and on resale of coal dls
vention of insurance agents, which
as aljove and that equita
will be held In Albuquerque on Oc- tributed
distribution shall be carried oit
tober 9, 10 and 11, Opening day hie
must
rest with the authority ot
of the convention will be national
state.
fire prevention day. The Chamber each
am
"I
sending this telegram at
of Commerce of the United States
request of the president to
reports that tho fire losses in the the
if you feel that you can
United States are now larger than learn that to
create a 'state organiundertake
ever before, having reached
the zation under
direction to sestaggering total of $1,300,000 a cure that thisyour
shall be done and
day.
with which we can
n,

RETURN TO WORK WHILE YOUR
DEMANDS ARE BEING THRESHED
OUT, HARDING TELLS STRIKERS
Responsibility for Further Interference With
Transportation and With Production of
Coal Is Placed Upon Railroad Men and
'
Miners Who Have Quit Their Jobs.
(BV THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Washington, July 26 (by the As Vice President Atterbury, of tfc'
sociated Press.)
Responsibility for Pennsylvania system, who discussed
further interference with transpor- with him the seniority issue. Mr.
tation and with production of vitai-l- y Atterbury briefly stated, after tin
that while this issue wart
needed coal was placed upon meeting,
"the crux" nf the railroad
striking railroad employes and min- so far as tho Pennsylvania situation,
was coners today by President Harding In cerned, it would be left to the
again suggesting that they return to termination of tho
present emwork under conditions already sug- ployes of that system. At
the Whito
gested by him while the reasonable- House this was taken as indicating-ness of their demands was being
refusal to give, striking employes
threshed out by the agencies set u their seniority rights in case o
for that purpose.
their return to work.
Replying to a telegram sent him
The
reply to Mr. Dean
sent by J. C. Cleve Dean, chairman made apresident's
full exposition ot the action
of the Railway Employes Publicity of the government
In both the railassociation,
Tenn., road and mining strikes.
Chattanooga,
that
the
administration
charging
Mr. Atterbury, after his Whlta
was "attempting to put American House visit,
went to the capitol and
labor under the gun" by its policy conferred with Senators Watson,
retoward the Industrial disturbance. publican, Indiana; Kellogg, repubMr. Harding said:
lican, Minnesota, and others, and
"Striking railroad workers exer- was understood to be still insistent
cise their rights of freedom in seek- on the question of seniority. T.
ing to hinder necessary transporta- Witt Cuyler and other railroad extion of the country, notwithstand- ecutives, senators were Informed',
ing provisions made by law for con would be here tomorrow for morn
sideration of any Just grievance, conferences, probably to meet Ui
and the striking miners seek to president and other officials.
prevent the production of coal
Senator Watson was In touch
not with the conference In progress benecessary to common-welfar- e,
an
of
offer
the
tween
officials of the Baltimore and
agancy
withstanding
to make an Impartial settlement; Ohio and employes of that road at
while the men who choose to work Baltimore.
Ho was informed by
In response to the call of the coun- President Wlllard that tho com,
are
try
exercising their like right pany today made a written propoand at the same time are making sal to Its employes, which, it wuu
their contribution to our common said, might be acted upon tonight
welfare."
or tomorrow. The B. & O. prooo
Inaugurating, it was understood, sals on the seniority and other quen
a series of conferences with railroad lions were not made public here, by
executives, the president today naw those Informed,

t
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BITTER STRUGGLE

UNION OFFICERS
SAY

MARKS MARYLAND
G. O. P. PRIMARY

RAILROAD'S

Declare

Santa

Fe Never Had

6,531 Mechanics Working
in Normal Times; Say
Shops 90 Per Cent Short.
"The statement that 6,513 shop- -'
men are now employed by the
fcianta To railway system, carrlod
by the Associated Press,
yesterday
in ridiculous and absurd," said W.
H.
Patterson, secretary-treasurof
the machinists international union,
Jast night. "That is more than the
number employed in normal times,
when the Santa Fo employs between 15,000
and 16 000 shop
workers,
Including
machinists,
helpers,
apprentices and minor
supervisory forces. About 5.000 of
these are inechanics.
"By no possible flight of the
imagination can the Santa Fe malic
jrseir ncueve that the shops are
more than 10 per cent efficient nt
this time, after four weeks of ef
forts to replace the strikers.
"The purpose of the Santa Fe in
making these exasperated claims Is
an effort to convince the labor
I
board and the president of the
.
United States that by meeting our
contentions on the seniority question an injustice would be worked
on a large number of men not involved in the strike. We will never
abandon our contention that the
union men are entitled to their
seniority rights and no settlement
will ever be made on any other
basis.
"Our position is this: If the
strikers should destroy locomo
fives or shops, they would be in
jdulfring in sabotage. On the other
hand, our contention Is that the
only thing that the men possess of
Aalue at the shops Is their senior-Itand to deprive them of it would
"be indulging in the practice of
nabotage on the part of the railroad officials. The men will never
ive up their seniorty, and are
to fight it out to the bitter
end on these grounds.
OonsorvliiR Kcsoiireeg.
, "We are not paying the strikers
peneral strike benefits, but are
taking care of those who need asWe are expecting
our
sistance.
members who are able to do so to
take carj of themselves, with the
idea of conserving our resources to
nable us if necessary to withstand
H long seige."
Railway officials said last night
Jhat the shops here are gaining in
efficiency and number of men emAbove, Senator Joseph 1. Franca,
ployed. Fifteen first class meBelow, John W. Garrett.
chanics arrived here Saturday
flight and began working in the
factions in Marvland
Republican
The total number of meals
whops.
served at noon inside the enclosure are making a determined fieht to
in more than 600, they said, and all oust senator Joseph i. r ranee
the men do not eat at the commis- from his seat in the U. S. senata.
sary cars. At Las Vegas 119 men Opposed to him in the primary
re working., they said, and at La ngni is jonn w. uarrett, lormer
Junta the working force is prac- minister to The Hague and secretically normal.
tary general of the recent Wash.
City Comuiissioner Ed Swope of ington arms conference.
France
the electrical workers' union; vas the only senator to vote
Thomas McElvaln of the machinratification
conferof
the
against
ists' union, and others held a meet- ence treaties and agreements.
ing last night in Las Vegas to set
forth the strikers' side of the labor
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MAN IS ARRESTED FOR
DEFILING A CEMETERY

TROTTING EVENT
5.

IS

FEATURE

'!;

t
(Special lori'pftpomlfnre 'o Tl-- Jn'i
Artesia, N. M., July 26. The
trial of State of New Mexico vs.

OF

Stevens, for the destrucproperty in Woodbine
cemetery, was conducted in Judge
Gilbert's court on Thursday afternoon. A large crowd was present and many others desired entrance to the city hall where the
trial was held. Attorney J. H.
Jackson defended the prisoner
and Lloyd Atkinson was the attorney for the state. Prosecuting
Attorney Wilson was unable to
attend. The Jury was composed
of Wallnco Merchant, Harold
Kelnath, Wallace Anderson, Tom
Whitted, Frank Seales and S. A.
On account of lack1 of
Lanning.
evidence, the Jury could como ta
no derision, the vote being three
and three. An attempt is being
mado to secure a change of venuo
and hold the next trial at Carlsl'ublic sentiment and feelbad,
ing Is at a high pitch. The defendant cluims th:;t he cannot get
Justice at Artesia.
Worley

tion
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(Br Th Aunrlnted Prean.)
(by the
Columbus, O., July-2- 6
Associated Press.) The 2:08 class

w

of

PUBLIC WORKED
UP OVER FIGHT
AT JERSEY CITY

with violence.

(Continued From Page One.)
Their weight will be about enual
they must weigh In at 135 pounds
at a o ciock tomorrow afternoon,
but it is generally believed that getting down to weight has been more
costly to Leonard. Tendler has
nearly two inches
advantage in
height and one Inch longer reach.
The margin In neck, chest, fore arm.
etc., is negligible, though in Tend-ler- 's
favor.
Tho next biggest crowd in the
history of pugilism is expected to
see the battle. The estimate of Tex
Rickard, the promoter. Is 75,000.
It will be a record "gate" for a
lightweight match, probably between $400,000 and $500,000.
Six hundred policemen will establish a dead line two blocks from
Boyle's Thirty Acres, and no one
without a ticket will be permitted
Inside that mark.

BOW TO RULING
OF LABOR BOARD
HARDING'S
PLEA

HOW TO PAY A WOMAN
POLICEMAN
IS
THE
CITYS NEW PROBLEM

lettuce must be moved soon after
that date.
E. F. Grable, head of the maintenance of way union, arrived
here today scouted reports from
Detroit that his organization was
again talking of striking and announced that ha intended to sub
mit to the board applications fir
wage rehearings on several roads.
Seniority Question Vp.
President Harding today conferred with W. W. Atterbury, vice
of the Pennsylvania
president
lallroad and Secretary Hoover re-

garding the strike, Mr. Atterbury
stating that the seniority question
was taken up. Scattered disorders were reported and in several states the forces of troops
already on duty were augmented
in order to be prepared to cope

f-.-

OHIOAN NAMED
7B GRADUATES OF
ASSISTANT U. S.
BUDGET CHEEP

1RIL

p ,7,"

'

w:

RECEIVE

DIPLOMAS TODAY

;c'- -

State School at Las Vegas
Ends Successful Summer
Term; Nebraska Man Is
Speaker.
(Special Correspondence to
Las Vegas, July 26.

ine Journal.)
Seventy-si-

x

students are to be graduated from
the Normal university at the close
of the present summer session
Thursday, July 27. Of these 32
receive high school diplomas, 33
the degree bachelor of pedagogy,
five the degree master of pedagogy
and six the degree bachelor of
arts. Practically every county In
the state Is represented In the
class and there are several other

states, Texas leading. The class Is
to bo the first to receive diplomas
Lack of finances is the biggest
(Continued from Page One.)
and degrees in the new Hfeld
in the way ot the appointobstacle
ment while the men who choose to
j
Warwick.
W.
Walter
ment
a
of
Judge
policewoman,
according
work in response to tho call of the
addres3 is
The commencement
and City Manager
country are exercising their like to Chief Galusha
Judge Walter W. Warwick, for-- to be delivered by Dr. Hartley
wnom
to
commls
the
Calkins,
city
and
at the same time are slnn
rights,
professor of
Er comptroller oi we currency, Burr Alexander,
delegated the decision. ' The
making their contribution to our chief says the need of more police nn.i. la vu MJC JUU 1U IT asuiilg Wlb philosophy, University of NebrasAlexander is one of Necommon American welfare.
has been recognized for some time. lie has just been named assistant to ka. Dr.
greatest scholars and Is a
"The decisions of the railroad "We need a few more sure enough Brigadier General Lord, director of braska's
lover of the southwest. He has
labor board are in compliance with
said the chief yesterday, the government budget bureau.
been studying at the museum in
a mandate of the law making body "and undoubtedly a woman officer
Santa
Fe during the summer, and
or tne united States. Without dls would be a valuable addition to the
is at present the guest of Kenneth
cussing the decisions at issue, it is force."
Chapman on the Acequla Madre in
Tho force has had a woman of- RAILWAY TAKING
fair to assume that a government
the Ancient city.
agency is ever ready to correct an ficer for some time. Miss Beulah
The mass of the candidates for
error which is made, else govern- Clement, who has a desk at tho
degrees and diplomas follow with
ment Itself would become unjust Santa Fe station and has done
their
addresses, showing their wide
it is indisputable
that some valuable work, according to
A distribution
jffireover,
over the state.
fTiere
can be no government unless the chief. Miss Clement serves
Bachelor ot Arts.
its mandates are accepted by the without pay.
Mrs. Cora Sweatt,
E. J. Beck, Las Vegas; Mrs.
This who was matron in charge of the
citizenship of the republic.
Richard Bodyfield. Portales; Hor
observation relates more particu charity bureau, also acted ae police
ace
PLAN
Caldwell, Taylor Springs; Mrs.
Mrs. Sweatt also served
larly to the railroad situation. matron.
Myrtle C. Campbell, Walters, Okla.,
When the mining situation became without pay.
Mrs. May A. Thornburgh, Las Ve
At the city hall the opinion Is
menacing I invited representatives
gas; Mrs. Nina A. Tople, St. Jonn,
of the mine workers and the opera- favorable toward the employment
M
26.
Las
N.
Cruces,
July
Kans.
tors to a conference. They camo a woman officer if it Is financially
creamendorsement
of
the
Hearty
would
Master of Pedagogy.
he
together, they were advised as to possible. The chief said
In Dona Ana county Is
Emilie Baca, Las Vegas; John
the call of common welfare, yet in he glad to commission a competent ery project
in
F.
P.
Cruise
a
letter from
Victor Bieler, Magdalena; Everett
eignt days of opportunity no prog woman who would serve without given
ress was made. In the absence of pay. An offer from outside sources manager of the agriculture and in S. Dellinger, Colmor; Anna Fair
Ke
of
Santa
dustrial
the
Is
department
cloth and Kathryn Faircloth, 3anta
any tribunal authorized to settle to pay tne policewoman's salary
Railway company, to George W. Kosa.
disputes between mine workers and likely to be made.
Frenger, chairman of the creamery
Bachelor of Pedagogy.
their employers the federal gov
committee of Las Cruces chamber
ernment then voluntarily proposed
Mildred M. Anderson, Las Ve
commerce.
from
of
Writing
D. Belcher, Yeso; Mrs,
the creation of a national commis
Mr. gas, Lucy
Kans., acknowledging
sion before which
the disputes
Answers to Questions.
Myrtle N. Billau, Las Vegas Edith
to the mass C.
relative
letter
Frenger's
in
be
settled
the
light
justly,
might
Boydstun. Clovis. Ola E. Boylea,
convention, called for August 10 at Amarillo,
of full information and in accordTex.; Mrs.
Margaret
the temple of agriculture here, Mr.
ance with the best expressions of
Las Vegas; Isabel Bust of.
anBurt,
can
the
reader
get
a
of
(Any
establishment
Cruise
the
says
our modern civilization.
Instead swer to any
Las
Nannie
Mrs.
R,
Vegas;
Cattle,
question by writing creamery at Las Cruces Is of special
of contemplating
the resort to the
Mountainair; Ruth B. Davis, Tam
Journal Infor interest to the Santa Fe, adding:
Albuquerque
force, it anticipated the very oppo mation
Bureau, Frederick J. Has- "We have found through the pe pa, Fla.; Rumalda Delgado, Las
site industrial peace with Justice kin.
Dawson; Lucy
director, Washington, D. (J. rlod of depression that those sec Vegas: Alice Devlin,
to every man concerned.
Instead
to
in tions served by our lines where the Durrett, Raton; C. H. Dye. Daw-eostrictly
of aiming at 'involuntary servl This offer applies
B.
Alice
Gordon,
Tucumearl;
cannot
bureau
The
farmers have dairy cows, hogs and
tude,' to which you Inexcusably re- formation.
advice on legal, medical and poultry there has been more stable Sadie E. Hanna, Dawson; Grace
fer, the government aBked the give
Lake Arthur; May Hento resume their financial matters. It does not at business, consequently more ton Harvey,
mine workers
Elkins; B. II. Hewett,
nage and passenger service than In derson,
activities, in response to a manifest tempt to settle domestic troubles,
Clementine
House;
Ivle, Des
researcn
to
nor
devoted
section
a
exnaustlve
undertake
same
exclusively
tne
at
precisely
public need,
Moines; Mae Jones, Duncan, Aria.;
wheat and grains and stock.
wages and unacr precisely me on any subject. andWrite your ques
Rogers, Ark.;
"Dividing tho farm so that some Hazel Kokanour,
briefly. Give
same working conditions as those tion plainly
and address and en- of the products are marketed 'on Ruth Measday and Anna RIsser,
under which they had been wont full name cents
Burton
A.
Rogers,
In stamps for re the hoof or through tho cream can Demlng;
lng contentedlv for the last two close two
Thelma O. Stephens, Santa
All replies are does not necessarily moan that the
years, xnose wno spone ior iub turn postage.
Concetta
M.
Fe;
cut
down
be
will
Tartaglia, Albugrain tonnage
mine workers refused sucn a pro sent direct to the inquirer.)
because the practical working querque. Mary Wiswell, Garfield,
posal. There is no dispute of the
What city In tho United is a benefit all around, and the Ethel Ehlos, Mrs. Ethel B. Hughes,
Since they deQ.
right to refuse.
runs Mary Powers and Mary J. Rees.
clined to respond, and since it Is States lias tho greatest commls-sio- u grain average perot acre usually
better soil con- Las Vegas; Dora Roady, Rosv.ell.
row? II. S. T.
higher because
believed there are enougn men wno
High School Graduates.
A. While all cities have such ditions and better attention to the
nVA this eountrv and cherish Its
Buck W. Bolton, Turkey, Tex.;
security, and believe in serving the districts, none compares with Chi- crop."
Mr, Cruise says at the close of his Rertha Brown and Leona Brown,
common welfare, to come io me cago's South Water street in size
Hyer; C. A. Collander, Cerrillos:
letter that in the event of his
relief of the mining situation and and in volume of business
and
to attend tho convention here Harold W. Cameron, Cameron;
avoid
suffering, privation
Mary A. Carpenter,
Grenviile;
Q. When Is a boy too old to next month, he will send a repreparalysis. I asked the governors
F. sentative of his department to Las Leah A. Carter, Grady; Ruth M.
of the coal mining states to invite bo eligible for West Point?
Dean and Forrest W. Johnson,
Cruces,
mini nnerators and mine workers W.
Eunice Drinkard, and
A. The maximum
to resume their activities, and to
age for en
man
Locker, Ellda; Bernard
trance to the United States mili- HARDING'S APPEAL IS
promise that to which every
in
Evans.
Fort
Sumner; Jessie Garis entitled, namely, protection
tary academy Is 21 years.
C.
OF
BY
C.
This
protecLila Garrett, Elkins:
ENDORSED
rett,
Hollene;
lawful
Cf.
How docs ilio operation of
his
pursuits.
on
Virginia Hayes, French; Zena A.
an electric fan compare In extion applies alike to the men
and
strike who observe the law
Directors of Las Cruces Cham- Hudson, Melrose; Velma Jackson,
pense with tho burning of elec-tri- o
make no lawless interference with
ber of Commerce, endorsed Presi- Clovis; Gladys D. Jenkins, Maxlight? J. J. jr..
.
wnrir nnd to the men who
of well; Margie Lewis, Santa Rosa;
A. An eight inch electrio fan dent Harding's
proclamation
are lawfully at work and entitled
takes about as much electricity as July 10, to maintain interstate rail- Sybil Llesse, Madrid: Juanlta
of
and Lou Winford, Des
to protection by every agency
a
Mazda bulb.
way transportation and tho carrygovernment in that work. If you
Q. Does a special delivery boy ing of the United States mails, in Moines; Samuel D. and Mrs. Cynthe
righteousmean to challenge
unanimous thia Rlchey. Texlco; Roy F. Melu-glin hnvo to tiiUe rtvil service exami- a resolution adopted byfollows:
ness of free men to be protected
Farwell, Tex.. Suslo N. Page,
n. n. Mctf.
vote. The resolution
inter-.n- ri nation?
their lawful pursuits against
directors of Puerto de Luna; Eula B. SDillers.
A. Tho post office department
the
That
"Resolved,
he
will
I
glad
violence.
of Las Morlarty Mabel J. Zimmerman;
ques- says that special delivery carriers the Chamber of Commerce meetto Join you in submitting thatAmeriHagerman; Jennings McMillan,
are not on the classified civil Cruces, N. M., at a regular
the
of
decision
the
tion to
service list, and that a person ing of the evening of July 24, place Patrick E. Moore. Albert Schmidt.
can people.
and
Emma Lou Witt, Las Vegas.
interested in securing a position themselves on record as supportw
"It will interest governments
of this kind Bhould apply to the ing President Harding's proclamaof
the
that Instead
"SWAP" BALL PLATERS.
local postmaster.
tion and call upon Its members
t
action being an expression
Salt Lake City. Utah. Julv 26.
What is the proper pres and the community generally to
Q.
capitalistic
of
preference
sure for Inflating automobile render their assistance to insure Billy Orr, of the Sacramento Paquite as much
class, It has been who
M. I). SI.
continued and uninterrupted trans- cific coast league basebai team, has
epeak for tires?
onnosed by those
A. American
tire manufactur portation, and urges upon the gov- been traded to the Seattle club forana
Is
you
it
as
by
to anemployers
authorities, national, Rod Murphy, according
Government un-s ers recommend an air pressure of ernmental
votir associates.
cla-bu pounds per square inch in "!Vi state and local, the importanca of snnouncement ere today. Orrhhas
dertakes to represent neither
been
down
a
hoding
utility berth
con- inch tires for a maximum weight providing
protection
proper
alone, and is opposed to all
of 225 pounds per wheel; SO against violence or intimidation to with Sacramento and in the last
flict among classes, and disputt3
been
down
a
holding
3
to
utility berth
inch tires, 350 such men as are willing
work,
pounds for
the right of any group ortoclasa.
has delivered safely seven times.
imSO in accordance with the principles
maximum
pounds
weight;
organized or unorganized, Governin said proclamation; Rod Murphy is an inflelder.
750 expressed
pounds for 4 Inch tires,
peril American welfare.
ftO and direct that copy of these resomaximum
weight;
ment speaks only for the Ameri- pounds
can people as a whole and tne pounds for 4 V, Inch and 5 inch lutions be sent to the governor of
1,000
maximum the state, mayor, county and city
pounds
common good of all its citizen tires,
weight.
attorney, sheriff and other local Wind Shield Glass-Lumb"""In view of all that the govWas Betsy Koss married authorities; also furnished to the
Q.
J. O. BALDRIDGK LUMBER
421 Sooth first strMt.
more than once?
rhon 402,
A. K.
newspapers.
ernment has done or attempted
A. Mrs. Betsy Ross had three
to do during the past year anil
husbands
John
Boss.
.Tosenh
a half to relieve the American
re- Ashburn and John
Claypoole. Hhe
HOUSEKEEPERS
farmer from the burdens oflabor
was
relieve
to
to
married
and
the
second
the
adjustments
C.
ATTENTION!
from the hardships of unemploy- day after the continental congress
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
ment, I know your attempted ap- accepted the flag she made.
How long has rotation of
Fruit Is plentiful this season
Q.
REFRACTION
peal to American prejudice will
crops Ixrn practiced? I,, n. P. and the cost of sugar is low.
fall upon cieaf ears.
I0T 6. Fourth.
Phone 1057-comIf
to
untruthful.
Is
now
A.
time
is
the
it
The
of
and
folly
Right
growing the
grateful
bine these two articles in deyou are the believer in peace and same crop on the same land for
licious and tempting jellies,
harmony and the reign of Justice, several successive years was notwhich you would have believed, ed by the Romans, but the attenpreserves, marmalades and conI invite you now to pass Judg- tion was first called to the value serves.
ment on the failure of the mine
of crop rotations in 1777 In a
Every thrifty housekeeper
workers to accept the awards o treatise by Dickson, ot Edinburgh,
should store away the fruits
commission
an able and impartial
and vegetables of July for use
Dcouunu,
in determining the merits of the
Q. How many Rhodes
1intnr. in the dreary months of winGLASS
PAINT
and
coal
miners
between
arc
there and what Is their ter. This will enable her not
dispute
ships
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ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
PHONE 299
321 W. CENTRAL AVE.

SO THE PEOPLE MAY KNOW
Yesterday In the article that two members of the real estate board
signed their names to insinuated that we might not be right as wo
were newcomers and had not been tried. Wo publish a letter below
These two gentlemen saw this letter. If they
that is
refuse to take this BROTHER realtor's word what is there to
a
REALTOR. Jealousy makes some peoplo do funny things.
Member National Association
of Real Estnte Boards.
BIG HORN BASIN REALTY ASSOCIATION
Office of President
Basin, Wyo.
May 10th, 1S22.
To Whom It May Concern:
This is to certify that Mr. J. C. Roberts was an active member of the Big Horn Basin Realty Association for some two years,
having come here from Billings, Montana, where the writer knew
him as a member of the Billings Real Estate Board for some
years.
Mr. Roberts has. always been very active in Real Estate matters and Chamber of ' Commerce work and has represented a
number of Insurance Companies.
I am sure Mr. Roberts will be a valuable asset to any association he may Join and will fill his membership with credit and
honor.
Tours very truly,
(Signed) W. W. MURPIIT,
Pres. Big Horn Basin Realty Ass'n.

Protection Worth Talking About
NEW MEXICO STATE REALTY ASSOCIATION.
An Association of Real Estate Dealers, Agents and Owners Cooperating to serve the best Interest of Real Property Owners of tho
State and for the enactment of a Real Estate License la-the sarrm
as other states have for the protection of the publio from unprincipled
reauy aeaiers. it nas Deen demonstrated tnat a license law carrying
a bond Is the only way that such people can be kept In line. Thn
principles that we stand for have got the ethics administered from a
Chicago office beat forty ways.
We receive letters every day from all parts' of the state
us on our progressive move. We believe that ninetv-nln- a
cent
of the people are with us on this proposition. The
per
that say it is not any good because they are not in it will not getpeople
very
lar. ine Association is supreme, it is tne only one that can thrive
and do things under the present conditions. The man up In a Chicago office has as much chance to organize a herd of realty boards
In New Mexico as a frog has of flying. He had better look n ttm
population of some of these western states before he pops off. There
is not a city In the state largo enough to support a realty board outside of Albuquerque.
The president of the board here admitted that
to me yesterday.
There is a board at Roawell. The state directory
gives twenty real estate dealers in Roawell, the national real estate
roster says the board has a membership of five, hence this is a failure. The idea of organizing an association of real estate hoards n
this state now is plain bunk. It commences to look as if the congressman was right when he stated that Realtor stood for "real bull."
We had our application in for membership in the Albuquerque Real
Estate Board, but have withdrawn it this day as we do not care to
We are progressive and bebelong under the present management.
lieve In doing things along constructive lines. We do not believe in
attacking our competitors because they have a little life and go out
after tne business, xou can not buna cities that way. Those are
back woods tactics.
JOHN C. ROBERTS.
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On Sale Thursday, 8:30 A. M.
Sizes 27x54 inches, Rag Rugs, splendid quality
for ONLY $1.00
18x24 inch Rugs only 50c
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rotting event shared a front stage
this afternoon with the
fiosltion of
the third day's grand
Circuit program, which was the
or
beshler hotel pacing stakes
eligible. An accident in the
forced
Jirst heat of the 2:08 trot
the event Into an extra heat contest and brought about some of the
Season's largest long shots.
McGregor tho Great and King
Watts were equal favorites in the
Jace at $200 each for pools calling
for $600. Clyde the Great, the half
frille track sensation, stumbled on
the back stretch in the opening
jheat and as a result. King Watts MAMA PICKF0RD SAYS
end Linnra Watts both trailed
home with broken sulkies.
MARILYNN
AND JACK
the Great finished fourth
WILL WED ON SUNDAY
to Patrick Todd. But three 2
tnutuel tickets were out on Patrick
Todd to win the heat and each
(By The Ai.nclnled Pkm.)
Los Angeles, July 26. The date
paid $450.20. Alleen Dillon, who
of
the
to
second
$87
wedding of Marilynn Milfinished
paid
place
ler of the stago, to Jack Pickford
Jp the mutuels.
Just David won from McGregor of the screen, has been advanced
the Great in the second heat. The from August 1 to July 30.
The advancement and the anValentine trotter broke in the
of it were both
third heat at the first turn and nouncement
mother, Mrs.
Just got under the flag. McGregor mado by .Tack's
Pickford, also mother
the Great taking the heat from The Charlotte
of Mary Pickford, the wife of
Triumph.
Fairbanks.
In tho fourth mile with heat Douglas
Miss Miller arrived here yesdinners only appearing, Cox's staland she and her fiance
lion beat Just David by a nose. An terday
were discussing their plans for beunhappy incident followed this ing married
August 1, when Mrs.
finish when Valentine reached Pickford
over and hit Driver Cox and his be marriedinterrupted: "No, they'll
next Sunday at 7
liorse, McGregor the Great, with o'clock
Sunday night so then
)i!s whip to pay for an alleged
will be no interruptions in the
A
remark from Cox.
picture work," Tho wedding will
crowd gathered when the drivers be
at Doiik's
dismounted but the argument was Beverly Hills. and Mary's home in
not continued.
"All right,"
said Jack and
Henry Direct, the favorite to win Marilynn.
the Deshler stake, was able to capture only the first heat. J. W. S. PIRATES
ACTIVE IN
in the field came through and won
the remaining heats and the race.
VICINITY OF CANTON
The 2:08 pace was won by Flo
Patch after dropping the first heat
Canton, July in. (Ey the Asto Banner JI.
sociated Press.) Jtiver and coast
The 2:15 trot for
pirates have become so active that
colls only was easy for Lee Wor- silk
shipments from tho interior
thy.
have virtually ceased except uni
the protection of the suns of
der
kt'ARD SHOOTS PICKETEns.
war craft.
t Creston, Iowa. July 26. Kay foreign
A British gunboat arrived here
iBlodgett and George McCloud. today escorting
a fleet of silk
doing picket duty for striking junks from Tukhlng, in the inof
the
Chicago, Burlingterior of
ihopmen
province.
ton and Qulncy railroad were shot The combinedKwangtung
cargoes of the Junks
(fry. a guard employed by the
were valued at $2,000,000.
shortly after midnight
".Ulodgett was removed to the hos- - STRIKE CROWD
STONES
'pllal and is said to be in a criti- 'cat condition.
McCloud was not
DEPUTY
MARSHAL
ILjS.
seriously wounded.
(Ry Ttii- - Amorlalert Frm.)
I NOTICE OP DISSOLUTION.
San
Calif., July 26.
Banta Fe, July 26. Notice of ReportsFrancisco,
wero received by United
dissolution of the corporation has States
Marshal James B. ITolohan
been filed by the L. B. Putney Me- here,
that Eugene Mulvev. a
rcantile corporation has been filed deputytoday
marshal, was
by a
4nr the L. B. Putney Mercantile lanroaa striKe crowd stopped
at
V.ompany of Laguna, N. M and the California, where Mulvey Rosevillc,
had gone
f- - B.
Putney Mercantile company, to serve subpoenaes in connection
,'the latter operating at Bernalillo. with an injunction
the
granted
The Laguna and Bernalillo houses Southern Pacific company, against
will he operated
l "hereafter
as rtrlke activities. Many in the crowd
Radium will make a real diaSymbolic flags for everv ennn.
B. Putney, of AI- - were women and children, the re- mond
Vaflchs or
sparkle in tho dark, while ty of the state is a new idea proIlmiiueru.ue,
port said. Mulvey was not injured. it has no affect on an Imitation. posed in Massachusetts,
or
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(Continued From Pige One.)

CLAIM IS FALSE
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ALL FREIGHT IS
BEING MOVED

July, 27, 1923.

Hemstitching

wit, praising a woman's
ANOTED
said "She
easy to look at."

beauty,'

was

We say the same of this beautiful Waltham Watch it Is
easy to look at, but its beauty will last a
and it
will always be faithful and true.
Look at it. The chaste design the fascinating raised figure
dial the exterior grace together with sturdy dependability
which the famed Waltham movement inside oi the case
, assures the proud owner.
Beauty and utilityl That is what this truly fine Waltham
Watch not only represents but Is through and through.
life-ti-

Ask your Jeweler to show you this Colonial Series
1425. Catalog No. 122. He knows Waltham Watches
Write for a valuable booklet that U a liberal "Watch" education
Sent free upon request. The Waltham Watch
Company
Crescent Street, Waltham, Mass.

WALTHAM
THE WORLD'S WATCH OVER. TIMES
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Singer Sewing
Machine Co.
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State
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Now

at 117 Gold Avenue
Phone

FAMOUS WALTHAM WATCHES AT

G.0TTLIED JEWELRY COMPANY
105 North

"Your Guarantee Is Our Name"

Firt Street.

.

Opposite Y. M. C. A.
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DEFEAT OFTHE
REPUBLICANS IN

1912 EXPLAINED

BRUNER RESIGNS
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super-millionai- re
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millionaires was 1916 when there
were 206. In 1917 there were but
141. But the classes ranging down
to the normal
reached their zenith In 1917. In
1918 there were 4,432 normal millionaires and
n
or a total of 4,499; In
1919, there were 5.461 normal millionaires anil sixty-fiv- e
or a total of 5,526; in
1920 there were 3,616 normal millionaires and thirty-thre- e
or a total of 3,649.
This Is the last year for which figures have been compiled, but It Is
expected that 1921 and 1922 will
show still further decreases in all
these classes.
For the purpose of this computation It has been arbitrarily assumed that the millionaires make
returns of 10 per cent and our
classification
has been worked
back from that hypothesis. Doubtless there are many possessors of
$1,000,000 earning but 5 per cent
on their fortunes.
If this classification be included, tho total number of millionaires is greatly swelled more than doubled.
Of the $50,000 Income class a 5
there
per cent yield on $1,000,000
were 5,161 In 1914, These added to
the 2,348 of the higher classes,
would give a total of 7,509 for 1914.
Tho figures for the other years for
for
these millionaires are: 6,847
1915 or a total when added to the
upper classes of 10,671 all told;
0,452 for 1916 or a total of
12,439 for 1917 or a total of
19.103; 9,9Hfi for 1918 or a total of
14,495; 1 3,320 for 1919 or a total
of 18,840: 12,093 for 1920; or a
total of 15,742.
The figures show that the groups
of lesser millionaires, that is. those
having estates ranging from
have hild
000 to $10,000,000,
their fortunes through the war betsixty-seve-

BY FREDERIC J. HA SKIN.
Washington, July 26. The term
millionaire may mean one thing or
it may mean another. To the avnow
the
Clovls
is
which
leading
InAttribSenator M'Cumber
During Three Years of
West Texas league, wants a three- - erage person a millionaire Is
utes It to Failure to Place
here with the Grays man who is the fortunate possessor
cumbency Denomination game series after
'
the close of the of $1,000,000. To some of those
Has Grown From 6,000 immediately
News Print on the Free
West Texas league schedule, ac who study the statistics of Income
cording to a letter received by published by tho Internal revenue
to 9,000 Members.
List in Tariff Act. ,
.
Manager Dan Padilla yesterday bureau of the treasury. a millionfrom the Clovis manager.
aire is not one who possesses
The
Aaaorlntrd
At
the
mis
state
of
the
(It;
Preu.)
meeting
f
Padilla has accepted the chal $1,000,000 but one who has an in;. Washington,
July 26. Defeat of sion board of the Baptist Conven- lenge and the dates
will be decided come of $1,000,000 a year or more.
the republican party In 1912 was tion of New Mexico, which closed later, but will probably be about Such a man must possess a fortune
attributed today In the senate by yesterday afternoon, following an the mlddlo of September.
of many millions of dollars.
The Clovls team is planning a
The vicissitudes of theso
Chairman
McCuraber of the fl interesting
session, Rev. J. W.
this direction
most of whom were
barnstorming
nance committee, to the refusal of Brunei", corresponding
secretary, with El Puf,o, trip
and Albu created by the war, Is an interest;
that committee three years pre offered his resignation. Dr. Bruner querque as the Roswell
main stops.
ing story. There may be some
Viously to heed the demands of elated that his resignation was final.
The Grays will leave tonlgnt for
also. It is difficult to
in
newspaper publishers
that news A meeting of the full state mission Ft. Bayard, where they will meet determineit, whether the statistics
e
three-gamon
free
be
In
the
a
print paper
placed
board was called to meet In Albu the Ft. Bayard team
reflect actual vicissitudes of forh
list in the
tariff act. querque
series Friday, Saturday and tune or'Jugglery of figures, but the
29 for the purpose
ex
tils declaration brought demands of makingAugust
Before
his
of
they
final disposition
Sunday.
returning
figures must be taken at their face
from the democratic, side for full resignation and looking
to the elec- pect to meet one of the El Paso value' and the assumption
made
details and was followed by recitals tion of his successor.
clubs of the Interstate league for that they constitute a true report.
Indiana.
one
l)y Senators Watson of
at least
game.
Good Growth Reported.
If that be true, the
3moot of Utah and McCumber of
In
Albuquerque s Grays have taken
the resignation Dr.
of the United States came
Incidents which, they said, had Brunerpresenting
said he had never sought the series from every club they and went in the war years as sumtaken place behind the scenes In the position, but had desired on have met so far this season and are mer insects come and go, but there
congress a decade ago.
several occasions to be relieved. He claiming the championship of the
still buzzing around.
Senator
democrat, gave a review of his services since state. They have won flftem areInmany
Robinson,
1914, the first year in which
three.
Arkansas, declared that if Senator undertaking the seventy-five-m- il
but
and
lost
games
the great war In Europe changed
McCumber's statement that the lion campaign in July, 1919. as di
the face of the world and turned
newspapers of the country, be- rector of which he saw $381,000
the channels of business, there
cause they could not "Intimidate" Pledged In New Mexico, whose
In the United
60 persons
the finance committee Into giving quota was $250,000. A hospital, or
Theaters Today 1I were
States who reported Incomes of
free news print had turned against phans' home, and a college nave
$1,000,000 a year or more. The
the republican party and defeated been established.
The number of
internal revenue bureau has no
it. were true, it was "a terrible in churches
denominato
World's
"H"
contributing
"The
Theater
higher classification than this, but
dictment against the press of the tional work has increased from 70
Champion," with Wallace Reld as it is said that If the classifications
United States the men who own It, to 140;
members In- the
contributing
is
were carried upward, it would be
today
star,
being
repeated
its
men
control
who
and the
poli creased
1,500 to 4,000; total for the last time.
The managefound that there are incomes of
cies." Asserting that he could iot amount from
denominafor
contributed
"CurIs
also repeating the
$10,000,000 a year and more.
accept it without first having "def- tional work increased from $11,000 ment
Review"
rent
Events" and "rathe
information, to $75,000; number of members In
By 1915 the crop of
inite and complete"
later
senator
and
had doubled. There were
the Arkansas
from 6,000 to 9,000; pastors' pictures.
120
Senator Stnnlev of Kentucky, de creased
persons who returned Income
In
from
salaries
increased
total
McCumber
House
"Baby of $1,000,000 a year and over. In
manded that Senator
Crystal
$24,950 to $80,000; active pastors Mine" and Opera
the six vaudeville acts, 1916 the number had reached
give the. names of representatives increased from fifty-on- e
to eighty-fivmaae
to
at
crowd
a
the 206. This was the peak, nl 1917.
of the publishers who had
showing
good
and .all other branches of the show
last night will be re- the figuies had fallen to 141;but
threats to the committee.
denomination
The
Increased.
work
YVnnis to Give Facts.
In ISIS It was 67; in 1919, 65; and
off all its debts, which peated today.
has
In 1920 there were but 33 AmeriStating that he wanted to give were paid
In 1919, and now
oppressive
said
Smoot
senate "facts," Senator
Lyric Theater "His Nibs," with cans reporting Incomes of $1,000,-00- 0
sum to Its credit. "Chic"
sized
has
a
good
Kalo
I.
late
leave
will
as
Norrls, represent
John
ihe
the star,
a year and over.
Mr. Bruner gives as his reasons
Lyric tonight, after providing
ing the Newspaper Publishers' asa for his resignation
When They Dwindled.
a deep desire to the
film
the
a
of
this
theater
fans
sociation, had appeared Deiore
Observers
of these matters see
of which undertake another line of Christian large amount of laughter for the a coincidence in the fact that the
finance subcommittee
which
the
for
main
purpose
work;
re
had
a
was
Mr. Smoot
member;
days. The managegreat incomes began to dwindle In
has been ac past three
fused tn cnmnrnmlse on the mat ho undertook the work
is also repeating "Huck the same year that the United
and ho believes It for ment
c
ter of a duty on news print and had complished,
Goldwyn-GraphlFinn's
the
Cousins,"
States entered the war and laid
Interests of the cause.
stated that if a duty were imposed the best
comedy.
heavy taxes and surtaxes on InPark Quits Kdltorttliln.
"the republican party will be At the
comes. The
are supposed
same meeting, the resigna
The Utah
driven from power."
Pastime Theater The Bennett to give, not figures
the taxable income
tion of Rev. William Park, editor
senator said he supposed this was of
Corporation presents Rex merely, but the total net Income.
the Baptist New Mexican, was of Picture
tho statement from which Senator
Beach's "The Iron Trail," a sen- That is, these amounts were reSeptember 15. sational
McCumber had drawn his "conclu- fered, to take effect
exrailroad
melodrama; also turned whether taxable
and
or not.
sions" and added that he did not The board, ofafter discussion for
Mr. showing Al St. John as the star In The point is made that the great
appreciation
think Mr. Norris had been author- pressions
"Fool
Days."
Incomes
not
did
confidence
and
Parks'
regret
make
work,
actually fall off
ized by tho publishers to
when the United States entered the
that he had reached such a conclus
such a statement.
It TRAVELER GETS A 30
war so sharply as litis been indiT.ator reiterating his original ion, accepted the resignation.
for the paper
cated, but that by some mysteristatement that spokesmen for thee is likely that plans
DAY
HERE
STOPOVER
In
ous manipulation, they were kept
the
at
will
be
made
meeting
publishers had told tne commi.-teout of the returns. That may be
and
August.
"give us free print paper
Mr. Park has been with the Bap
Hugh Rubirth of Dallas and fact and It may be that the benewe will support the republican
re tist New Mexican for more than (wo Clovis who is "just travelin'
ficiaries of these vast Incomes,
party and tho It.administration;
fnsM tn elve
and we will de years, during which time tne circu about the country was given a realizing that a large proportion
Increased
has
in
of
lation
the
of
Senator
paper
their funds would be taken by
stopover
Albuquerque
stroy you, If we can."
McCumber said he had been pres- nearly DO per cent, while under his jiesterday when lie appeared at the income tax collector, began in
ent at conferences between the direction a deficit lias Deen materi- police court on a vagrancy 1916 to distribute their property to
Rubirth had been ar heirs or to dissipate It in other
representatives and ally reduced each year. Mr. Park charge.
publishers'
members of the committee and announced no definite plans for the rested at the viaduct on Tuesday ways.
H
for
future.
them.
of
details
evening
spending tho night in
The $2,000,000 fortune seems to
remembered
his private open air hotel. Ho be about the most
Colleeo To Open.
added that on one occasion wnen
Of
the judge that he mese, paying incomes steady.
Further plans were made looking Informed
thpre was a discussion of a com
of $200,-00- 0
of to the opening of Montezuma
wasn't looking for work, but juet
a
were
233
promise as between the duty
In
there
year,
In SeDtember. Professor H. V. traveling.
$6 a ton and $2.40 a ton on the
1914; 386 In 1915; 726 in 1916;
v
colof.
new
dean
the
the
representa-iia
Saunders,703
in 1917; 401 In 1918; 622-ipublisher's
paper,
IS FODXD GUILTY.
had stated that he wowld lege, Is expected to arrive In New
1919. and 307 In 1920. A steady,
Denver, Colo., July 26. David
not yield "one damn cent" and Mexico tomorrow from Waco,
healthy growth is shown up to
that if the committee failed to Texas, to assume charge of the In Stead, secretary of Inspiration the
peak in 1916 and then a fallLodge number 143, A. F. and A. M., ing off;
make the desired recommenaa side school work.
The close
Plnns were made for the per was found guilty of embezzlement of the but a result ata substantlon for news print, the publish
period showing
era would drive the party from fecting of local, associational and tonight by a jury in the west side tial
In
this class over 1914.
gain
state-wid- e
organizations lor press- court. The Rtate alleged he em- The other net gains over 1914 are
power if they could.
bezzled $1,065 in funds collected
Watson's E.xnerleiice.
ing the collections in the
notable
also.
of Indiana,
Watson
Senator
campaign this fall, and from members for dues.
There were In 1914, 147 possestold the senate of what he said for the district associations which
sors of $3,000,000 and in 1920,
had been his personal experi will be held over the state during
169.
Those with $4,000,000 estates
ence "with these same gentle August and September.
in 1914 numbered
69 while in
men" In 1908 when he was a
Hair
Often
Ruined
1920
there were 70. Those with
member of the house. He related
114 in
$5,000,000
914
numbered
that Mr. Norris and the late Her
By Careless Washing
and 123 In 1920. The highest
man Ridder, another representa DECISION NO
single class of all for the period
tive of the publishers, nada.
Soap should be used very care- was that composed of persons
to "force"
through
sought
If
want
to
with $1,000,000 in 1917. There
you
fully.
your
keep
bill by the then Representative
hair looking Its best. Most soaps were 3,302 in that class alone in
John Sharp Williams or MissisIN
GIVEN
and prepared shampoos contain 1917, the year the United States
news print and
sippi, placing
too much alkali. This dries the entered the war.
wood pulp on tne tarn: tree list.
visThe possessors of these great
scalp, makes the hair brittle, and
He declared Mr. Norris had
ruins It.
fortunes are the persons who
ited the then Speaker Can.ion in
for steady use pay the bulk of the government
T HROWING CASE is The best thing
the speaker's office and told him
Mulsified cocoanut oil sham- taxes. While
in the presence of Mr. Watson
the average tax
Is
poo (which
pure and grease-less- ), paid by the man with a S2.000
end others that if Mr. Cannon
to
is
and
better
bill
than
income
In
would permit the Williams
1920 was but $13.80,
anything
The case of Bob Ewing, strik else you can use.
the average tax paid bv the
go through the publisners wouia
charged with throwing stones
Two or three eteaspoonsful
of
that would er,
start a campaign
was
and
Kozlowski and John
Mulsified in a cup
or glass the average tax $39,519.71
make him president and that t: at Tat men
paid bv the
the
at
now
working
with
Is
warm
a
bill
water
little
go
he refused to let the
super
millionaire
was
un
Fe shops, was taken
sufficient to cleanse tie hair and
through, they would drive him Santa
der advisement yesterday by Jua scalp thoroughly. Simply moisten
from power.
In the aggregate the large numD.
tice
of
Peace
the
Montoya.
the hair with water and rub It In. ber of small
Ordered Norris Thrown Out
Kozlowski
persons rewas
that
It
alleged
an
makes
abundance of rich, ceived more salaried
The Indiana senator related
Income than the
a It
were
stoned
and
Ollnhant
by
neout
Mr.
sent
rinses
which
his
for
Cannon
creamy lather,
that
In 1920 the net
days ago easily, removing
and instructed gang of strikers several
every particle of income of persons with incomes
gro messenger
that Ewing was one of the dust,
and excess ranging from $1,000 to
dandruff
him to throw Mr. Norris out of and
dirt,
men who composed
the gang. oil. The
$2,000 a
and year reached the
dries
the house if he saw him there Several
other arrests are expected evenly, andhairIt leavesquickly
gigantic aggrethe
scalp
again. Mr. Cannon then ordered to be made
of
gate
case
In
the
the
today.
Mr. Norris from his office, Senasoft, and the hair fine and silky, group of.$4,050,066,618 while had
tor Watson continued,
adding
bright, lustrous, fluffy and easy to content themselves with an
that later "those same men with DEATHS ANDJUNERALS to manage.
You can get Mulsified cocoanut aggregate Income of only $77,078,-13the same proposition" appeared
But the income of
8
committee
oil shampoo at any pharmacy, it's
beforo
the finance
Romaldo
MARTINEZ
Martinez,
received by the relativeh
bill whs 10
will
ounces
a
when the
few
and
very
cheap,
old. son of Mr. and Mrs.
years
ly
poor
to
had
be
people
divided
being considered and their threats Jose Martinez, died last night at supply every .nember of the famsure your among 2,671,950 while the
had to be heard again.
their residence, 1224 Barelas road, ily for months. BeMulsified.
had
their
$77,078,139
Senator Robinson said after tho after
a short Illness. The body was druggist gives you
to divide among only 33.
recitals that the republicans had taken to Meadows and Martinez'
While tho $2,000 income class
been
"an experience funeral
holding
which received an aggregate inparlors pending funeral
meeting not a revival but a concome of $4,050,066,618
fession," and, he added, had fatpaid a
total tax of only $36,859,732,
ed to make out their case.
the
PALADINO Miss Mabel Pala- class with an
Mrs.
Mr.
and
of
dino,
daughter
aggregate Income of only
It takes the best part of a year Peter Paladino, died last night at
to turn out a first-clapaid the greater sum of
tennis their residence, 436 West Santa Fe
$49,185,085. That the rich people
For the finest speci- avenue,
racquet.
Fun- And
illness.
a
short
after
OC
and
Bunions
Corns
Pains from
the country bear by far the
mens only the lower part or the
arrangements are pending.
Without Soaking;, Powders, Plas- greater part of the tax burden
parent ash trunk Is used and It eral
Is in charge.
Crollott
is
Indeshown
After
to
several
be
Suffering;
months
is kept for
ters, Etc.,
by the fact that all the
scribable Foot Misery for 20 Years. income classes from $1,000 a year
properly seasoned.
Edwardo
SANCHES
Sanches,
a year Paid bllt
well
known
UPn'?10,000
Prof. F. T. Mclntyre,
aged 87 years, died last night at his
1920, while the classes
ourtn street. world tourist and lecturer, says: "For ranging laabove
residence on Soutn
a year all
He Is survived by one son, Pablo years I was compelled to wear shoes the way up to $10,000
the
Sanches, of this city. The body was two sizes too large, to be able to walk
.
a
paid
total
$Sus,ouO,-000ot
tuken to Crollott's funeral parlors with any comfort at all. I tried soaking
These figures are for 1920
medicated
in
baths,
pending funeral arrangements.
feet
powders,
which was a year of high wages
my
and
galore, but in the lower classes, but
r
a
TURITAS Francis Chavez Tur-ita- plasters
callouses and soreness rethe
for millionaires. The explanburning
Mrs.
Mr.
and
of
daughter
fused to go, while the pains from corns ation Is found in the fact that
Manuel Chavez Turltas. died yester- and bunions
continued to torture both
ennnVefaee ratB of ta 1" he
day afternoon at their home In mind and body, which upset my entire $.1,000
class was but 1.19 per cent
Funeral arrangements nervous
Lagunltas.
fortunin
1920 compared to 64.65
system. One day, very
per
will be announced later. Meadows
cent
who
for
from
the
I
gave
Egypt
ately, met a lady
and Martinez are in charge.
If
the
Foot
Relief,
of
box
a
little
normal definition of a
me
Gypsy
which she said was a secret from the millionaire is used, the statistics
AVIATORS HOP OFF ON
Assuming that a
desert After using it a short time, "abounding.
millionaire is one who
has an estate
awful burning stopped, the cal- worth
FIRST LEG OF THEIR the
$1,000,000 the numbers can
louses came off in chunks, leaving the be
arrived
at
LONG MAPPING FLIGHT skin of my feet clean and smooth, each receives anby assuming that
Income of 10 per
while the pains from corns and bunions cent on his fortune.
This would
TreM.)
seemed to disappear as if by magic be at the rate of
(By The 'Amnclat
$100,000 a year.
San Diego, Calif., July 28. Lieu- From that time, 1 said a joyful good- In 1914 the
number
of
havtenants Virgil Hines and Charles
over SO years of indescrib- ing Incomes of $100,000 persons
a year was
off bye to
aviators,
hopped
Webber,
army
take
a
would
not
I
foot misery.
2,288.- Add tie sixty
For Lasting Fragrance
at Rockwell field today on he able
thousand dollars to again go
and a grand total of 2,348
first leg of their 6,000 mile air map- hundred those
Is
I
Now
feel
of
obtained.
This was the year in
agony.
years
Use Cuticura Talcum
ping flight that Is scheduled to through
sufferer
the
foot
which,
togetabox
European war broke
liketellingevery
carry them as far east as Denver, of
out.
the wonderful Gypsy Foot Kellef."
and South to El Paso, Texas,
There is nothing better than Colo.,
Taking this same definition of
Antonio.
Note.
and
San
Gypsy Foot Relief, referred mliionalre,
there were in 1915
Cuticura Talcum for powderOrders received from the war de- to by Mr. Mclntyre, may be applied in some
3,704 of them and, with the
skin.
It partment Just before the two air- a minute, without fuss or bother. Sure,
ing and perfuming the
added, a grand
appeals to the most fastidious men began their flight directed that quickreliefcomes three minutes later, or total of 8,824. The
for
because of its fine, smooth tex- they fly to La sv Vegas, Nevada, to-as the makers give back the small amount 1916 show 6,427 with figures
206
day Instead of to Sacramento,
to add, giving a grand
ture and delicate fragrance.
you pay. It is aold In "this city by
originally planned.
Pharmacy. Brlggs' Phar- total of 6,633. In 1917 the number
AMren: "BltumU.
fltlMVrbrllt!l
Tomorrow tho aviators plan to Alvarado
K1MM.IM Jtr. MMm .Mm " Bold Bill"
macy and Woodworth's Drugstore. was 6.623 and, with the
lilcimlU.
fly to Salt Lake City, from there
whr, Sop2t. OtntmntandM
This was the
6,664.
jJMTTuticui Smi ibara without mug
they will continue to Denver and
high tide for the combined showWant Ads Bring Quick Results ing.
then head south.
The high tide .for the super- ;
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AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW

SPIR
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super-millionair- es

IMPORTANT FOR TODAY (THURSDAY)
'v!..

A

r'

Special Offering of Women's Fall

ff

SILK AND WOOL DRESSES

f

(sizes to 44, inclusive)

At $12.95 and $19.95

1.7,-08-

1

$1.-00- 0.

ter than the
with fortunes above $10,000,000.
When Poor Millionaires Flourished
In fact the high point for
that Is possessors of
of
incomes
$1,000,000
yielding
$100,000 n, vear, was not reached
until 1919, which was three years
after the high point for the
In
had been passed.

Very smart, pretty and stylish' are these Fall dresses; in
becoming models, variously developed in navy-and- black. Materials are silk and wool Canton Crepe, Satin
back Crepe and novelties.

f;
:
-

s,

super-millionair- es

fact every class of lesser million
aires from the impoverished possessors of a mere million up to
those with $8,000,000 or $9,000.-00was more numerous In 1920
than in 1914 when the war started:
whereas there are but half as many
shown for 1920
as for 1914.
0,

The Straight Line?

REFEREE FORCED TO
USE BOTH HANDS TO
COUNT OUT FIGHTERS
Prif.
Denver, Colo., July 26. The
referee o? a boxing contest at
Grand Junction was forced to us
both hands in counting out the
two principals In the fisticuffs
argument tonight, according to u
dispatch to the News here.
Jack Bowns, who was trading
punches with Whitey Hutton, i;i
a 140 pound match as one feature of the ring show, got behind in the trading and received
a sporifio blow on the point ot
n

The AmuclutMl

his chin. As he started his dive
toward
the mat, however, he
completed the haymaker which,
he had started for Button's stomach. It landed. Both Hutton and
Bowns collapsed
simultaneously
and the referee calmly counted
both men out.
Later in the evening, Jack
Hunnel throw August Sepp, claimant to the middleweight wrestof Colorado,
ling championship
with a double arm lock In thref
When the men began
minutes.
wrestling for tho next fall, Sepp
lifted Hunnell Into the air by
his legs and dropped him to the
mat with such force that Hunnell
did not regain consciousness for
several
minutes.
wii"
Sepp
awarded tho decision.

IN ALLEGED

If

TO

WHEN

a railroad is constructed from one town
engineers strive to make the line as
as possible. Because a straight route is

shortest, quickest and least costly.

7

Business furnishes a parallel case the line between the
man who makes something and the man who wants
something.

Advertising provides a short cut between the manufacturer and you. Advertisements make it possible to tell
you in a few minutes all you want to know about the
services or articles you need.

A glance through this paper enables you to sift out the
things that interest you, and in a moment you know just

where and when to go for what you want.

Figure how many steps, how much needless walking and
talking the advertisements save you and your neighbors.
Then you will realize the great economy of advertising.

E

MAN

15

SLI
Advertising plays a necessary part in your life Read it.

(Br Th Aiaociated Preu.)
Council Bluffs, Iowa, July 26.- When county officials refused to
take any action after she had re
ported that S. C. Frelden, president
of the Citizens' Ice and Coal com
See
pany of Council Bluffs, had as
saulted her In her home, Mrs. Linda
to
ac
him
death
shot
Taylor
today,
cording to the story she told the
police. Freiden is said by police
to have gone to the Taylor liome to
collect an Ice bill over which there
was a dispute.
According te Mrs. Taylor, Frel
den assaulted her one week ago
after she ht1 beoome so exhausted
from resisting his advances that she
could no longer prevent it. She said
also that her husband visited the
police station the following day and
LEGAL NOTICE
made complaint and was told thai
NOTICE OF SALE.
in the absence of witnesses they
In the District Court, State of New
could do nothing.
Mexico,
County of Bernalillo.
After severely examining the wo
No. 13,304.
man and her husband at the police
station. Chief of Police J. C. Nicoll D. E. Harrington and A. L. Martin,
decided to hold both as it appeared
Trustee, Plaintiffs, vs. Lillle A.
that the man might have fired the
Russell, Velma Russell, Henrietfatal shot.
ta Russell and Charlotte Russell,
Defendants.
Notice Is hereby given that the
POUND SALE
undersigned having becn on the
of May. 1922, named and
On Friday the 28th of July, 8th day
by the aforesaid court
1922, nt 10:00 a. m. in front of appointed
In a certain deas
Master,
Special
the city hall on North Second cree and final judgment
on that
one
sorrel
will
I
sell
inaro
street,
rendered In the above styled
about four years old, fourteen day
numbered cause, will on the
hands high, "will weigh 700 and
1922. at ten
of
17th
pounds, blaze face, right hind o'clockdaya. m. August,
at the front door of
foot white, branded on right hio.
the Bernalillo County Court House,
J. It. OALUS1IA,
for sale and sell to the highCity Marshal. offer
est and best bidder for cash, the
following real estate in Bernalillo
RUNAWAYB0Y FROM
County, Now Mexico, to wit:
A piece of land situated In PreGALLUP MAj BE HERE
cinct No. 4, Los Ranchos de Aland measuring from
The police have been asked by buquerque,
to west nineteen hundred
the sheriff of McKinley county cast
feet and from north
(1900)
to detain Robert Hockaby, aged to
and
hundred
south five
12 years, who, with another boy,
on
bounded
forty-fou- r
feet
aged 17 years. Is said to, have the north
by lands of Trinirun away from his home In
dad Arls. on the south by land
owned
by Remedlas
formerly
Baca now owned by F. M. Ewing,
as far as the Acequia de Qriegos;
from the Acequia de Barelas to
the river is bounded by the land
of Manuel Gonzales on tho south;
on the east by the Old Public Road
and on the west by the Rio
Grande.
Also another piece of land situated in Precinct No. 4, Los Ranchos de Albuquerque, which Is
bounded on the north by the
For Infants land of R. J. Ewing, on the east
the Old National Road which
& Invalid! by
Is commonly called
"El Camino
NO COOKING Vlejo de los Ranchos de Albuon
south
the
rue "Food Drink" tot All Ages. querque,"
by land
was , formerly owned by
3uick Luocb at Home Office,n4 which
Manuel D. Gonzales, and on the
Fountains. AJk tot HORUCK'S.
west by the Rio Grande del Norte;
said land Is crossed by the
wArotd Imitations & Substitutes which
Acequia de los Griegos and Can- -

the advertiser who displays his goods in the newspapers and helps the town He is the one who deserves
Your Patronage.

Safe

afc

Milk

.

delarlas, and contains about 13
acres more or less.
This sale will be made to satisfy
the final Judgment and decree in
the aforesaid cause, rendered on
May Sth, 1922, wherein the plaintiffs obtained Judgment of foreclosure of a certain deed of trust
made by H. H. Russell, now deceased, and Lillle A. Russell his
wife, tho amount of which Judgment is as follows: $2,000 with
interest at ten per cent per annum from March 1st, 1922, until
paid; and for the further sum of
$250 with Interest thereon at the
rate of ten per. cent per annum
from March 1st. 1920, until paid:
and for the further sum of $250
with Interest thereon at the rate
of ten per cent per annum from
March 1st, 1921. until paid; and
for the further sum of $250 with
Interest thereon from the 1st day
of March, 1922, until paid at the
rate of ten per cent per annum:
and for the further sum of
$173.94 for taxes, with
Interest
thereon from May 8th, 1922, until
paid at the rate of six per cent
per annum; and for the further
sum of $300 attorneys fees, and
inall costs in this proceeding,
cluding the cost of advertising this
sale and a reasonable Master's fee,
the amount of which Judgment
will be on the date of sale $3,949.-6- 9
besides court costs, advertising costs and Master's fee when
allowed by the Court.
RUTH A. MOORE.
Special Master.
NOTICE.
State of New Mexico, In the District Court, Bernalillo county.
No. 13444.
J. C. Cavanaugh,
vs.
plaintiff;
C. R. Crosno, L. T. Shirley and
Caroline H. Robinson, defend-

ants. , .
the Defendant, Caroline H.
Robinson:
Please take notice that an
has been commenced and is
now pending against you In the
above entitled court and cause
and between the parties therein
named, the object of which If m
To

-

ao-tl-

foreclose a mechanic's lien upon
the following described premises
In the city of
Albuquerque, New

Mexico,
Lot numbered five (5) and six
(6) In block numbered
twelve
(12) of the Terrace addition to
the City of Albuquerque, according to the plat thereof on file In
Bernalillo county clerks' office;
and adjudging tha? said lien Is
superior to any Interest you may
have In said property, you are
further notified to appear and defend the said cause and file
answer to the complaint with your
the
clerk of said court on or before
the 4th day of September, 1922, or
judgment will be taken against
you by default for the relief so
prayed.
Marron and Wood, postofftce
address, Albuquerque. New Mexico, are the attorneys for the
t:

plaintiff.
i9D,

FRED CROLLOTT,
Clerk of said court.
thls 19th day ot July- -

Famous Sulphur
Hot Springs
Now under new management who assures better
accommodations than ever
before. Hotel has been

thoroughly renovated.
Stage Leaves Every
Other Day
Round Trip
Sulphur Springs $18.00

For further Information phone
907-- J
or call at 108 South

Second

C.

Street.

Albuquerque.

TARTAGUA,
J
Proprietor
Hotel
Sulphur Springs

r
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BOTH ST. LOUIS TEAMS SUFFER REVERSES IN THEIR RACE FOR PENNANT
Golf Caddy to

IN 8TH AND 9TH

ChampBy Probasco

TENNIS

SEMI-FINAL-

S

HE

LEARMt

8,

Miss Leslie Bancroft of Boston
also gained her semi-finbracket,
defeating Miss Martha Holllster,
New
her way today into the
in the fourth
York,
of the Hew York state women's round.
Mrs. Molla
after a thrilling
BJurstedt did not
championship
three-se- t
struggle with Miss Helen play in the singles, but, paired
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0
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1
0
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11. IT.
1
1
2
0
0
0

1
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Bayne, p

1

0
1

ziDurst

EzzShorten

1
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0
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1
9
1
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0
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Gene Sarazen is a little golfer
who hails from Pittsburgh; he is
an Italian and hij age Is 21; he
won the American "open" championship in golf at Skokie, Glencoe,
111., on July 15, and thereby hangs
a tale.
He Is the first, whose nationality
Is that of the Mediterranean people, to capture such a title and
scorch the Scotch At a game of
their own mnking. Walter Hagen
failed to come through at Skokie
and Jock Hutchinson was down to
seventh. Chick Evans was there
also Jim Barnes but you never
would have realized it. John Black

the golden
west, slipped Into a tie for second
Jones
of
with
Atlanta,
plaoe
Bobby
Ga., and all in all the boys had a
lively time.
Not so many years ago Gene was
doing the shoulder blade callousing
act as caddy at the Apawamisclub
at Harrison, N. Y., and it was there
he learned the game as well as the
His rise has
golfer's vocabulary.
been what you might call rapid.
Improving by putts and drives. He
won the southern open last year
and today finds him on top of- the
American golf world, kicking It In
the ears.
of Oakland, the hope of

CARD T
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Bancroft Lead the Attack
With Three Apiece.

(By The AmMWlatrd Trw.)
New York, July 26. The New

I

Tork Giants Increased their lead
over St. Louis to a game and a
half today by taking the second
game of the series from the Cardinals, 10 to 6. The champions
pounded four pitchers for 20 hits,
Cunningham, Young and Bancroft
leading the attack with three
was painfully
apiece. Douglas
hurt when hit on the right elbow
In
Barfoot
seventh inning
the
by
and retired In favor of Ryan.
Score:
St. Louts.
AB. R. H. PO. AE.
4 0 0 2 0 0
Flack, rf
4
Smith, cf . . .
4
Hornsby, 2b
4
Mueller, If . ,
3
Fournier, lb
3b
.. 3
Stock,
4
Alnsmith, o .
2
Lavan, ss . . .
2
Sherdel, p . .
0
Pfeffer. p .
2
Toporcer, ss
0
Mann
0
Barfoot, p

..5--

Ss,

Two-bas-

IT

iii

The

Barber, lb
Friberg, cf
L. Miller,

, .
. .

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Brooklyn, 7; Pittsburgh, 0.
Boston,
Chicago,
New York, 10; St. Louis, 6.
12-Cincinnati,
Philadelphia,
4
(second game, thirteen
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Boston, 3; Chicago, 1.
Washington, 6: Detroit, 4.
Cleveland, 2; Philadelphia,
New York, 11; St. Louis, 6.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Milwaukee, 8; Toledo, 4.
Minneapolis, 8; Indianapolis,
St. Paul, 1; Louisville, 5.
Kansas City, 5; Columbus, 1,

3.

SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
Chattanooga,
Mobile,
Little Rock, 4: New Orleans, 2.
Memphis, 2; Birmingham, 4.
Atlanta, 8; Nashville, 4.

.

COrTIGHTl922,

WESTERN LEAGUE.
Omaha, 3; St. Joseph, 7.
Des Moines, 4; Oklahoma City, 8
AB. R. H. PO, A. E.
Sioux City, 3; Wichita, 3 (called
1
8
end of seventh, enable Sioux City ton
4
10 27 14

2

catch train).

1

Denver,

0
10
1
1

9
0
0
0

30

4 27 13

1

0

5;

Tulsa,

II"

How to keep cool
while canning

i

To can

STMNGBEANS

r

WEST TEXAS LEAGUE.
Score First game:
R. H. E.
Lubbock . .000 100 200 3 6 2
Stamford ..000 000 0011 7 2
Batteries: Morgan and Allen;
Knadler and Schmidt.
Score Second game: R. H. E.
Lubbock . ...002 101 3 7 9 2

'5

--

"40 in

the easy Lorain way
String and grade. Put

cheese cloth bag and I II
ii
scald from 5 to 10 minutes in boiling water.

I

K

11

Pack whole, to
inch from top of jar.
Add boiling water, and 1
teaspoon salt (for quart
jar). Adjust scalded rub
bers, put jars in oven. Set
Lorain regulator at 250
degrees; leave the hot I
kitchen for two hours and
forget your canning. When
alarm clock rings at the
end of that time, remove
jars from oven and seal
tightly.
M
Cold-di-

H

z

Two-bas-

7-- 4.

double--

header

ODAY'S
GAMES

ca

con-tes-

NEED any longer to stay for
NOweary
hours in the hot kitchen to

watch steaming kettles. Any woman
who cooks with gas can do her canning
with far less time and work! Thousands
of women praise this Lorain oven
method.
d
With a
gas range, all
is
simple and easy, as
very
canning
you'll see from the above recipe.
You don't have to stay in the kitchen,
after preparing the vegetable or fruit and
Lorain-equippe-

nTO) A

putting the jars in the oven! While
Lorain watches the canning you are free
to do other things.
You will find, too, that fruits and vegetables done the Lorain way keep their
firmness, color, and
den taste perfectly.
There are many
advantages of oven canning by measured
time and temperature. Let us demonstrate them to you now, and give you
the free illustrated booklet "Lorain
Oven Canning."
ar

The Lorain Oven Heat Regulator is an attach
mfnt of gas range ovens. It automatically keeps
your oven at any one of 44 different tempera,
tures. Simply set the "red wheel" for any heat
you want Changes in gas pressure, etc., do not
affect the oven temperature.

CIstAiUt

mm

2-- 1.

d

01

V

JEWE,

i

HEAT
REGULATOR

TTTxT-OVE-

Two-bas-

l--

jn

i

7.

ry

T iTsM

MvimTobacco CttTg1)

....
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COAST LEAGUE.
Salt Lake, 4; Sacramento, 3.
Vernon, 11; San Francisco, 6.
Seattle, 8; Portland, 5.
Oakland, 12; Los Angeles, 6.

If...

Powell, cf
Nixon. If ...
Cruise, rf ...
Boeckel, 8b .
Holke, lb ...
Ford, ss
Kopf, 2b
GibKon, c ....
F. Miller, p..
McNamara, P
zChrlstenbury

Mfee

cigarette ft

j

better Virginia

5

04
15

refill
?'

-

weight and full size
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p

cigarettes
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Every
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SUITS

declare a
Sunny Italy should
legal holiday, close down her spaher
Venetian
ghetti factories, put
gondolas in dock for a week and
heave a shovelfull of coal on Vesuvius in honor of Gens Sarazen,
for never has the crown of glory
fallen on one so young;, this side of
the puddle.
This modern Jason snared the
golden cup on a field replete with
brilliant players with a score of
28S for the seventy-tw- o
holes and
you've got to hand him the angel
cake, he's one Italian in American
sports who didn't change his name
to Kelley, Jones or Smith,

Batted for F. Miller in the Stamford . ..011 000 0 2 6 4
Batteries: Morgan and Allen;
seventh.
Knadler and Edwards, Schmidt.
.
Mitchell, ss
By innings:
B
Score First game:
R. H. i5.
000
200
o
030
Buel,
Chicago
1
7
6
000 010 000 1 Clovls . ...010 000 000
Boston
Qulnn, p
e
hit O'Far- Ranger . ..001 000 13x 6 6 8
.Summary:
waCHT
Batteries
"33
Sewell
8
3
and Erwln;
8
27 10
hits Callaghan,
Totals
rell. Three-bas- e
I
Adkins and Clayton.
Chicago.
Heathcote, O'Farrell. Stolen base
Second
Score
R. H. E.
Frigame:
Double
AB. R. IT. PO. A. E
Hollocher.
play
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
000 012 0 3 8 0
on Clovls
Johnson, ss .
berg to Terry to Barber. Base
W. L. Pet.
1
0
001
000
6
0
balls Off Kauffmann. 3; F. Mil- Ranger
Mulligan, 3b
56 84
.622
New York
Batteries: Burleson and Erwln,
out
Kauffmann.
By
E. Collins, 2b
ler,
57 38
St. Louis
.600
and. Palmer.
7; by F. Miller, 4; by McNamara, Pylo
Hooper, rf . .
Chicago
....50 43 .538
Score:
R. H. E.
1.
Hits Off F. Miller, 9 in 7; Mc- Sweetwater
Strunk, cf ...
49 46
Cincinnati
.511
1
000 001 000
6
l
Namara, 1 In 2. Losing pitcher
Falk, If
45 46
.495
2
.
000
7
Abilene
02x
..000
0
Pittsburgh
Miller.
F.
Shecly, lb . ..
45 47
.489
Batteries:
Brooklyn
and
Fleharty
Pipkin;
Hchalk, c ....
33 54
.379
Ward and Burch.
Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Robertson, p.
31 58
Philadelphia 12-.348
Boston
Score:
R.
H. E.
PhilaPhiladelphia, July 26.
Amarillo . . . .000 100 601 7 12 1
30 1 3 27 20 0
ends of a
Totals
delphia won both Cincinnati
San Angelo ..203 010 000 6 10 2
from
today,
By innings:
Batteries: Hill and Byers; Ho000 001 0113
Boston
12 to 7 and 6 to 4. The second
1
-000 000 001
went 13 innings, Fletcher's well,' Ray and Kllndworth.
Chicago
0
game
Pertica
p
e
home-ru- n
hits Harbreaking a 4 to 4 tie.
Summary:
1
zShotton
hitting for
pinch
Lebourveau,
ris, Snhalk, Burns, Ruel. Three-bas- e
iif the
hit Mitchell. Home runs
33
6
7 24 13 4 Rapp in the ninth inning
Totals
Base on balls Off
second game, with two out, hit a
Miller (2).
Now York.
on
man
base,
tl lias
Robertson, 1; Qulnn, 1. Struck
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. home run with a Lee's
pair of
out By Qulnn, 2. Time 1:24.
tieing the score.
wancrort, ss . .
in
first
the
game
home
play
ru:is
Rawlings, 2b . .
ed a big part In the victory. Fon-seWashington, 5: Detroit. 4.
Frlsch, 3b
t.
in each
had a home-ru- n
Detroit, July 26. Washington
Meusel, It
Teat Detroit, 5 to 4 today when
rf
Young
First gams.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Ghnrrlty hit a home run off the
Kelly, lb
R. H. E.
Score:
first ball Oleson pitched to him
W. L
Pet. Cunningham, cf
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
7 10
8
Cincinnati .111 112 000
in the ninth. Gharrity was substi- St. Louis
64 89
.581 Stengel, cf ...
Chicago, at Boston.
1
04x
12 1
100
.
..520
Phlla.
tuted for Picinich who was bench- New York
. ,.64
42
.583 Snyder, c
Pittsburgh at Brooklyn.
Batteries: Rlxey and Hargrave;
ed by Umpire Guthrie for disput49 45
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
.621 Douglas,
Chicago
Winters
p....
Welnert,
Ring,
Hubbell,
on
a
decision
a bunt that rolled Detroit
49 46
St Louis at New York.
.616 Ryan ,p
ing
and Peters.
7
49
along the foul lino and on which Cleveland
.510
Second game:
Hcllmnnn scored from third with Washington
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
43 48
.473
' R. H. E.
Totals
40 10 20 27 9
Score:
the tying run in the eighth. Shanks Boston
39 64
.419
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
Ran for Lavan in seventh.
010
012
000
000
10
Clncin.
was also banished from the game Philadelphia
New York at St. Louis.
37 63
.411
z Batted for Tertica in ninth
13
Phlla. .000 200 002 000
Boston at Chicago.
uy Innings:
Batteries: Couch and Wlngo;
Washington at Detroit.
St. Louis
020 001 200'
G.
Smith
and
Ring, Wrightstone,
New York
110 004 Six 10 Henline
BLAST FURNACE BANKED.
e
summary;
hits Cun
Youngstown, O., July 26. The
Bancroft,
Brooklyn, 7; Pittsburgh, 0
ningham,
Hornsby.
of another blast furnace
Three-bas- e
hits Young, Stengel,
Brooklyn, July 26. Dutch Ruc banking
Home run Smith. Double Dlavs ther registered his fourteenth vic was announced today by the Brier-hi- ll
Steel
company on account of
biock, iiornsny and Fournier; tory of the season today when
Is the rev
Hornsby and Fournor. Base on he shut ouP Pittsburgh 7 to 0. the fuel shortage. This
bans orr Sherdel, 1; Douglas, li Rusther drove In two runs with enth blast furnace to close here
S. S. S. Thoroughly Rids the Body af Ryan, 2. Struck out By Douelas. a brace of singles. Catcher
since the fuel crisis became acute
was hit In the leg by a foul and leaves nineteen stM in blast
Rheumatiun Impurities,
4; Ryan, 2; Sherdel, V, Pfeffer,
bat in the sixth out of the 47 in the Youngstown
tip off Bigbee's
j; carioot, i, Hits orr2 Sherdel, and
district.
forced to retire.
i in o s
in
Somebody's mother is suffering toneirer.
R. II. RJ
Score:
The scourge of rheumatism Barfoot, 8ln
1 In
night!
Pertica.
.000 000 0000 4 2
has wrecked her body; limping and
Douglas, 7 in 7; Ryan. Pittsburgh ..080 004 OOx
7 10 0
suffering, bent forward, she sees but none in two.
Brooklyn
Winning pltche
the common ground, but her aged
Batteries: Glazncr and Jon- heart still belongs to the starsi Doee Douglas. Losing pitcher Shsrdel. nard;
Rusther
and
DeBerry,
anybody card? 8. S. S. is one of the
Hungllng.
greatest
known, and it
Chicago, 1.5; Boston,
helps build more blood cells. Its med26.
Boston. July
Boston and
icinal Ingredients are purely vegeta.
COAL TAKES A JUMP.
nicago spilt even here today each
ble. It never disarranges the stomach.
double-heaone
end
a
of
winning
Pittsburgh, Pa July 20. Soot
tn
It la
fact, a splendid tonic, a blood er.
Doubles by McQuillan and coal, wnicn nas been selling at the
maker, a blood enrlcher. It banishes
rheumatism from Joints, muscles and Powell off Alexander In the tenth government rate of 33.50 a ton. has
the entire body, ft builds firm flesh. inning of the first decided that brll. taken a suaaen jump and today was
FOR DOCTOR, LAWYER,
It Is what somebody's mother needs liant contest in Boston's
ton. Not
2 commanding ib.du a
MERCHANT, CHIEF THE
tonlghtl Mother, If you can not go to 1. In the second game favor,
Kauff mora than thirty curs a day were
out to get a bottle of 8. S. 8. yourself, mann
held Boston to four hits and available at that price, operators
surely somebody In your family wIlL
S
won
1.
to
O'FarreH's said, the rest of the production be-- '
Homebody, get a bottle of S. 8. B. nowi Chlcagi.
Let somebody's mother begin to feel hitting accounted for four runs. lng on contract at the government
Scores:
rate.
fHew gl.H.
fed. mother.
8. s!
First
R. H. 15.
1
An stores. In two sties. The Chicago game
aVWmtAZO
V.
1
6
000
000
In far eastern countries the u
...010
S. s U. It vlU kalid
ay, (eel larger else Is the more economical
Boston '....000 010 000 X 2 10 0 of forks is still unknown,
.

fifteen (13)

DAYS

Krug, 31
O'Farrell, c . .
New York Gets 20 Hits; Kauffmann, p.
6
35
Totals
Cunningham, Young and
Boston.

h
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1

11

10-- 5
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'

YESTER

Batteries: Alexander and O'Far
rell; McQuillan and O'Neill.
Second game:
Chicago.
AB. R. H. PO,
.
rf
Callaghan,
rf
,
Heathcote,
Hollocher, ss.,
Terry, 2b

S POUND

Gl

n,

0

,

Jk

I

y,

4
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Pratt, 2h
Harris, If . .
J. Collins, rf

V

I:

OPEN COUP CHAWIONShiP
,
AT SKOXIE-.-

flCoSliu

rvJ

w;

ill

Two-bas-

Burns, lb

V

1

Kan for Collins in seventh.
Batted for Shocker In eighth.
y.zz
By Innings.
010 000 24411
New York
6
010 000 600
St. Louis
e
Tobin,
hits
Summary:
Severeid, Scott, Schang. Threo-bas- e 2.
hit Schang. Home runs Kuth.
Doul!
plays McManus, Gerber
and Sisler; McManus and Gerber;
Gerber, McManus and Sisler. Base
on balls Off Wright, 3: Bayne, 1;
By
Hoyt, 2; Bush, 1. Struck out
1; Bush, 1. Hits
Wright, 2; Hoyt,
Oft Hoyt, 7 In 6 Innings, two on3
protesting the same decision.
base, none out In seventh; Bush,2 in forScore:
R. H. E.
in 3; Wright, 5 in 7; Danforth,
003 100 001 5 9 0
0 two on base, none out in eighth; Washington
102 000 0104 14 2
Shocker, 2 in 1; Bayne, 6 in 1. Win- Detroit
Batteries:
and Ghar-rltMogridge
Bush.
pitcher
Losing
ning pitcher
Picinich; Pillette, Oleson and
Shocker. Time 2:08.
Woodall.
Boston, 8 j Chicago. 1.
Cleveland, 2; IMilInfloIpIfcn, 0
Chicago, July 26. Three forCleveland, July 26. Cleveland
mer members of the Yankees, now defeated
Philadelphia here today,
with the Boston Red' Sox, turned 2 to 0,
George Uhle besting Rettig,
the trick on the Chicago White Sox Connie
Mack's latest pitching
3 to
today and defeated the locals,
in a hurling duel. Rettig
1. Jack Qulnn, former Yankee
held the Indians to four hits, but
pitcher, hold Chicago to three hits,
of them were wasted. Uhlo
while Elmer Miller, who made his none
supreme In the pinches and
debut today s a member of the was
a pinch hitter,
Ked Sox, celebrated the occasion fanned Johnston,
third out in the ninth inwith two home runs into the left for the
with the bases full.
field bleachers. Mitchell, another ningCOtC
jj
'
former New Yorker, tripled and
000 000 000 0 7 0
scored the third run for the vis- Philadelphia
4
1
. . . 000 101 OOx
2
itors. Miller and Mitchell are two Cleveland
Kckert
and
Kettig,
of the players who figured in tho Batteries:
Perkins; Uhle ana OTfeill.
Dugan deal. Score:
Boston.
AB. n. IT. PO A. E. I
2
3
2
4
0
0 JOHN MCMW
tmJm
Miller, cf
-3b

comeopc.

fA

AM'umoSaq)
wfc At

zz

Foster,

THE

'hoot honA

35 6 10 27 13 0
Totals
z Batted for Wright In seventh.

-

i
Moore and Sam Hyman.
Hyman, a college star, Is more
or less of a gamble, but Dan
Howley, veteran coach of the
Jungaleers, believes that he will
deliver for Ty. Moore Is an experienced hurler and is counted
upon to help the team right off
the reel.
Moore's poor showing this season with the Athletics caused
Connie Mack to part with him.
Roy had played in 16 matinet
and hadn't won a game. He wus
charged with three defeats. But
Moore says that he was discontented and unable to get going.
Last year Moore, in his second
season, gave great
big league
Toiling with the tall-tn- d
promise.
outfit he won 10 games and
lost but 10. Connldering his support this Is a remarkable record.
His wildness handicapped him. In
1920 he won but one game and
lost 13. Ho Joined the Mackmen
from the Waco, Texas, leagu?
He's a native f
club In 1919.
Texas. He was born at Austin
Oct. 26, 1898.

1

0

Ali.

Oerber, ss
Tobin, rf

4

II

3

St. JyOIlls.

X1

SiBler,

B

4

1

VOO

nys

APTER.TOEUiW(J
0 MVS SCOBS.

Of

by Ty Cobb

are expected to bolster up the
Tigers' hurling staff which has
crumbled once more after looking like a million dollars for n
The two are Roy
few weeks.

1
2

Ill

Totals

1

1

2

II

Hoyt, p
Bush, p

'4

2
1
0

BUT

wtveiz wove?
CEAUZe
IT.

son in the gamo which was a pitchers' battlo until the seventh inning when tho locals batted Iloyt
out of the box and scored five runs.
Wright held the visitors to five hits
until he was taken out for a pinch
hitter in the seventh. Score:
Sew York.
'
A IJ. It. II. PO. A. K
5

acquired

Recently

Staging

2

musical composers, Including Mozart, Haydn,
Schu'
Beethoven,
t ert, and Strauss.

By NORMAN E. BROWN

Tho Newcomers.

I rwii.)
21!.

rallies in the eighth and ninth innings, in which they scored eight
runs, the New York Yankees batied
a trio of local pitchers hard and
evened the series by defeating the
lirowns 11 to 6 today, "iiaue"
Kuth knocked out his sixteenth and
seventeenth home runs of the sea-

fi

A new series of postage stamps!
;ust issued in Austria bears the
likenesses
of eminent
Austrian

ls

OfcRSEV.

New York Pounds a Trio of
St. Louis Pitchers and
Wins, 11 to 6; Ruth Gets
a Pair of Homers.

Witt, cf
Dngan, 3b
Meusel. rf
Kuth, If
Schang, c
I'ipp, lb
Ward, 2b
Scott, ss

with Miss Phyllis Walsh of Phlla.
delphla, defeated Mrs. E. V. Lynch
and Miss C. Winn of New York,

(B The AMOciated TreM.)
Rye, N. Y July 26. Mrs. May
Sutton Bundy of Los Angeles won
semi-fina-

(My The Ananrlnlert
St. Louis, 11 o., July

Gilleaudeau of Mamorneck. N. Y
on the courts of the Green Meadows club. The score was

MRS. BUNDY TO BE IN

YANKEE RALLIES

construe,
it is good to look at.
tion prevents breakage. A variety of pleasing
styles and convenient sizes to choose from.
clean as

All-ste-
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GAS
RANGES

The baked on finish of these ranges gives them
lustrous, durable surface that it as easy to keep
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CHAPTER
hava watched you for a
aid
long time," George Murphy
"You seem different
to Gertie.
from most dancing girls, How'd
you come to do it?"
"We needed the money!" Gertie replied with her usual honesty.
"But you you are too pretty
to be In a place like this." It
had beon her unusual flower-Iiit- e
beauty that attracted the look of
Innocence in her face.
"I can take care of myself!"
"I don't know about that," ho
turned, smiling a broad,
smile. "Someone might
steal you."
"They'd bring me back!" Her
thoughts flew to Tom Norrls; he
had forgotten
almost, and he
had seemed to think her pretty
and nice.
"Well, I wouldn't! I'm going to
come sue you, and take you cut
sometimes if you will go with
me."
I'm awful
"I'll go I guess.
lonesome sometimes, "even if Ma
and the kids are the best ever.
13ut I don't have much time to go
out." She wasn't sure she, wanted
to be with Murphy.
He was
miles ahead of Len O'Connor, but
not anything like Tom Norrls
her pattern the man to whom
she compared all other men.
"What do you do to keep you
so busy? Clerk or something
doing this dancing here half
the night?"
"No, but Ma makes me pleep
till noon, then I have to tend to
my clothes, study "
"Study!"
"Yes, I try to " she wa3 embarrassed. She had not meant
to tell anything about her desire
for an education, but his
tone, his Interest had
led her on. "Then you see I have
to be here at 7:30 and It takos
be a long time to come."
"I see so you study? Well, I
can understand that. I got moat
my education in night school.
I'm a bookkeeper in a big grocery
store."
"Oh!" To Gertie a bookkeeper
was a rather superior being.
"I like you, and when a man
likes a girl he ought to tell her
who he Is, don't you think so?"
"Yes, I guess so, I don't know
very much about fellows.
Ma
don't like me to be with them
unless she knows who they are."
"Your mother's all right, I'll
tell the world!
That's the Idea,
know who a fellow Is before you
let a pretty kid like you have
anything to do with her."
"Say, did Fagin give you a
mortgage on that girl?" a joun?
83.

"I,

good-natur-
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Pinner.

SLEEVELESS SUIT
IS CORRECT FOR
SUMMER RIDING

lf

was"

-

the altercation had so far attracted but little attention. But
the follow was not yet done. He
scrambled to his feet and raising
a chair was about to U3e it as a

one-ha-

Li

mm

ARE SPEW T

TERPLEXED.

Take the first steps toward recYour Joke simply
onciliation.

SURE HELP TO
SICK WOMEN
Mrs. Baker, so much Benefited by
Anxious to Help Others

"I was comLebanon, Indiana.
pletely run down from women's trou
iinillllllllll ri Dies ana Bwmacn
lin
trouble and tor a
Inner timo wan
hardly able to do
myworK. l naa
some f riend8 who
had taken Lydia
Pinkham'a
III.
1. illfl E.
f Vim.
Vatretahf
mm
mini pound, and they
torn me aoout it.
I know what it
ha a Hr.no for ma
land I recommend
it to others, bs I am sure it will be a
oil idc women.
v,Ain tn
It is a
W ua
"'
KlHb
wonderful medicine, and 1 give you
iH
wn. siatimnmnl
permission vouaoi mjr icouuivi..Emma
Mrs.
my photograph.
'Baker, 810 S. East St, Lebanon,
Indiana.
These letters recommending Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
ought to convince women of the great
worth of this medicine in the treatment of ailments to which they are
often subject
Mrs. Baker calls it "a wwiderful
medicine." If you are suffering
from troubles women often have, or
feel all run down, without any ambition or energy for your regular work,
take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound. It is a natural restorative
and should help you.

,
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COUNTY BUDGET

men. Can you help

923 TO BE

MRS. A. STRONG.
It Is Impossible for me to In
troduce people through my col
umn. You have no Idea the com'
FRIDAY
plications that would arise. At
present do not think of men. If
you are kind and lovable to those
Considerable pruning of county
around you, you will attract
fur the coming year may
friends and through friends you expenses
will have opportunities to meet be done by the county commission
era
tax
and
experts including It. F.
men.
Asplund, of the New Mexico Tax
association, at the meeting
Dear Mrs. Thompson: Will you payers'
of these officials tomorrow morn
please give me a remedy for ing when the new county budget
biting finger nails? I have never will be prepared for submission to
been reproved for th
and no the state tax commission.
one has ever tried to break me
The county's finances are not in
of It, and so I am afraid It will the best of condition at this time.
be a very hard habit to break.
Mr. Asplund stated yesterday folROSE S.
lowing a checking of the various
A "woman who bites her nails records.
One of the conditions
should go to a physician for treat- which may be embarrassing later
Is
because
almoBt
this habit
in the year is tho fact that the
ment,
always a result of an unhealthy county has already spent more than
physical condition that needs care. $18,000 of its $25,000 general fund
Both grown persona and chil- appropriation for the year, Mr. Asaided in plund pointed out to county comdren are sometimes
breaking this habit by dipping missioners yesterday.
This leaves approximately $5,000
the finger tips Into aloes. For
these are, of all bitter tasting with whl"h to operate the county
decoctions, about the worse, and offices ffir the coming fvj'e months,
Mr. Asplund and several tax exusually a person who hag had It
on the Hps once or twice remem- perts connected with railways left
yesterday for Los Lunas, but will
bers not to repeat the dose.
return to assist the county officials
In making out the budget
Dear Mrs. Thompson: I am a Friday
for 1923.
little girl fifteen years old. Do
you think I am too young to
go with boys to parties In my own "BABY MINE" MAKES
community or go to the restaurant or picture shows onco In a HIT AT CRYSTAL: TO
while?
BE REPEATED TONIGHT
I am a good height and wear
my hair up most of the time.
large crowd witnessed
Mother wanted me to ask you theAnother
initial performance of "Baby
first.
Mine" at the Crystal opera house
PRETTY BROWN EYES.
last night. "Baby Mine" is the last
You are old enough to go to word In farce comedy, being one
after another,
neighborhood parties with hoys If comic situation
you do not stay late at night. But keeping the audience In an uproar
if the party continues to a late of
The
laughter
throughout.
hour you should have your fath- vaudeville was especially good,
er or mother call for you. I Shaw and Shaw, brought down the
consider you too young to attend house again with their comedy skit
restaurants and movies. Walt a which consistB of character talking
year for movies and two or three and singing. Baby Betty once
years before you go to restaurants. more won the hearts of the audience with her singing and dancing.
"Baby Mine" will be repeated to
TRAIN
SPECIAL
OF
night, the performance starting at
8:15.
BANKERS TO VISIT

IDE

CITY

THIS

01

MORNING

B. P. 0. E. BAND IN
UNIFORM AT P. E. R.
The special Santa Fe train which
Is carrying 400 eastern bankers
DINNER LAST NIGHT
back home after attending the annual conference of the American
Hankers' Institute at Seattle, has
been divided, one section dropping
behind one day due- to a special
visit to the Grand Canyon being
arranged at the last moment.
As a result of the new plana, one
of the specials will arrive here at
7 o'clock
this morning and the
other Is scheduled for early tomor
row morning.
As the bankers will only be here
for an hour, during which time
they will eatnobreakfast at the Alva- rado hotel,
effort will be made

lf

h

Music by the Elks' band, resplen
dent In new uniforms, was a feature
of the dinner ot past exalted rulers
of the lodge at the Country club last

The band gave several concert numbers during the banquet
and the
program. Dinner wns served at 7 o'clock.
Exalted Ruler Arthur Prager
acted as toast master at the banquet. The roll call of deceased past
rulers was read by the exalted ruler
and the secretary and was respond- ed to by Rabbi Molso Bergman, who
spoke In memory of the deceased
entertain them with trips through officers. Francis E. Wood presentthere-woulbe no time ed the past xalted rulers' medals
the city, as
for such sight seeing.
ond I C. Bennet responded. '
night.

after-dinn-

HISTOID

is

vacation.
This was the decision reached by
the county commissioners yesterday as the proper way out of the
dilemma caused by having already
spent all the money as provided by
state laws for supervision of the
department.
Although there Is still $13,000 In
the road fund, tho 10 per cent of
tho total fund for the year which
can be spent for supervision h;is
been spent and the commission was
confronted with either running the
department without a head or
stopping Its operation entirely. The
latter plan was adopted, though It
is possible that special road work
may he done from time to time on
stretches of highway which may
become critically In need of repair.
The total road fund at the start
of the year was $2,970. The
filed with the commission yesterday shows that $2,823 has already been spent for supervision of
the department by the superintendent and his assistant. This would
leave only $147 for this purpose
for the remainder of the year.
Chairman Albert Simms pointed
out that as the report was made up
June 30, more than this amount
had already been spent on the two
officials' salaries for July.
To Kedeem Romln.
Upon motion of Chairman Albert
O. Simms, the suggestion made by
County Treasurer Ed Kwope was
adopted and the treasurer authorized to sell the $43,000 worth of
Liberty bonds in the sinking fund
and to redeem approximately forty
of the county refunding bonds of
the two 1901 Issues. The Liberty
bonds are now quoted at above par.
The tale of the bonds and the re
tirement of a part of the county
bonded debt will save the county
aDDroxImatelv $4,000 a year In In
terest charges as the Liberty bonds
do not carrv as high a rate of in
terest as tho county refunding
bonds.
The county treasurer Is author
lzed to advertise for bids on the
Liberty bonds.
rt

numerous are mosquitoes In
In South America,
that the wretched Inhabitants
rfeen with their ' bodies covered
with sand three or four Inches
deep, the head only being left
out, which they cover with a
handkerchief.
So

some localities

two in Justice W. W. McClellan'a
court. The men are to have a
hearing tomorrow. They are out
on $1,000 each.
OPERATIONS

RESUMED.
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We're Selling

;

These $1
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Duistless

Dusters

ir

pS7

At

I

The war doesn't seem to have
blighted the crop of Vienna beauties and they're marrying 'em
Countes3
younger than ever.
Mathilde Goluchowski is the seventeen-year-old
bride of the oldest of
the three sons of the count of the
same name, who, under Err.percr
Francis Joseph, was minister of
.
foreign affairs.

These Dustlesa Dusters are
are well made and very
everywhere for $1.00 and
third floor as extra special
36-In-

BOYS MAKE GOOD TIME
County Road Department to Dr. 0. C. West Declares City
IN
DASHES
Y.'s
Is Becoming Famous for IN
Cease to Function; VacaCONTESTS
ATHLETIC
All
Luncheon
Its Pure Milk;
tion May Last
Year;
Bonds to Be Redeemed.
Enjoyed at Dairy.
Surprisingly good records were

-

IijI ,C

1J

great time savers. They
easy to use. They sell
are on display on our
at
59c
w.'

White Basketweave Skirting

ch

A 45c

4

made by boys of the Y. M. C. A.
Junior Athletic league yesterday
of on the straightaway track at the
Ten hoys, representing
milk ordinances of any city in the university.
tho leaders In the summer compeI'nltcd Stales, County Health Offi- tition, are contesting for six medcer Dr. O. C. West claimed In a als, three of which aro to b3
awarded In each of the two classishort address last night at the
the heavies and the
dinner which was held at fications,
lights. Tho henvies aro 80 pounds
the Matthew dairy.
or more in welsht,, and the lights
milk ordi- are below that
Tho Albuquerque
figure.
nances have attracted widespread
In the heavies class, Walter
attention, Dr. West stated, and are Bellman won tho
dash In
being copied by many other cities. 10 seconds and tho
dash
They are being scrupulously lived In 13 5 seconds. W. Wilkeraon
up to by the dairymen who fur- took tho
dash In 32 5
nish milk to the city, he stated, and seconds.
complimented the Matthew dairy,
In the lights class, JackBundiek
which is managed by Roy Camp- won all three events, taking the

Milk Is served in Albuquerque
The Bernalillo county road department will take a six months' conformance with the finest set

ITJS

Beltran Ralaznr forged checks
and his brother, Raymundo, passed
them on First street merchants U
the charge brought apnint tha

:

lf

one-ha-

FINEST IN II. S.

FDR WHOLE YEAR

I

take one.
Another girl and I, for a Joke,
piled some rubbish on my slBter's
porch. Later In the evening she
lost her temper and gave us a
hard talking to. She has been
over to our house since, but
snubs us completely. Should we
or she take the first steps toward
a reconciliation?
I love my little niece and would
do anything for her. My sister
does not stop to think of all the
Jokes she has placed on us.
What would you do?

one-ha-

BELTRAN GOOD PENMAN;
RAYMUND0
GOOD TALK
ALLEGED
ARTIST,

Altoona, Pa.. July 2C The first'
mine to resume operations In
In Turkey the bridal procession Central Pennsylvania under Pres
v.sually consists of three part.j, ident Harding's plan, Is that of
the first being a gaudily decorat- the Consolidated Coal company of
Is piled the Jerome,
Somerset
the
ed cart on which
county,
an
ride's dower of furniture, e'o. Central Coal association
In. a second cart follow the reta- nounced here today. Tho produccur- tion will he about 10 cars dally,
il ns. and lastly a heavily
tained sedan chair containing tho it was said. State troops er
herself.
trido
guarding the operations.

a--

CITY MILK LAWS

FUNDS FOR ROAD

EAHMPROBLEfW

Dear Mrs. Thompson: Please
tell me what you think of people
who can give a Joke but not

for half hour. Turn upside dow.i
ond drain. Meanwhile mako this
htul'fins: To one cup any kind of
' 1
leftover meat chopped fine,
ono eup soaked bread crumbs,
one onion, two tablespoons parsley, one teaspoon
thyme (alli
tei.spoo-chopped fine),
salt,
teaspoon pepper.
When tnlibnge is well drained
turn IkhI; leaves and arrango filling bet ween. Lay six or elghi
strips of bacon, cut thin, on top
(fasten thorn on all around sides
with toothpicks). Tie head wt'Vj
string to keep It together while
cooking and boll or steam, using
some ot water previously used
and one teaspoon thyme, one teaspoon basil, one teaspoon marjoram. Cook slowly one and
horns or until tender. Garnish with parsley.
Suggestions.
To koep an open can of pain'
In good condition, cover It with
several layers of paraffin paper
laid directly on the surface of
tho p.ilnt. A hardened surfac
film of paint will adhere to the
paper when It Is removed and
the paint will be ready for use
after dilution with oil and turpentine
been
After blankets have
washed and hung on the line and
are thoroughly dry, beat lightly
with a carpet beator. The wool
will become light and soft and
wear like new.
Strips of adhesive plaster aro
pometlmos used for labels on cans
and bottles.
Grease can be removed from
metal by washing with soapsuds
containing a little ammonia.

Countess Mathilda Goluchowski.

fiy KLuihE.
Riding horseback as a summer
sport is becoming more popular
every day. In all the larger cities
there are several academics where
by far the greater per cent of the
patrons are women and girls. Of
course everybody knows that It is a
marvelous exercise
for reducing
and although the girls may not admit it not a few of them are riding
for that very reason.
Here is a summer riding habit
which is at once cool and smart
looking, 'f ho coat' Is made after
d
the accepted style with the
lines and a ripple back. It is
black molfttir and sans sleeves for
comfort.
While gabardine knickers are very effective witn this
coat
and a white tailored
.black
blouse ot either silk or man's shirt
the habit.
completes
ilng
made her more work and In realUlack leather boots and a straw
ity lacked In humor. I have often derby are smart accessories.
noticed that the greatest Jokers
can't take any fun directed at
them,

young

lf

ono-Im- lf

weapon when Gertie screamed.
"Put that down!" Fagin had
appeared on the scene. Forcibly
he took the chair from the enraged man, yien forced him Into
It.
Then he turned on Murphy.
"What'd you mean making a
disturbance in my place?"
"I didn't make no disturbance
he that fellow there Insulted
Miss Cummlngs."
"Who are you?" Fagin asked,
scowling.
r fellow the girl you
"He's
said was too good to hook a fellow."
"It's a lie!" Gertie burst cut,
all the elemental in her coming
to the surface at the insult. "It's
a lie! I ain't, never had any fellow, and you know It!" she glared
at Fagin, forgetting she was employed by him, that he could discharge her.
"Got pep, too,!" the man In
the chair leered. "Like 'em that
wny."
"Come, Miss CummlnRs, I'll
take you home If you will let
me," Murphy said.
"You get out of here! Raising
a rumpus In a respectable place."
Fagin said. "Come to my office
tomorrow night," he added to
Gertie as they moved away.
Tomorrow Murphy Fights for
3ertie.

meet
me?

Today's Recipes.
Kuehen One quatt flour, one
s
cup
pint of milk,
cup sugar,
butter, three-fourtcake yeast, one
two eggs, one-haPut butter
small teaspoon salt.
Into the milk and warm to blood
milk to
heatj add some of the dissolved
the flour, then add the
the
and
beaten
eggs
yeast, the
salt and sugar. Add remainder of
mlllc and beat until smooth. Set
aside to rise to twice Its size in
a warm place; when light take
a little and beat it and put In t
pan an Inch thick and let rise
until twice as thick, then spread
melted butter over It, sprinkle
with sugar and bake In a hot
even as for bread for about twenkuchen put
ty minutes. For prune
and
prunes, cooked, sweetened
on
before
serving.
top
ihonped
Rice Pancakes Two eggs, a
little salt, two cups of milk, one
teaspoon baking powder,
cup cold, boiled rico, one
cups flour.
Stuffed
Cabbage Wash and
head of
put one medium-size- d
In
boiling salted water
cabbage
throe-fourth-

he-h-

Dear Mrs. Thompson: I am a
hard working widow with a child
and I do not get a chance to

Stuffed Peppers or Cabbage.
Creamed Carrots. Baked Potatoej.
Ice Cream and Wafers.
--

semi-fitte-

Dear Mrs. Thompson: I am a
girl of fifteen and am dearly In
love with a boy named Bob. I
have known this boy for over a
year.
Last July he went ot the coun
try and came back some few
weeks .ago. Over a week ago I
met him on the street but did
not have a chance to talk to
him. Can you tell me if I should
write him a letter or go and
talk to him In person?
THANK YOU.
It Is Bob's place to talk to you,
and not yours to stop him on the
street or write him a letter.
Speak pleasantly, but do nothing
further to renew your

iiiiiiituiwilwt8aoBMiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiw'i''

SI EXIT HIN T
Housekeepers' club of Atrlsco
will meet with Mia. Maude poty,
Break fust
309 West Iron avenue at 2 p. m.
Prepared Breakfast Food.
Ladies' Aid society of FirBt M. E. Bacon.
Prune Kuuhen.
church will meet with Mrs. J. A.
Coffee.
Riehl, 608 West Marble, at 3 p. ni.
Luncheon
American Ixigion auxiliary will
Celery and Egg Salad.
meet with Mrs. Emma Summers,
Rice Pancakes and Syrup.
417 West Lead nvcnuo, at 7:30 p. ni.
Tea or Milk.

fellow pushed
against the table. "I been watah-iher dance; payln' for the privilege, same as you. It' my turn
now, come on over'to my table,
kid! I'll give you somethln' beside ginger ale." He sjappod his
hand over his pocket.
"No, I am going now," Gertie
replied, sorry she had yielded to
her desire to chat with Muryhy.
"Oh, no you ain't! You're corn-In- 1
with me," he put his hand on
her arm. "Fagin, the boi8, Is u
friend of mine, see!"
Murphy's face grew red, belligerency marked his movements as
he rose.
and get
"Get out of her
quick!" he said, making a threat"No ono can in- ening gesture.
"So she's yours, is she? I know- "So she's yours, la she? Iknow-e- d
it was all puff about her being too good to hook a fellow.
I'll have a good laugh at Fagin.
e
Fagin's a friend of mine
good Joke! Got a fellow and Fagin swore she
"Get out of here!" Murphy advanced threateningly."Goln' to sit down with"
Murphy waited no longer. His
doubled fist shot out and the
man went sprawling over the table. The orchestra was playing
loudly, popular Jazz music, and
disslpatod

Louis Perea, who was arrested
recently by Deputy Sheriffs Fred
Fornoff and Gutierrez on a charge,
ot carrying concealed weapons, was
given 35 days In Jail yesterday by
Justice W. W. McClellan. Pcrea is
under $3,000 bond in Bernalillo
county on a horse stealing charge,
and la under $1,000 bond in Torrance county for cattla stealing.

will Household Hint'

Social Calendar

BY JANE PHEU'S.
AN INSULT KESENTF.U.

"MARRY 'EM YOUNG" MAN WANTED FOR TWO
IS VIENNA MOTTO CHARGES IS SENT UP
35 DAYS ON ANOTHER

s Daily M agazine
r

.

Page Five.
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Value, Special

Yards for

In

We iold this white baeketweava skirting as xtr k value
at 45c a yard. While our present eupply lasts we will
sell It 4 yard!) for
j....9

100-yar- d

Genuine Leather Handbags

220-yar-

bell, claiming It was one of the
most moilernly equipped
in tho
entire United States.
The Kiwanis attendance prize was
won by R. P. Woodson and wag a
thermos bottle donated by E. J
Strong. A short talk about the
Toronto convention was given by
H. F. Robinson, D. K. B. Sellers,
Dr. F. II. Barr, Tierce Rodey and
A. B. McMillen gave short addresses, Colonel Sellers
urging better
auto traffic rules for the city.
Although no real subscription
drive has been mado by the
for the $2,000 which they
Salvation
the
pledged toward
Army, it was reported Inst night
that $8110 has been subscribed.
is

That Sold for $3.50

5
dash In 10
seconds;
d
the
dash In IS 5 secd
dash in
and
tho
onds;
32 seconds. In this classification,
I.eo Vann and Sam Classman ran
dead heats In all three events,
their timo being for the 75, 100,
d
dashes as follows:
and
5
10
seconds, and
seconds, 14
5
83
Tom McElvaln
seconds.
mado the distances In 11, 14 5
and 3G 5 Fecnnds.
Tho timo made by the heavies
for tho respective
events, was:
33
13
Kverett Walsh, 10
Kverelt Ronfro, 11, 14
10
14,
33; Frsd Crawford,
14
32 35; Willcerson, 30
32
Walter Bellman, 10, 13
100-yar-

220-yar-

220-yar-

At
Here are genuine Leather Handbags 'that sold for
$1.95. Included in the assortment are all
sorts of staple and novelty bags, some fitted with
vanity mirrors. It is not every day that you are
offered a genuine leather bag at $1.95.
$3.50

5.

5,
6,

32

$ 4 .95

53.,

,

TRUCK RUNS OVER1 A
The final events between tho
held SaturSMALL ROY'S I Ffi DM young athletes atwill9 bo
o'clock at tho
day mornltipr
The
public Is Invited
SOUTH EDITH STREET! university.
to see the contests.
Tho records
are considered unusually
Ijouls Frederick, a city truck yesterday
for boys of the age and size
driver, reported yesterday to the good
of those competing.
police that he hnd run over a small
boy on South Edith street, between
HVST HAS APPEARED.
Pacific and Ifazeldine, avenues. The
Fargo, N. I)., July 26. Rust
boy, Frederick reported, had gotten
has
appeared In most of the secbehind the truck, which was stuck,
and when the driver backed up to tions of North Dakota but outget a new start, the rear wheel side a limited area in the Red
ran over the boy's leg. Frederick did River valley will do no material
damage, according to reports by
not learn the boy s name.

44-In-

Imported Organdies

ch

A full range of
h
imported organdies In
a full range of the most popular colors . Extra
special 89c a yard.
44-inc-

county agents, today.

We have organdy

ANOTHER WOMAN
CAMPAIGNING FOR
D. A. R. LEADERSHIP

embroidered trimming

Ha match.

BUNGALOW APRONS AND PORCH

IRESSES

GIRLS! LEMONS
BLEACH THE

Si

A nice assortment of gingham and
percale bungalow aprons and porch dresses special at 99c each.
Some are nicely trimmed with cretonnes and othei-are trimmed in self material.

i

3

Resinol

Squeeze the Juice of two lemons Into a bottle containing three
ounces of Orchard White, which
any drug store will supply for a
few cents, shake well, and you
have a quarter pint of harmless
bleach.
and delightful lemon
MaEsage this sweetly fragrant lotion Into the face, neck, arms
and hands each day, then shortly
note the beauty and whiteness of
your skin.
Famous stage beauties use this
lemon lotion to bleach and bring
come
that soft, clear,
plexion, also as a freckle, sunburn, and tan bleach because it
doesn't irritate.

MEN'S ATHLETIC

for a dear skin and good haii
Fora skin that

is excessively oily, and
has coarse, clogged pores, Or one that
is disfigured by an annoying eruption,
there is nothing betterthan RESINOL.
Bathe first with RESINOL SOAP

then apply RESINOL OINTMENT
And Vmi ran ht f:iernarMii shi-- nf a
speedy and remarkable improvement.
Reslnol Snip uied regnlirl- - for the ihampno

a.

tends tn keep the hair lustrous and the tcalp free
from dandruff. Where there is already a gerioir
accumulation of dandruff, part the hair and rub
Kefttno) Ointment well into tlx tcalp aorae tunc
beiore shampooing. At all drufgiitu

rosy-whit-

,

' Ax?'

Almost
Unbelievable

M0l

SUITS

49c

j

These are the Athletic union suits that we have
been selling for 75c. It's the quality that sells elsewhere for $1.00. As an extra special we will sell
them at 49c. This is a bargain that true seekers
of economy will not overlook.
Don't Forget Your "S. & H." Green Stamps

You can hardly realize

the wonderful im
provement to your skin
and complexion your

mirror will reveal to you
after usingGouraud'sOricntal
Cream for the first time.
Send I5c.hr Trial Sltt
FERD. T. HOPKINS & SON
.New York

Mr

G. W. W. Hanger.
Mrs. G. W. W. Hanger, Washing-toD. C, has just announced her
candidacy for the office of presided
general of the Daughters of the
American Revolution. She is said
to have the support of Mrs. William
E. Reynolds of North Carolina,
until recently a candidate herself.

CONSTIPATION
BILIOUSNESS

Headache

n,

.

prvi

4-- '

si

INDIGESTION

Stomach Trouble
"
--

SOLD EVERYWHERE- -

C

It't

10

Degrees Cooler in Rosenwald's

:
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DOWN TO THE LAST LUMP

THOMSON

By Hoot.

llnu and his poison
polluting the soil
Mnkes rtoush for tho doctor,
'Vaster than oil.

tho price of wheat, but with hedging sales renewed the gains proved
The market
mostly transient.
c net lower to
closed unsettled,
c advance with September $1.07
to $1.07
and December $1.09
to $1.09. Corn finished
c to
c to
e to
c
lower, oats
c higher and provisions down
to
20c to 32c.
Urgent buying of red winter
wheat for shipment from ports on
the Gulf of Mexico was credited
to France, and it was estimated the
day s export business in all positions would total 2,000,000 bushels. Shippers here, however, continued to say that although there
was no difficulty in getting exporters to take wheat that was
loaded or was duo to be loaded in
a day or two, anything beyond thl
was hard to dispose of.
Offerings of wheat increased on
all advances in price, with the
character of Belling denoting more
hedging from the country, especially the southwest. Another bearish Influence was the heavy receipts at primary points, nearly
double the aggregate a year ago.
In addition, reports from a variety
of sources indicated that most of
the spring crop had reached a
stage beyond danger from rust.
Emergency orders regarding railroad trafflo had no apparent effect
on the course of prices.
Corn, like wheat, declined as a
result of enlarged rural offerings.of
Oats developed strength because
disappointing threshing reports.
Provisions were depressed by
weakness In the hog market. Packers did much of the selling.
Closing prices:
July, $1.09; Sept..
Wheat

tiF,,

feTT.

"Two prisoners saw way out of
jail," says a hcadlino. And ai'ter
that they took it.

lc

The report of tho preliminary
The soldier fights and wins on
of Mrs. l'hillips says she
four pounds of food per day, hut hearing
In tho picture we
was unruffled.
tho civilian who consumes seven saw of her yesterday there was
nor
pounds per day doesn't fight,
nothing to eew a rutle onto.
run.
does he win

in the long

A courtesy committee met a gennut tleman
at Hollywood recently and
robbed him of everything but his
including $1"5.
Don't meddle with food In the suspenders,
O
middle of life.
He says if that was the courtesy
he'd hate to meet any of the
Who eats a bite and runs away squad
roukhnecks.
will live to eat another day.
O
When a circus gets too big to
fcstlvo
tho
around
Gathering
have a parade, that's an unhealthy
board is the great American In- growth, the small boy thinks.
door sport.
The barefoot youngsters of AlGeneral Foch's advice to French buquerque are bitterly disappointsoldiers was to keep their heads ed because of the announcement
clear and cool, their bodies clean there is to be no water shortage.
and comfortable and their feet in They'll still have to wash their
good condition.
feet every night.
O
The fellows who fought In the
Doe. West suggests for summer
on
won
war
the
trenches
not walk too fast,
we
do
time that
European
four pounds of food, per man, per think too fast, or work too much.
to
O
day. These fellows were fit
That sounds like a good program
fight to a finish.
for all the year around.
The food desired should he governed by the food required. We
According to an English newspameans hanging
require most food when at hard
per, "polterlng"
acless
when
moderately
labor,
around. It would be a good verb
rest.
at
when
least
tive,
to use In describing a colored gentleman loitering In the vicinity of
If you weigh In the neighbor- a chicken roost.
achood of 150 pounds, and very
tive physically, you will require,
Or an Albuquerque young man on
during your working period, food the corner of Second and Central.
O
value equivalent to a pint of milk
We were pained to learn that
per hour; while walking a halfa
the Attar of noses Industry In Bulpint per hour; while resting
quarter pint per hour.
garia Is practically ruined.

You cnn't split rails on
iundae diet.

a

AD

CLASS30FTDHD)
FOR
FOR SALE

SALtLivestock
raua.

Milk

Call

1S2U--

FOR SALE
1301

North First.
I'OIt SALE A- -l Jeney cuw. tor quick
sale, $lir. Phone 2401-J&OK SALK Horses, harness, and wagons.
310 North Broadway, nhonn l(ir,S..T
FOB.
SALE
Cheap. galled saddle
nnrg.- - and saddle.
400 North Twelflh.
FOlt SALE Grade Hereford cons and
calvea
Postoftlce
box
ili, phone
2420-R- I.

tOli

BAI.K

six pure-bre- d
Jersey cows,
milkers; will sell on Installment
Phone 2337-B'OH SALE rtabblts; tlve does, one buck
and thlrty-tre- e
young rabbits. All tor
I8. 1107 North Virginia.
FOR 8A
Qiants. Rufus Reds.
Black,
Belgians,
bucks, does and
(r. ers. 710 West Lead, phone 1925-'OR SALE A-- l Jersey-Durhacow
(over four gallons) with day old calf,
1125. 1601 South Elm, phone 2129-FOR BALE Two carloads of good young
horses, weighing from 1.2uu to 1,600
pounds. Martin's corral,
Albuquerqua
Horse Market. First street and
Mountain
road.
good

plan.

Hogs Receipts 395. Market 50c
lower. Top, jio.10; bulk, $9.00 w
9.75.

678.
Sheep Receipts
Market
steady. Ewes, $5.256.25; spring
lambs, $11.6012.25.

PRODUCE

Kouaea

FOR SALE By owner, suburban home,
four rooms and sleeping porch, city

water, fruit trees, grape arbor, post-offibox 213, city.
FOR
house,
SALE Four-rootwo
porches, modern; completely furnished,
or without furniture; priced right til
South Eluhth.
stucco
Full BALE By owner, four-rooadobe; modern; price $2,750; will take
enr on first payment; terms. Address
iiox 65, care Journal.
FUR SALE OR RENT
Several houses
near shops; from $10, up; will sell on
small payments.
Apply Uatton's Store,
acrnfts Baretas bridge.
2S PER CENT Income
Lot 60X.M2, two
houses, $250 worth furniture; all for
$1,500; terms; electrlo lights, water and
some other conveniences. Phone 1713-modern
FQR SALE Splendid
home, large basement, furnace, built-i- n
features, bard wood floors, garage,
trees, walks,
bargain, from owner.
700 West Roma.
FOR SALE New tiomes xty owner; one
824 West Gold; one
210
110 N'rth
Maple: one four-rooNorth Maple; terms. Call $21 Welt Sil- '
ver, phone 1949-M- ;
frame house,
FOR SALE Three-rooat a
two porches, water,
owner
terms; will
city;
leaving
bargain;
take ear in part payment. 1823 South
Edkh.
FOR
SALE Well-buiby practical
builder, $B75 cash, or best offer, buys
and glassed-l- n
sleeping porch,
Electrlo and city water. The beat In
Palmer. 1822
town for trealthseekers.
south Hlch phone 1!5-FOR SALE In south highlands, new
thtee-roocottage; two large screened
In porches, oak floors throughout, built-i- n
features; a real buy; very small payment down, balance like rent. 701 East
Santa Fe. or phone 693.

Chicago Produce.
26. Poultry-Al- ive,
Chicago,
July
lower. Fowls, 21 c; broilCorn July, 61c; Sept.. 61c: ers, 22H27c; roosters, 13 Ho.
Butter Market easy, Creamery
Dec, 57c.
Oats July, 85c; Sept., 33T4c; extras,
firsts,
32c;
c.
36
27
Dec,
27 He;
seconds,
standards,
BUSINESS CHANCES
Jard Sept.. $11.25; Oct., $11.32.
31c.
5.
Kibs July, $10.70; Sept., $10.
ReEggs Market unchanged.
$600 buys the best small rooming house In
town.
315
South Second.
ceipts 12,306 cases.
Omaha.
s
Potatoes Supply heavy; no de- FOR SALE
shoe shop. Ad- 2
No.
Wheat
26.
Omaha, July
mand or movement on barrels. Redrejs Box 5. care Journal.
hard, $1.011.07; No. 3 hard, ceipts 97 cars; total U. S. ship- FOR Sa LB
orlck building.
21$ South Firsts location good tor any
$1.011.01.
O
ments, 655 cars. East shore VirCorn No. 2 white, 56c; No. 2 ginia cloth top stave barrels, oper- kind ot business.
But the pain vanished when wo
mtvprt. K6fffi5VC
outfit.
ators asking
sacks very FOR SALE Crlspette popcorn
heard that there is an equally well
Oats No. 3 white, 32c; No. 4 weak; Kansas $3.00;
complete; good proposition for live man.
sacked Cobblers, few Inquire
developed industry of the same
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HOME AX1

l

framo

--

j

LINCOLN ADDITION
A few more good lots to bo
had In Lincoln addition located
on North Fourth street with
some shade and fruit trees', also
extra large lots. Good terms.
D,
Heal

I'l.rino 007.W.

All. uou' rque. x. M
postofflce
and
entry In Santa Fe. N. M pcmllnir. under
act of Congress
Miirch 17, Isvo.

wnMpicci

tACCitEb - BROTHER.
IT.
s.4

i

22:

mg

J
OWNER SAYS SELL1
house and sleeping
porch, basement, front and service porch, garage, hot water plant,
lawn, shade, fruit, vines, walks,
facing McClellan's park. Call
ACKERSON
& GRIFFITH,

3mMi(ii

Realtors.

PRICED TO SELL
THUEE-ROONEW
modern out on west eldo;
$150 down.
NEW
FIVE ROOM
$3,150
modern, h. w. floors, glassed-i- n
s. porch, etc. Elevation;
$600 down.
EXCELLENT FIVE-roo$4,200
modern stucco, out In
A real
the Fourth ward.
home.
SNAP IN A SEVEN-roo$4,200
In Fourth
modern,
ward. Garage, lawn, Bhade,
etc.
WE
HAVE THE LARGEST
'
list in the city.
No trouhlo to show you. At
your service.

$2, COO

JI

m

m

120 S.

Fourth.

FOliS

Phono 414.

SALE

,
white stucco
modern, hardwood floors, fireplace,
oorner
fine
furnace, cellar, garage,
lot,
location.; Fourth ward.
3,750 Bight-roopebble
dashed dwelling, balh, etc.; also two-rooadobe In rear, lot 75x142; Third
ward, close in.
Borne good buys In Central avenue business property.
white stucco frame
14,500
bungalow, modern, oak floors, built-i- n
features, garage and other outbuildings; Fourth ward.

6.000

Five-roo-

218 W. Cold.
Members New Mexico
Realty Association.

State

FOR SALE
South Highlands; two houses,
on corner. Bringing $35.00 rent.
114

NOTICE
To the Public: We stand for
the enactment of a state real
estate license law Tor the protection of the public from unprincipled realty dealers. Some
people don't iik us.

State Realty

Association

When yoti saw th o otJirr fallow' houso bum yon thought
ot your flro Insurance.
Did you take out that additional insurance you wanted.
We will ba Kind to have a
man call on you and fix It up.
Houses for salrt, for rent, for
lease, many furnished housijs
for ront or lease.
H, CHAS, R0EHL
I'hone fl to.

Pres.

jgOTApartmenU

rent

Three-rool''Olt
apartment. 423
'West Rnnta Fe.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment and
garage. Phone 1690-FOR RENT Llsht housekeeping rooms,
reasonable. Olldersleeva Electric Co.
FOR RENT Two furnisned rooms with
private bath; very cool. Phone 1737-- J.
FOR RENT Three room and sleeping
porch: private bath. 315 West Oranlte,
one 1701--

or not, new, close
70S East

FOR RENT Two furnished rooms, for
.light housekeeping; adults; no sick.
754 South Second,
FOR RENT Two-rooapartment, newly furnished,
modern.
Apply J10H
Went Central, or call 67S-FOR RENT-Thre- e
rooms, glassed In sleeping porch, beautifully furnished, close
J.

FOR RENT Light housekeeping apartment, with sleeping porch, 315 ! i South
Second.

FOR RENT Completely furnished two-rooapartment, screened porch, 1004
South Arno.
FOR RENT Two or mree-roofront
apartment; running water In rooms.
Henrietta Hotel, 117 "4 North First.
FOR RENT Furnished front apartment,
three rooms and private bath. 210 H
North Second, Albuquerque Hotel.
four-rooilcFOR RENT A very
apartment, furnished; you should see
this one at once. 918 Forrester.
FOR RENT Deslraflle modern furnished
apartment; hath connected; private entrance. 100R North Second, phone 1820-FOR RENT New modern apartment;
electrlo range, heat and furnace: no
sick; no children, 1007 West Now York.
FOR RENT Two
large, cool rooms,
kitchenette, nicely furnished for housekeeping; modern conveniences. 610 West
roal.
FOR RENT Largo, cool apartment; no
sick, close In, care for children while
mother's' employed, 7 1 3 '.i South
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four
rooms, modern; also two-rooapartment with sleeping porch. 1004 North
econd.

FOR RENT Nicely furnished two-roowith bath;
housekeeping apartment,
reasonable; adults; no sick. CIS South
Arno.
FOK RENT

Two-roofurnished apartment; hot and cold water, lights and
421 Vi
reasonable.
rent
phone paid:
South Broadway.
FOR RENT One large and one email
completely for
apartment, furnished
tit
housekeeping. Crane Apartments,
North Seventh, phone 14.
FOR RENT Furnished apartments, convenient to snnatorlums; four rooms,
glnssed-l- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
Central car line. Call 1321 East Central,
or see MeMlllln & Wood. Phone 348.

FOR RENT Furnished front ipartment,
two rooms and kitchenette, bath adjoining: larue front porch; garage If two
tboughly clean and sanitary;
adults only and no sick. 124 South Arno,
phone 602--

CARPENTERING
"

house on South
Broadway, close in, shado and
grape vines. Partly furnished
for $5,000. Terms if desired.
Hotter see this one.
"Our personal attention to
every little detail.- Phono 857.
Seven-roo-

Johnson

Martin Company,

A, L,

Franklin & Company

Realtors.
Real

WANTED

223

Insurance,

Investments,

$1,400.

REALTY SALES CO.
Phono 669.
8. Second.

D, KELEHER
REALTOR
211 West Gold.
Phono 410

Albuquerque city improved property. All property to be shown In
person and papers to be examined and prepared by your attorney, our client's expense.

Goodall

Investment

Co.

$4,2.10,

Loans.

and sleep- -'
ing porch, Adobe stucco,
mission front porch and

As Long As

Better Grade

216 North Third,

Address
.

Care

Box C.

B,

$750.00 cash and $40.00 per
month Including Interest will
nmke you owner of a good
home located on South Fourth
street. Bath, llghta, walks and
a nice lot. Look this bargain
over today.
Call

S.

Journal..,-

Morning

CITY REALTY CO,

-

REALTORS
207

Land
Lumber Co,

McKinley
n

SALE

OR

TRADE

For Albuquerque
property, a
fine littls fruit rniuJi, suitable for chickens and dairy,
and will guppo"'. 100 head of
stock.

five-roo-

Albuquerque.

&

J

ODD
JOBelAN.
TH E
fETTiFORD
All klnde of work. Phone 1S73-or
any part of
I WILL ESTIMATE all
your work; I make a specialty of lathW.
M.
Conver, phone
ing and shingling.

FOR RENT Furnished
two
cottage,
rooms and giassea-l- n
sleeping porch;
on car line; rent reasonable. Apply 1204
South Edith.
FOR RENT After the 27th, five-roohouse, glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, com
pletely furnished. Call 111 South Walter,
phone 749-FOR RENT Modern brick house, nicely
furnished, tlx rooms, front and back
screened porches; highlands; close In.
Phone 1647-- J.
furnished
FOR RENT One three-roohouse with bath, and one four-roofurnished house with bath. Call 618 South
Walter.
FOR RENT 609 South Ninth street:
three rooms and small porches; 318.
water paid. Hty Realty Co., 207 West
Oold. phone 6B7.
house with
FOR RENT Three-roochicken house for two hundred chickens
1205 West
garage, lights and water.
Iron, phone 490-FOR RENT Furnished
cottage, three
rooms, bath and alasstd-l- n
sleeping
porch; modern and gas. Phone 881-to 12.
keys at K.24 East Central, from
FOR RENT Modern, furnished house,
n
three rooms and glassed-tsleeping
porch, two other screened pdrches. Inquire 1001 South Waltetv
modern furFOR RENT Three-roonished cottage: also furnished apart
ment with sleeping porch. Call at 412
South High, or phone 1524-- J
FOR RENT Unfurnished, modern brand
new house! two glassed-i- n
steeping
porches, front and back porches, all
screened In; haa gas; will rent reason
ably. Call at 801 South Editir.
brick, modern,
FOR RENT Five-roowell and completely furnished; gas
and steel range, screened porches, garage; two blocks from postofflce; no sick.
818 West Lead, Inquire 703 West Silver.

DRESSMAKING

24H-J-

We can resurface HEMSTITCHING pleating. Williams' MIU
FLOOR SANDING
nnery, gee nntn nr.iaawa). pn. m-j- .
your old flours and make them like
new and make your new floors perfect 6'1RST-CLAK- 3
dressmaking, wurk
zvru-rnone
820 West Lead, phone' 1781-- J.
LET me figure your new house or re SEWING
25o hour. Satisfaction guarPhone
311 South Harvard.
pairs; reasonable prices; work .guars nE
anteed.
teed; estimates free. Call J76J-W8400 R-12. jonnson,
did jorin.
accordion, aide and box;
LET ME FIGURE with you on new and PLEATING,
North
N. Crane, 815
mall orders.
n.
old houses; estimates guaranieeu.
Crane
Seventh,
Apartments, phone814.
and Builder,
B. Caldwell. Contractor
HEMSTITCHING"
done promptly In the
phone 23B9-possible manner, prices reasonable.
ivn DO ODD .'OB carpentering ao3 117-bestGold
avenue,
.'hone 485-- J.
Singer
'house building, reasonable;! Investigate fawln Msrhlne Company.
rni'Mi
t'lir low prires: estimates nee,
f.lM-M- .
Ynle
3 F. Kluken. 818
WELL CONTRACTOR
jVVANT you to investigate my low prices
on ant kind of a building proposition WELLS UHILLEU driven and repaired;
v
pumps, tanks, towers. J. P. Wolklng.
vou. havajn vlw A. B. Fainter, riunga-iuiK West Marble, phout 1152-ilulliier, Box 41, city, Fhoue 17S--

pay to right men. Electrlo Shoe Shop,
,
'lallup. New Mexico.
WANTED A first-claelectrical appliance salesman; none other need apply;
state experience and give references. Box
care Journal.
WANTED Reliable man to drive Ford
truck; some experience In butcher shop
required; meat cutter preferred.
J. K. I,., care Journal.

Consisting of
Five rooms, music room, bath,
basement
and two porches,
fire place, furnace, hardwood
built-ibuffet
floors,
and
kitchen cabinet, lawn, shade,
0
feet on paved
garage. Iiot
street. Kast front. For appointment.
Call 2377-or any JJeultor.
n

1

I'hone

Gold.

687

FOR SALE
New stucco home of combination living and dining rooms,
with china
closet
and fire
place, kitchen, bedroom, glassed sleeping porch, bath, oak
floors, two porches, sidewalk,
alfalfa and shade.
The parties that purchased
this home must leave town unexpectedly and have instructed
me to sell it. Terms. Immediate possession.
To see It,
come to 100G Orchard Place.
C, G, ZAPF,

riiuno

1603--

P. O. J'nx

Z. Socorro.

N. M.

FOR

Ho.-r-

New Mexico,

J.

GOOD BUY

!

J

HAL, 10
10,000 pounds early harvest
apples, cheap. Mann's Hardens.
FOR SALE Thirty-dolla- r
fold'lna; Allwin
bahy buKRy, cheap. Phone 17e-J- ,
FOR KALK piano. In fine condition, foi
$ ISO.
Apply 141S South Edltlu
FOR SA T,K Tent In excellent condition.
Star Furniture
pirone 40H-ItOOFIXd
EXPERT tusranteed work, phone U4-J- .
Female.
FOR SALE Goat milk (guaranteed pure)
HOo
WANTED Experienced waitress. Apply
Phone !!lli-quart, delivered.
in-eiit.are. io. J.
GARDEN
HOSE.
12.95 per roll.
ThJ
WANTED Woman to work on ranch.
Exchange, 120 West Cold, phono 1111.
Inquire 801 West TIJeraa.
FOR SALE Practically
new
stenmer
WANTED Maid.
trunk and lady's bicycle. Plmnc 171'4-A"ppiy
Albuquerque
Sanatorium; do not phone.
FOR SALE Thoroughbred pit bull terrier puppies. O. It Blumenshlne, phone
Male and female.
2412-RSOLICITORS WANTED Good pay. AP-pl- y FOR SALE One
heavy black ennniel and
Emcee Studio, Grant building.
one golden oak porch swing. "10 West
WANTED Flret-clas- s
mail of Lead.
cook
woman; good wages. Address postofflce FOR SALE) OR RENT
Singer sewlns
box 745, Santa Fe, N. M.
machine. The Exchange,
120 West
WANTED Housekeeper; will give good uom, pnona nil
home In exchange for light housework;
"OR SALE
A thoroughbred male IVston
btlll mm' hln1r and nrhUa. .1 n.Anlhl
country. Aooress u. t., eare Journal.
WANTED Lady or gentleman to take old. At 415 South Third.
over one or all of three agencies, which
MANZANO GINGER ALE
I have held for three years; good money, A HOME
product of super quality. Get
pleasant work; better Investigate.
1205
a bottle under your belt.
TYPEWRITERS,
all mattes, 115 and up,
WANTED Stenographer, male or female,
13 per month.
Albuquerque Typewriter
for office of. mercantile business, near Exchange,
12a South Fourth.
Albuquerque; must be able to write SpanBALE
Fine stock dog. Imported
ish, and assist with clerical routine. Apply FOR
Mexico; kind to children; a lieau- after ft a. m., Thuraday, Expert Service ty.from
zn
Vassar,
phone 1210-W- ,
221
Bureau.
West Oold.
FOR SAI E Used tractors,
608 and
with
gang plows. Hardware
FOR SALE Ranches
department, j, norper at company.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and col
FOR SALE A small ranch, three-fourtmile west of bridge; modern house.
lage cneese; also rrenh milk in gallon
mis, nwayne a uairy, pirnne ll;-.a. ,j. james.
ROBERTS-TURNESALE Pianos and player pianos;
R
oompany, 818 West FOR
pre-wvalues. Phone 108. Geo. P.
Gold, have established a special land
Laarnard Piano Co., 214 South Walter.
department.
FOR
SALE Standard make used player
FOR SALE We have some splendid
plsnos, In A- -l condition; will sell at
propositions In suburban ranches, Roberts-Turner
bargain on easy payment plan. Phone
Company.
1459-J- .
FOR SALE Ranch of thirty-tw- o
acres,
twenty-tw- o
acrea of It alfalfa; ranch- FOR SALE Good Icebox, nine feet high:
four and a half feet wide, five feet
man's house, barns fur storing alfalfa,
and complete farm equipment. Santiago across front. Phone 150, Champion Gro
cery.
Garcia. Ranchoa de Albuquerque.
FOR SALE Brunswick cabinet phonoFOR SALE Eighty-acr- e
ranch,
graph, like new, with records; double
adobe house, running water, electrlo
and springs, 708 West Coal,
llghta; Ideal place for chicken ranch or bed, mattress
D65-phone
town.
located
six
miles
of
south
dairy;
For particulars address R. W., care Jour EVERYTHING IN PLUMBING FIXTURES, and material.
nal.
Pumps and well
Thaxton Supply Co., Phone 472-RANCH A good one, for sale; all kinds points.
1111 North Fourth.
of fruit, alfalfa. Implements, cows,
horses,
house, garage, barn,
twenty-tw- o
acrei close In, Old Town SLAB WOOD IS full truck load, delivered. Phone 1093-Boulevard: must be sold on account of
or 148;
health.
Phon owner. 2417-Rpostofflce box 102, Old Albuquerque. N. FOI SALE Black currents for making
M.
jellies, pies, preserves and jams. Bent-- 8s
n Ranch, phone 2417-R- 1,
to
from
WANTED Porition
nights.
morning, U to 1 and 6 to
WANTED"
Housework by the day. Phone CEDRO CANYON Firewood Co., firewood
direct from Cedro canyon to user;
1H4S.
or
WANTED washing and Iron'ng to take sawed and split in stovePhone fireplace
2400-Jlengths; prompt delivery.
home. Phone 1304,
SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions
WANTED Washing and Ironing by the
prevent falltn Insteps; cures all font
oosen. Phone 1703-- J,
troubles. 11. Planter Arab Sunnorts. Th"B.
WANTED Work by the hour. Phone F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central.
8173-after 5:80 p. m.
ASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
HOTJSH cleaning, floor polishing, lawn r 10D for all kinds of roofs, 11 per galwork. Call J. W. Lowe, phone 1430-Co..
Ill) South
lon.
The Maniano
Try a built up
KALSOMINING,
and Walnut, phone 1834-cleaning paper
the
as
as
will
building.
last
lone;
roof;
John
cleaning kalsomlne.
Goodson,
or 2194-nva full acts of telegraph Instruments,
phone 884-.resonator
Includes
wire,
sounder,
key
WANTED Position as teacher by normal
batterlee; two eets already assemgraduate; experienced. Aduress J, R. B., and
bled on good table and ready for two
eare Journal.
persons to learn on; will sacrifice. Call
CEMENT FINISHER
and form setter 411 East Silver, after 5 P m.
wants work; city preferred.
Address USE
EFFECTO AUTO TCP and seat
A. (J. A., csre of journal.
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel. Va
WANTED Position as nurse or companValspar Enamel on automobiles.
Miss Plymouth
ion: best of city references.
Homestead
Cottage Print.
Baker, 600 North Second, phone 11G8-Floor Paint Roof Paint and Cement. Sat ..
WANTED Position as clerk In grocery; isfaction assured. Thoa. F. Kelener Learn-Co40
fbone 1087-- J
Wet. Central
can also
several years' experience;
handle Ford truck. Address O. 8., care
-FOR RENT Office Room
Journal.
CALL HUTCHINSON
for house cleaning FOR RENT Two oftlce rooms over
and wall cleaning, floor waxing, paint130 per month; light.
ing, kalsomlnlng, and chimney sweeping; heat and water.
Odd Job Man. phone 8082-FOR RENT Office room, ground floor,
suitable for small shop nr office. In
WANTED Real Estate
quire 811 West Cooner.
IF YOU have business property for sale,
FOR RENT Ranchet
list It with MnMli'loe
Wood.
FOR LEASE 320 acres of good mountain
WANTED Houses
grazing and agricultural land; good
grass and winter protection: good four-rooWANTli2L
To buy
four or five-roohouse; 25o an acre per year. Call
house; prleo and terms muHt bo reason- st 1207 Virginia boulevard.
able. AurlrFMt Box J77, care Journal,
WANT13D To buy from owner 4 or A
PERSONAL
room nouns; must be modern, unless
you moan business don't reply. Address J. W. UUASF1ELD.
watch, clock aou Jew
Mr, Kennedy, cart Journal,
elry wurk, lis boulh Stuond,

r.,

CARDS

IITOItNKtS.

ma

A

T, J, JOHNSON,

V

PROFESSIONAL

BEST

buy in the fourth ward. J01IN W. WILSON,
Tlireo rooms, one porch, good loAttomer.
J, E, Gonce, Real Estate,
cality. 1'artly furnished, with a
II, 17 and it, Cromwell Building.
Phon 1163-garage. $1800, easy terms.
V. Silver.
118
rhono 477. good
For appointment, call 990, 216 Vi
PHYSICIANS A NO HIKOKtlNH.
West CI old.
WB, 8. I
BLItroS;
Diseases of trie) Stomarh.
SEE STACEY
FOR RENT-Rooful'e.
Harnett Building.
S. .M.HII.K, NKKKI.H, uTo.
FOR RENT
421 South Third.
Rooms.

241.1-t-

130" South Walter, In rear.
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished house,
with porch. 1022 South Walter.
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house.
garage, 350. Inquire 3113 South Arno,
phone 1340-FOR RENT Cozy three-roofurnished
cottage, 125. 216 Columbia, University
Heights.
FOR RENT Modern, unfurnished house,
four rooms, glassed-i- n
sleeping porch.
At 82.1 South Arno.
FOR KENT Houses, all klnds;furnished
and unfurnished.
MeMlllln & Wood,
Realtors, 20 West Gold.
FOR LEASE Four-roohouse and bath,
furnished, to responsible parties, close
In; no sick. 619 West Copper.
FOR RENT Four-roohouse and sleep614
ing porch, furnished.
Inquire
outn coitn. pnone J4(ifi-FOR RENT Four-roofurnished house,
screen tlrtreh
irarmvm
.hlnlr.n v.nl
Phone 8.15S-114 North Cedar.
FOR RENT 108 South Arno, seven
rooms and bath, two-roobasement.
Phone 1628-or P. F. McCnnna,
FOR RENT Completely furnished, three
room cottage, sleeping porch, near University car line. Phone 1478-FOR RENT Four-roofront
house,
porch and back sleeping porch: mod- ern. Call at 421 H South Broadway.
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished house.
with sleeping porches: modern; 130
ptr month. Call at 706 East Santa Fe.
LIST your vacant houses witn the City
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
service. 807 West Gold, phone 667.
FOR RENT Modern brick seven-roohouse, furnished suitable for boarders
or home. 118 North Maple, phone 3272-FURNISHED HOUSH
of four rooma.
Bleeping porch, garage? opposite university; 350 per month. 1820 East

AV.

YOU AND YOUR WIFE
Should own this splendid
modern home. Close In. A bargain.
Act quick or It'll bo gone. Terms;
Little
yes, very good.

modern frame, com- FOR RENT Room
and kitchenette. 41i
pletely furnished including piano,
Nnrtlt Peeond.
has
fins
fireplace,
basement, FOR RENT Clean, furnished bed room.
Phone 349.
1!10 North Fourth.
everything
up to the minute,
Insurance, Loans, Real Estate
HELP WANTED
FOR SALE Miacenjineous lame lot, plenty of trees, , on FOR RENT (.'ool front room. COD West
street
in
Fruit.
paved
I'hone 1104
Highlands and
TRY BOUDT'S MILK; BEST IS TOWN.
close in; $1,500 as first payment, FOR RENT Furnished ro.im. 222 South
Iat,
Phone
CONCRETE form carpenters, teamsters,
balance terms, for appointment
eleventh, phone 729-FOR RENT Ifrwellingg
SALE
Fresh milk, Ho t quart. call
laborers; good wages; transportation to FUR
FOR RE.NTKeve"ral"reoms, unfurnished.
1411 Hniith Kdith.
FOR RENT
124 South Edith.
House, furnished. .lob. Employment Agency, 110 s. Third.
A, C, STARES
a;8 North Fourth.
WANTED At once,, two good shoe FOR HALK Airedale pups, pedigreed.
FOR RENT Very pleasant room, clos
West Santa Fe.
4j
bench
w.
FOR
makers,
32i
RENT Three-roowork,
Call
house.
steady Job, good
r;oii.
i.i)no 188. In. 208 North Sixth.
Room 6 Grant Bldg.
(Over Golden Rule Store)

VALUE

$2500,00

REAL

m

BRICK BUNGALOW
hardwood floors,
built-i- n
features, nicely furnished.
Kino porches, good garage, four
blocks out. See this one early.
J. P. GILL REALTX CO.
Phone 770.
823 W. Central.

$18.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

Plumbing; and Heating.
Repair Work a Specialty.
PHONE 201

rr
Cosy

It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load,
A

PAT, THE PLUMBER,

service porch, A beautiful lot and wonderful shade
-efront, For appointment call 2377-or any
Realtor,

REAL

business In northern New Mexico town, consisting of Dry Goods, Clothing,
Shoes and Furnishings. Stock
will invoice about $12,000; can
reduce stock If necessary. Good
reason for selling.
Good paying

Insurance, Notary Public.

5 Large rooms

A

FOR SALE

A REAL HOME
At a real price, with easy terms.
New Mexico
brick, oak floors, furnace, built-i- n
features, garage,
fenced, sidewalks, all for $5,500,
In Luna district. Can you beat it.
R. McCLUGIIAN, REALTOR.
HOME
204 W. Gold.
Phono 442-Five-roo-

ADOBE

terms.

McMJM.lON & WOOD, Realtors.
200 AV. Cold. Insurance, Loans.

makers.
Apply
McKIYLEV LAND AND
LUMBER CO.,

W

WE WILL GET YOU 8
AND 10
for amounts of $500.00 and over
secured by first mortgages on

five-roo-

BARGAIN

Tie

Thoreau

Inc.:

Scuvicc.

i

$5,-00- 0.

J,

Realtors.

Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance.
W. Gold.
Phone 156.

l

Telilile dash, eight rooms, modern. Well located, First ward,
Terms, 7 per cent on deferred payments.
Close in Second ward, sis rooms
and glassed-i- n
room,
sleeping
modern, $5,800. Five hundred
down, balance like rent.
Almost new,
bungalow,
Third ward, fine location, garage,
shade, lawn, $4,500. ICasy terms.
Now Ktnrco adobe, five rooms and
bath, fire place, oak floors, cement basement, excollcnt location

hardNew brick bungalow,
wood floor, rooms large atul
of
closet
apace.
airy with plenty
Very close In and owing to
owner
will
in
the
change
plans
take less than he was recently
offered.
A REAL GENUINE

;.4T

OPPORTUNITIES

Completely Furnished

SPECIAL VALUE

$3,800

'9"

"""";

Four-roo-

By JOHN C. ROBERTS,

1988--

'

FOR

HOME

Now ready to move into, consisting of a combination dining
bed rooms, nice
room, two
kitchen, built-i- n
features, oak
floors, well located in Fourth
terms. For
ward. Reasonable
appointment call

ast

BUT SELL OH TRADE
FURNITURE, ETC.
T. I. & E. L. McSPADDEN
Phono 1111.

ph
MODERN,
furnished
In, strictly first-clas-

M.

7 27

:

NEW

ON

FIRE INSURANCE

J.

120 W. Gold

New Mexico

Jas.

Acctdcn,, Automobile insurance,
Surety Boi Is, Loans.
No. Ill 8. Fourth St.
telephone 871.

$400 down,

THE EXCHANGE

A

Insurance, Real Estate, Loans.
216 W. Gold.
Phono 210.

Fire,

CO,
Phono 407

HOME?

A

Six rooms and a large glassed
sleeping porch, hardwood floors,
furnace, gas, garage, lawn, in
fine location on paved street,
and the paving is paid. The
price and terms are right. See

A. FLEHSCEEI, Realtor

te

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

WANT

five-roo-

T10RMSFl;iiSciMi'Tl

by carrier or by mall, one month,
8rc. vearlv. 1n ndvinr-tn no
MEMBKll OtTTHK "ASSOCIATED PRESS
i ne AReociareu
Frews
exclusively entitled to the use, for
of a"
news credited to It or
not. otherwise
credited In tills paper and al.-'- the local
news published llcri'in.
Dally,

,.

My

J,;

I

KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Estate, Loans and
Insurance.

V

In.

1N1KI'K.IKXT .VUWSPAt'ER.
t'UMiisoed lly
I'l.Ht.l KM I NjJjpO MP A W
Entered aa ev.,ml.cJas matter at the
of

J,

210 W. Cnlrf.

FOR

IT- -

Albuquerque Morning Journal
AN
JOrRX.-T-

'nntU

l

$3,-25-

Six-roo-

By George McManu;

I'VE LOOKElO

M

f

Bervlcav

FOR RENT Furnishes, rooms; no children. 110 South Walnut.
FURNISHED modern rooms; no sick; no
AUTOMOBILES,
children. 414 West Silver.
mil BALL 0
Mirnt Bulelc,
600; LARGE, cool room, beautifully furnished,
pnvnte bnth. 1211 West Roma.
J'lIV(''I"""i'ng''r Dodge. Ilfl West Oold.
EXPERT RADIATOR REPaTrINO O. FOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping
K. Sheet Metal Works, 217 North Third.
room, clone In. 331 Norm Fourth.
FOR SALE
5
Bulck touring car; FOR RENT Furnished room and kitch- flrst-tlaen
1724 West Central,
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Co.
phone 2S2.
city.
FOR
RENT
Pieasanl housekeeping
FOR SALE Ford touring body, top.
rooms, near sanatorium,
phone 1007,
and fenders,
cheap. Phone FOR RENT Rooms t,.t light housekeep- 1
lnir 218 South Walter. Phone 1667-- J.
FOR SALE Overland touring car, first-clas- s FOR RENT Nice, cean
sleeping and
condition; price $100. 60S West
housekeeping rooma 12) 4 North Third.
McKlnlev.
FOR RENTTwo
furnished rooms for
FOR SALE Cheap, one Dodgo touring
light housekeeping; no sick. 423 Vet
car; good
condition;
many extras. Iron.
Phone 1BS4-FOR KENT
Two nice rooms furnished
FOR BALE 1820 Ford, starter, demountfor housekeeping. Apply 617 West
able rims. Hassler
shock absorbers,
cheap for cash. Apply Central Auto and FOR
RENTTwo rooms furnished fur
Machine Works.
1J27 West
light housekeeping.
SAVE 60 to 75 per cent on used
parts,
etc.) full stock for over twenty-fiv- e
difRENT
Rooms
Full
opposite
good board-tn- g
ferent cars. Mcintosh Co., 311 West
house.
Phone 10S5-123 North
Walter.
I WILL take your auto In trade on my
'.
RENT
FO
four-rooNice,
clean
apartments,
modern home, located In
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, t
West
University Heights. Inquire at 308 South
Cornell.

FOR SALE Nash Six, sport model, like
new; must be sold at once; might consider contract on house.
Hoover Motor
Co., 418 West Copper.
I' OR SALE Owner of
light Six touring
wants to dispose of it; worth J50I); will
take less; no time or Inclination to handle
It. Address Box lr,, care Journal.
FOR SALE 1921
Ford roadster, self
starter, lock steering gear, foot accelerator, good tires and two extras, 1 250
cash. Walter St. Clair, Grand Central
Hotel.
9
FOR PALE
Bulck touring, A- -l
condition; must be sold at once; priced
for quick ssle; will trade or can arrange
terms. Mcintosh Auto company, 311 West
Copper.

FOR SALE Ford sedan, nearly new,
with lots of extras; Ford touring, summer or winter top; Ford truck; Bulck
touring; Dodge Brothers touring. J.
Korher
Co., Auto Department, Dodge
Brothers Dealers, phone 7R3.

""

ALBUQUERQUJfl

AUTO WntSClCING

CO.

New and Used
REPLACEMENT PARTS
In Stock tor All Cars:
ALt, parts tested before leaving shop.
Radiators, electrical parts, tops, bodies,
lights, horns, Ignition sets, springs, etc.
Psrts carried for 22 makes of cars. New
axles, drive shafts, pinion and ring gears
carried for all cars. Keep us In mind.
NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING
HOUSE.

West Central.
Phone 434.
WHEN IN NEED OF
TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, magnetos generators, wheels, gears, axles,
bearings, horns, accessories
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
WE HAVE 8ALVAOED TO DATE THE
FOLLOWING MAKES OF CARS:
Bulck C24, C25, D45, D&5; Cndfllae,
Chalmers, Chandler. Chevrolet 490, FB,
t.
Dodge. Dort,
Baby Grand;
Ford, Hup 20. H. K. N.t Maxwell. Mitchell Olds i. Overland, every model; Saxon
4 and 6; Studebaker
4 and 6; Willys-Knigh- t,
every model.
If you don't aee your car In the above
list, remember,
WB ARB SALVAGING
LATB MODEL
CAR8 EVERY DAY.
In addition to the largest sock of used
parts tn the state, we carry a COMPLETE line of NEW gears, drive ehafte.
axle shafts and general accessories, for
ev.ry car,
OUJt PRICES ARB THE LOWEST.
VIADUCT GARAGE.
tOO SOUTH SECOND.
Largest parts house in the state.
H8-B1- 8

MATTRESS RENOVATING

roll

RENT
Front bed room, adjoining
nath. close In and private family. 306
West Roma.
e
FOR
RENT Nice
eleeplng
looms.
21Vs
Albuquerque Hotel,
North Second.
FOR RENT One rront room, for light
housekeeping. Overland Hotel, 309
West Central.
FOR RENT
Furnished housekeeping or
sleeping rooms; close in. 207 North
Fifth.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater, 211 V, West Central
LINCOLN APARTMENTS, newly furnished rooms; hot water, cool and cloaa in,
H12 South Third, phone 914-FOR RENT
Two beautifully furnished
rooms in modern home.
Apply Mra
Fred Hamm, 823 North Second.
FOR RENT One well furnished housekeeping room, close In; reasonable rent;
no sick; no children. 808 West Iron.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms; light.
bath, telephone; no children; right
414 West Onhl.
Heross from pnstoflre.
FOR RENT Excellently ventilated clean
bed room, private entrance, hot water,
phone; reasonable. 204 North1 Walter.
EI.CIN HOTEL Sleeping rooms and
housekeeping apartments, by the day,
week or month. 602 fr West Central.
FOR RENT front loom, well furnished,
adjoining bath, use of phone, close In;
one or two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
FOt RENT Exclusive, well furnished
room, with large sleeping porch, hot
water heat and bath; centrally located.
821 West Coal.
Phone 1744-FOR RENT Very desirable cool bedroom, with lavatory and shower batlrs.
In
private home; no sick
or call 611 West
taken. Phone 1102-J- ,
Coal.

WANTED
WANTED Ton
box 141.

Miscellaneous
truck.

Address

For
FOR

WANTED

RENT

Room with board. 218
Hroa d wa y.
ROOM AND HOARD,
lit a week. 611
South Broadway.
ROOM AND HOARD in private family!
EonlM

MAX

BARGAIN

STORE,

at

816 SouiO

First, will pay the highest prices Cor
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
MATREItENOi
furnlttre.
Phone 868.
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing,
KUO
CLEANERS
nr 2035-- J.
packing. Phone 1i-xll Rugs Cleaned. 11.29.
Ervln Bedding Onmpang
MATTRESSES
renovated. 13.(0 and up,
furniture
repaired and packed. Ervln
FOR RENT --Storeroom
or 2035-Bedding Co., phones 813-WANTED FOR RENT Building at 412 West CopCareful Kodak finishing.
Twice dally service. Remember, satispers suitable for garage. Inquire H. E.
Send your finishing
Sherman, at First Savings Bank and faction guaranteed.
Trust Company, phone 8.
to a reliable, established. firm. Hanna
Photos-rsphersFOR RENT Store room and cellar. 25 A Hanna. Master
by 60 feet the rear of 109 South Flret.
FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- s
accessible by alley from Second street.
Gold and Central avenues. Fred Lutby, FOR SALE
Fifty 8, C, R, L Red laying
at Citizens National bank.
hens.
Phone 1870-WILL, arrange to suit tenant a 25x100 FOR SALE
Nine Rhode Island Red hens
foot brick buildings good condition;
and some
mixed chickens, Phone
reasonsble 1742-opposite Ssnta Fe shops:
terms. Sea or write I. Hevnan, 109
M'rth First. Alhu.uro.u N. U.
Journal .Want Ads bring results.

Oil. 8. C. CLARICE.
Eye, Kr, Nose and Throni.
Barnett Building.
phone tit.
Office ttinr
t to 13 a,m..and I to I a m.

D7

W. Wl. SHERIDAN. M.
South Sixth.
KENT Oiassed-l- n
Practice Mmited to
with
porch,
b.ard. 114 North Ma:ie.
GKNITO - UKINARV DISEASES
ROOM with sleeping porch and Ooard;
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN
Hassermno
JbK-BvmLniieii oijiy.
Laboratory In Connection.
CIHwne)
Bank HlrtK. rhono
CANVAS sleeping porch,
with board.
10 per week
1207 East Central.
F. C. BAKES, M. D.
ROOM AND BOARD wph glassed sleep-In- g
porch; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
Diseases of the Eye. Glasses Fitted
FOK RENT Nicely furnisned rooms with
Office removed to 114 N. 8eo
tnoie nourd. I'hone 1327-ond etJjround floor Phona 842.
111iuwasj
South Arno.
FOR RENT Large front room,
D.ltll. fOF one or tun anA hno- adjoining
sired.
Phone 1340-WANTED
Chlrrtprneltr.
A
healtheeeker
In
IB and ;u Armljo Hulldini.
home; nurse care, tray service;private
good
meals.
207 North High, phone 1748-.MONEY TO LOAN
HOARD
Uood home
rates by Mo.SiiK To LOA.N
nr- -the men, nt o..lr conklnc,
on watches, diamonds, guns and Everything valuable.
UlltJ UOIU,
V.
Mr B Marcus. 513 South First.
FOR RENT Have lovely
two
for
vncanoy
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
in. ouutn warier. ' lieea- - Phone
t t""'
and good Jewelry; liberal, reliable, oon- ; -fldentlal.
Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 105 N. 1st.
FOR KENT
Nicely furnished front room
With tins fA ...I i - Li . amr One
MONEY
TO LOAN on close-i- n
or IWO.
city propuiinuin
" .,7
erty, first
01 8 w8i Fruit
nortKoges. McMllllon
Wood, 208 West Gold.
Insurance, real
FOrt HK.VT Cool, airy front
Beeping estate
room on Rroumt floor,
board near.
'""hi Hiturr, ''nnp" ;!!-WANTED Salesmen
MRS. MARSHALL'S
private home for
convalescents and bed patients; nurse's Bill MONEY sellinii Ihiouus
Pure Viscose Silk Knit Ties direct to
esre; excellent
meals.
Phono 11C1-h
consumers; only
knit tie on
,urui i wenrn.
market;
Southern Testlle
guaranteed.
I AM going to open a first-clas- s
boardCo.,
Machinery
HOSUj
Commerce, Dallas,
,B
on r.ast ven'uu.o uii tuHunr,
Texas.
tral, closeMr- l.i. For rates, j,
call at 623 South
-,
m
I.,
T,
Jtfirt,
313

8,

"CHIROPRACTORS"

'

Wanted

Room

and Board
SPECIAL summer ratee.
6 per month;
excellent board,
private room with RElTNDyuTiKIalV
room
and board with private family;
sleeping porch and tray service. St.
John's Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 49t. home privileges: not sick. Phne 27.
FOR RENT Nice room with glassed-l- n
Albutiuemue-tSanrt
re- - T"oa
sleeping porch. In new home; good
nAII.Y STAiiE
table bonrd. Inquire 1003 East Silver, or
To Taos (Read Down)
Phone 907-Leave
7:30 a m.
10:30 a. m.
Arrive
FOR SALE Furniture
Leave
12:30 u. m.
Leave
13:30 p. m.
FOP. SALE A par r and
Arrive
:0 p. m.
dining ro.m
set.
Phone 1742-To Albuquerque (Read lip)
FOR SALE Household furniture,
Albuquerque ...Arrive... 7:00 p. m.
cheap.
207 North High,
Santa Fe
Leave... 1:00 p. m,
phone 1748-Santa Be
Art Ive. . .1 3:45 p. in.
FOR SALE Full-siz- e
bed. mattress and
. .11 :15 a. m.
Arrive.
Espanola
springs, 812, Call at SIR West Lead.
Taos
Leave... 7:30 a. m.
FURNITURE REPA7HINQ and upholster
FARE TO N XN'TA FE, (1.50
Phone 013-lng.
or 2035-TO TAOS, 111 1.50.
Ervln
Bedding Company.
Albuquerque Headquarters
Rlngllsf
Brothers
tOlt SALE
cigar Store, 110 West Central
Cheap, one mahogany Aver . I'hone
(100.
Queen Anne
extension
dining table.
Santa Fe Headquarters
r"Hl 1M-R- .
Bank Confec
tlonery. I'hone J's.
FOR SALE
Two oak wardrobes.
Throe
oak dressers, one wooden bed, three
TiME CARD5
springs, three small center tables. 328
North Third.
FOR HALE Flreless eookor. chiffoniers,
Ivory dressers. Morris crralr, wardrobe.
rnl.op desk, Simmons beds, lartre stock
"f new and used furniture.
325 South
First.
FOR SALE
Two wicker rockers, one library table, leather rocker, magazine
WESTBCUN." -- Dally.
rack, dlnlng-rontable and chairs. Iron
cit and pad, dishes and cooking utensils, Traln.
Arrive.
Tepart
ten window sashes.
No. 1 'The Scout.,.. 7:30 pm S.10 Dm
1008 Forrester.
No. t Cam. Limited li, .30 am 11 00 am
FOR SALE
At once, Adams' style threo-mirr7 Fargo
Fast. .10:60 am 11:10 am
dressing table,
chair, No.
The Navajo. .11:35 am l:t am
and rocker, large dresser, straight
with mirror; No.
SOUTHBOUND.
secllonal book case with desk; White
10:10 psa
It El Paso Esp
sewing
machine, grey
baby carriage. Nc.
.114 South
No. J7 El Pao Exp
11:1 am
Sixth.
FOR SALE

Real

MALE

Etat

Two
cholco corner lots.
Princeton nrtA Cnal
Call at 208 Nortlr
p. m.
FOR SALE OR." "TRADE
For auto. lbToti
North Seventh min m
k t
condition. Phone 871. Address S24 Sooth
Second.
FOR SALE Nlco lot, r,0xl!2. on West
l.oinluln cno.l
i..ie t.,

rrn...u.. ti.i.u..

Arnofter

l,,oo on first mortgage, Improved real estste. Box r,25.
Money to loan on good first
fnorigages. McMllllon A Wood.
first mort'e HAVE! several gilt-edg- e
gage loans. Wbe wants thero? Ms Fourth; owner leaving city. Call at 1107
North Fourth.
Million & Wood.
TRANSFER and scavenger work dene, .OTS We have some splondld residential
lots in all parts of cltv, to sell on jasy
reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith, 722
terms . J. K. Gonce. 116 West Silver,
East Iron, phone 1970-WANTED

Citizens' B:ink UulMlna- Phnne KH1-nnd J0i3-,-

FOR

FOR

e

with Board

Rent-Roo-

phone

EAST FOUND.

The Navajo.. 2:19 pm
Calif. Limited. 6. CO pm
18.TheP. Soriot....
Eight.. 7:26 pm
7:10

No. 1
No. 4
No.
No. to

racu germ

1:40 pm
1:40 pm
1:10 pm

::(

tl

477.

ARE YOU GOING TO BUILD

Corner lot,

65x100 feet, well located In Fourth ward,
$1,100.
Lot 50x143 feet on paved street In Fourth ward, pavlnsr
nnd sidewalk paid nt $1,500.
Lot 50x142 feet on west Gold, less than three block

from P.

O.,

at

$2,500.

WILLIAM J. LEVERETT, Realtor
rhono

110.

am

Ku, H From El Paso l:Sfi pea
No. 10 From El Paao T:SI am
ti
No. 10 onnnects at relet
No. II
s Vatte- - Kaaer i City aa4
for Cluvt. 1
C
Oast.
No. Jl connect- - at r"le!jn with No.
f"m Clnvla sod points aaA" and sostb.

223 West Gold.

Pr.- -c

8-

Efcht.

-

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

I

DiSAPP8iSTEB

10 pound pails
5

$1.55

t4T

STORE,

Hospital Will Be Established at Chicago.

Phone 28

i

14

e.

SHOPS

v

30

II

i

Tt

I

one-four-

LOCAL ITEMS

t

GLADIOLI

Red Sox, 3;
Sox protested

High School, 12. Red
the game because
tikinnor played
with the Higr
School.
The game will be investigated, and a decision rendered
later.
Today, Browns play the Firefighters.
Junior League.
Pirates, 6: Highland Laddies. IB.
Vlllenneuva knocked a home run
for the Pirates.
Batteries' Laddies Gibson and
Baca: Pirates Robertson. Corona
and Vlllenneuva.
Today, S. A. T.'s play the Midgets.
Pigmy League.
Athletes, 5; Barelas Browns, 17
A good game was played till the
sixth inning, when the Browns' ran
in S scores.
Batteries:
Browns Benny and
Athletes Alfonso. Gere,
Albert;
Barela and Oliver.
Today, Barelas Tigers play the
Eagles.
STAXDIXfiS.
Senior League.
W.
L.
Pet.
fi
2
Browns
.750
5
St. Mary
.714
4
School
.067
High
r,
Tildillos
.B23
1
Red Sox
.500
Firefighters
Duke City Whites.

f!

.

N. M, Yankees

FOR SALE

WANTED

TAXI LINE
Phone

-l

hs

Let Us Send a Man

Dr. H. E. Kimble

W.

n

FOGG, The Jeweler

EMPIRE Cleaners

;

ave-inu-

Phila-'delnhr-

Bring your roofing
troubles to Raabe &
Mauger's, or
phone

LOST

He-wa- rd

.

J

i.

4
3
2
0

.600
.400
.000

m

Round One He is branded N. G. by
Dad and driven into the crool, crool

world!

Based on the
Famous Play

"The
Champion"
Cast includes
Lois Wilson

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

PATHE REVIEW

S2.-..- W

FOR RENT

FIXE LINE

NAVAJO RUGS
from reservations
Get Our Prices
N. E. cor. Fourth and Central
PHONE 770
Direct

STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS
Runa six days a week. Passengers taken. One way. $5. Leave
at 6:30 a. m.
Albuquerque
Leave Jemez Springs. 2 p. m.
U. S. mail by stage.
A. B. BACA,
2178--

Reymann's Auto Body
Works
of

Lyric

I

Beater
1

TO 11 P. M.

CHARLES (CHIC) SALE
Living Seven Different Characters

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.
LAUNDRT
OF QUALITY"

Dry Cleaning,
Dyeing, Hals
Cleaned and Blocked, Rug
cleaned
latest
by
process.

Phones

148

--

6

"THE

m-

His Nibs"

A Photoplay Away From the Usual Type

and 449.

ADDED ATTRACTION

"HUCK FINN'S COUSINS"
FOR SALE BY OWNER

A Goldwyn Graphic

One of the fineBt homes in
the city in the most desirablo
location on paved street,

Regular Prices

7
rooms,
bath, breakfast
room, 3 sleeping porches, 2
screened porches.
Ideal arrangement. Strictly modern In
every
Steam
respect.
heat.
Call 970.'

CERMLLOS EGG COAL
UNIFORM SIZE

CONVENIENT

TO HANDLE

More Heat Units per Pound
More Pounds per Dollar

PHONE

624 TODAY

CASn AND SERVICE
ALL KINDS AND SIZES LUNCH
BASKETS.
Corn Flakes, pkgr
r.
Pork and Beans
10c
Loose Macaroni, lb
nif
Loose Spaghetti, lb
loc
HOME SORGHUM, gal. ...$1.00
Pure Sorghum,
5 and 10 lbs.
Hebe Small Milk. 6 for
25c
..
Glassed Jar Pears,
40c
Glassed .lar Peaches,
33
Glassed Jar Apricots,
Sflc
Bulk Peanut Bolter, lb
20c
New Comb Honey
.80c
Lima Beans, 1 lbs
$1.00
Black-Eye- d
Pens, lb.. ., . ,
Cider Vinegar
fiOe
Sack of Meal
S5c
Pig Bacon .,
25c

The Most Satisfactory, Economical and Convenient
Stove and Ranges. Order a Ton Today.

Fuel for

HAIIN COAL CO -- Phone 91

Jic

17-O-

AUTO AND TUCCK BODIES
SPRINGS AND WHEELS
Blacksmlthlng and Woodwork.
702 S. Second. Phone 551--

'"

LAST TIME TODAY

Journal Office

M.KOTKIO SHOE SnOP
213 South Second.
Tree Cull and Delivery.

mnko a specialty on lumber
material.
hauling and Imilding
Now ilon't forget tho long trips.
324
S. Second
Phono 371.

Regular Prices
iiii.ijj,1Mi,jviKfT
'

!U-'lvn

CONTINUOUS

inquire

507--

We

-

Room
Ground Floor

CITY

GUY'S TRANSFER
AND STORAGE

V"'

Office

J.

Manufacturer and Repairer

CURRENT EVERT

attention.

P,.

Phone

Ct ffammounl ffidure

V

yj

n.

Pet.
1.000

2,

2'4-lbs-

2,

Fire INSURANCE
Riot INSURANCE
Auto INSURANCE
Now INSURE
Keep INSURED!

l--

Crystal Opera House

,12c

1

Workmen's Compensation
INSURANCE

Good INSURANCE
Rain INSURANCE
Accident INSURANCE
Health INSURANCE
Any kind of INSURANCE
Mail INSURANCE

118i2 South Third Street
592
Telephone
Albuquerque, N. M.

FOR RENT
six-roo-

C.

MaeCRACREN,
B. MnrCRACKElI.
DAISY
Ostonpntlilo Physicians.
K. P. Building. Phone Office 81MV
Residence 89-I'bone

Worlds Champi

Co.,

Each and every Odd Fellow in
tho city of Albuquerque Is requested to attend the mass
meeting of members of the order Friday evening? July 28th,
1922.
Carnival, Carnival, Carnival. You are expected to do
your part. Business of importance demands your immediate

Members of the boys' department of the T. M. C. A. who
have been active in the member-,
ship campaign held this summe-together with the new members,
enjoyed a watermelon feast at
tho home of City Manager B. H.
Calkins on North Eleventh street
About 70 boys took
last night.
part in tho fun. They range in
.'UTo from 10 to 17 years. The picnic began at 7:00 o'clock and
Thomas V.
continued until 10.
Calkins, head of the boys' department, chaperoned the boys.
FRANK

The OlldcrsloCve Electric
SI1 East Central. Pbone 797--

ATTENTION,
ODD FELLOWS

Y. M. C. A. BOYS ENJOY
A WATERMELON
FEAST

DR.
OIL

IN

goes to his eldest son.

Pet.
.833
.700
.200
.200

Pigmy League.

....
....

Wallace Reid

Round Two He is Gunboat Williams,,
fistic artist supreme!
Round Three He is wined and dined
,by society's creme de la creme!
A change In tho English lp.w Is
Round Four He is knocked all groggy
proposed by which the freehold
by two big starry eyes!
property of a man who dies without leaving a will may be divid- - And then
You'd better be in a ring- as slde seat When he Wins!
omwugoi uu jus I'miaren.
the law Is at present
the nronertv

1.

2

Barelas Tigers
Barelas Browns
Athletes
Eagles

I..LA5KY preaentr

.375
.250 fi

S
1

Junior Longiic.
W.
Highland Laddies.. 3 0
7
S. A. T.'s
1
Pirates
Midgets

went out on strike with her male
coworkers here when they quit
work on July 1. Miss Wilson lives
on West Hazeldine avenue and Is
a strong supporter of the cause for
which she quit. Sho has been giving her assistance in spreading the
union members' side of the controversy.
At a meeting held in Belen recently under union auspices. Miss
Wilson was Introduced and made
an interesting talk. She received
much applause. She has been employed at the triple valve bench
In the local car shops for the past
two and a half years. This kind
of work Is regarded as particularly minute and exacting, and one
for which Miss Wilson has shown
much aptitude.

jzsac

CONNER. M. . D. O.
Osteopathic Snerlnllsf
Stern
.429
Bldg. Tel. J01-.-

y

'

TODAY AND TOMORROW

IN ALBUQUERQUE

Albuquerque is believed to havo
Highland Laddies Trim Pirstriker. Miss Marates in Boys' Junior the only woman who
has been emgaret Wilson,
League; Barelas Browns ployed in the Santa Fe shops as a
machinist f or more than two years,
Beat the Athletes.

STARTING TODAY THREE DAYS

,

THEATRE

STRIKE RESIDES

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Campaign Headquarters for
War Mothers' Memorial

PJlSTiliETO0AY

ALSO AL. ST. JOHN
IN "FOOL DAYS"

FROM

RED SOX, 12 TO 3

,

During the last week conferences in both Pittsburgh and
508 West Central.
Orders Delivered for 10c
Chicago resulted In ths assurance
of sufficient funds to immediately open national headquarters for
tho promotion of the War Mothers' national memorial hospital
which
Major J. H. Toulouse
proposes Albununerque as the site
for the institution.
LET'S GO
or trust agreeA corporation
ment must be organized at once
can
so thdt temporary officers
"
be selected and a national treascan
who
officially
ury appointed
and legally accept and receipt for
association.
to
the
gjfts
Lawyers in Albuquerque, headed by Judge John Wilson will
draw up tho trust agreement and
corporation papers, and temporJudge Lewis Patrick Phillips.
ary officers will be selected and
it is planned to have everything
Lewis Patrick
Judee
of
v.
ready to open the national offices Downey, Cel., claims the Phillips
distinction
in Chicago the first of Septemof being the only living "real" son
ber.
J
While in Chicago last week, of the revolution. Phillips' father
Major Toulouse had conferences fought with General Washington.
X
with a number or interested peo- The judge is ninety-onple, and Robert Gillett, a millionaire philanthropist, tendered his
w .'.
i ::.a.t
purse and his time to the organization of the Chicago headquarters. Miss Nevada Farrington, of COOK AT
the National Theatrical Benefit
association, was selected to arouse
interest among tho profession all
IS ATTACKED BK.
over the United States. Miss Farrington was at the head of the
? ,
benefit association which raised
several millions of dollars for war
work during the war. She will
GANG
start her work immediately for
of
national
her
the
organization
profession and will work toward
a one day benefit for the memor- - Colored Waiter
Assaulted;
ial in every theater in the United
Two Plead
States.
Guilty to
Tho first voluntary assistance
Shouting "Scab" at Workcame by loiter yesterday from
Dr. Max
Thorex,
surgeon in
man; Fines Suspended.
rhief of the American hospital of
Chicago. Dr. Thorex is a sur- Arrests are expected today fol
geon of international reputation, lowing the assault
of William
he has been selected as the head Stokes, rulored
cook, employed at
of the medical committee of five the Santa Ke
which took
shops,
who will have the supervision and place
about 8
Tuesday evening
approval of the plans and build-- I o'clock at the corner of Third street
ing of the hospital.
und Pacific avenue.
Major Toulouse will return to
About
thirty men assaulted
Chicago Monday and will assist in Stokes, calling
him a "scab feeder,"
to
secure
two
trying
special as they rushed at him. Stokes is
trains of
men, one now under a physician's care as a
from the Seattle convention and result of the beating he received.
one from the Los Angeles con- He suffered several
severe cuts and
vention, to route themselves via bruises on the head.
Albuquerque for a one day stop
Early
morning William
on their way back from their re- - Hopkins, yesterday
colored waiter at the
spectivo conventions. The Santa shops, was set upon while waiting
Fe officials in Chicago are lend- for a street car on South Second
ing all the aid possible to secure street. He was not injured physitheso trains.
cally.
Dr. Thorex will leave for Rome
Earl IJggett and Albert A. Bram-le- t
where he is on the program to
pleaded guilty yesterday in the
conduct a clinic at an internation- court of Justice (leorge Roddy to a
al meeting
of surgeons,
utter charge of shouting "scab" at Raywhich ho will come to Albuquer- - mond E. Craft, a shop worker. They
quo lor a conference, with the wore fined $10, which was suspended on good behavior.
architects.
The Veterans of Foreign Wars
New Thrills
New Adventures
New Scenes 2 meet
at Seattle August 13, and CIRCUS TO STOP HERE;
the United Veterans of the Span-- ;
ish American war meet Los An-- I
ONLY PLACE IN STATE
:
Love at sixty below frozen in by Alaskan glaciers
geles on August 21. These two
will have their attention
there's a gripping romance in this powerful story m meetings
have been made
called to tr.o memorial idea and forArrangements
the Ringling Brothers and
will
be
asked to endorse the Barnum and Bailey's circus to use
they
New Perils
All Star Cast
New Triumphs i movement.
the vacant
ground at Mountain
is
from
It
these two meetings road and the Santa Fe
" 'fi 'f "Tf
IHr f T1 TH T
nirHi M
rrinn.i.
that special trains will bo or-- I north of New York avenue, railway,!
for the
ganized and come to Albuquerque, two performances to be given here
it Plans of the Santa Fe officials late in septeniner.
rne circus win
and Major Toulouso carry.
acres
occupy about twenty-flv- o
with its stand. It will come here
direct from Phoenix, and will go
GRASSHOPPERS GNAW
direct to El Paso, from Albuquerque The circus management has
GRAPES OFF VINES
announced that it has secured a
AND GOJDN A SOUSE rate of one and
fare
REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES
m
from all parts in tho state, and
1
crowd
will endeavor to bring a big
Weird stories are reaching
here.
the city of the sagacity shown
by grasshoppers in their quest
for food in the Rio Grande
BITTNER HOUSE ROOMS
valley. In on section where
Phone S2I-SI9H South First.
vineyards flourish, the hopA baby son was born last night
pers Jump into the vines, gnaw
MILK THAT WlOT KEEP
at St. Joseph's sanatorium to Mr.
off a bunch of grapes at the
I
Vivian's Dairy, Phone 2404-J-- 4
and Mrs. T. J. McCaffrey.
stem and then call in their
children and their mothers-i- n
law to enjoy the feast.
CARD OF THANKS.
Coal Supply Co. 3bone 4 and 5.
We wish to express our thanks
When the grapes begin to
The Christian Endeavor society to our many friends
ferment before they are eaten,
and neigh;of the Congregational church will bors for their kindness
the hoppers are said to show
Fresh cut dally, $1.60 and
during
liavo a hay ride this evening. All our
recent
$2.00 'a dozen delivered.
of intoxication, flnd go
the
signs
bereavement,
!.who are going are requested to be death of our beloved husband and
hopping about 'looking for a
RAYMOND F. BLOOM,
at the church at 7:30 Khaiu.
father, and for the beautiful
fight.
Phone 2167-J- .
The hoppers have attacked
Alvah J. Cook left yeeter-du- y floral offerings; also to the SanI Mrs.
Fe
ta
memand
visit
New
the
at
shop employes
for a
watermelons
York,
along the
river and are said to have
Park, N. J. and in Vermont. bers of the Knights of
done great damage to tho
Dr. D. R. Murray, Osteopathic and
MRS. L. ANTOINE and
Violet-ra- y
crop. Turkey growers in the
treatments. Phone 741.
Family.
"
valley say the gobblers
are
Miss Geraldine
has
Seeley
getting fat on grasshoppers, so
Rooming house. Fourth and
from Toledo, O,, where she
CARD
OF
THANKS.
that
at
Central. See Landlady for
Thanksgiving time the
:Jias been teaching in the Davis
We wish to express our sincere
the
market
will
unsome
have
jiurlness college, and will accept a thanks and
to all
usually fine birds on display.
position with the forest service those who so appreciation
kindly and lovinghero.
ly assisted us in caring for our
Pablio Stenographer,
John Lukken, head of the music loved one, and also for the many Room 8,
Mclinl Bldg. Ph. 701-department at the state university, beautiful
floral
and
offerings,
jWill leave today for a vacation trip kind words of
sympathy during
Gentry's Eggs, 45c; for sale at
10 Chicago and to his home in his illness and death.
We pay good prices for fire-arleading groceries.
'South Dakota.
M liS. THOMAS B. OWENS
such aa Rifles, Shot
Mi, and Mis. Fred I.ee have reand Fa mil v,
Must be In
Guns, Pistols.
654
turned from a Bhort vacation trip
A. R OWENS and Family.
Acondition.
to the Pacific coast.
213 South first Street
Alexandria
654
Mi.
Vaughey,
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
Slaughter of Mrs. K. A. Vaughey.
"who
been critically ill. Is reDOINGS
ported to be slightly improved in
condition.
A. Crackcl has purchased a lot
Factory wood, full truck loa-1on Cornell avenue and ordered in
To replace that broken window
DENTIST
four dollars. Huhn Coal Company a water
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
tap for the purpose of be.
"Phone
Pliono
421.
423
the
Kortb
construction
one
of
Room 4, Grant Building, Third
of
First.
Mr. and Mrs. W. V. Martin have ginning
tho handsomest
homes on the
and Central.
jrr'turned from a tr:p to Kansas Heights,
Phone
4Q2
Cliy.
of the city folks drive up
of on Many
Mrs. Homer H. Hammond
Point Inspiration in the even?San Antonio, Tex.. Is the guest of
ing and sit thero for an hour or
hcr sister. Mm. V. M. Holm,
more enjoying the delightful cool
Desirablo unfurnished
J There will be a stated conclave atmosphere,
and watching the auti
house, furnace heat and hardof Pilgrim Commnndery No. 3. lights
in
nil direction liku
wood floors, $65.00. 823 ForJ.Knights Templar at 7:3(1 o'clock al bo manymoving
Diamonds, Watches,
fire flit's.
Jewelry.
rester
aventie. Inquiro
jt.ho Masonic temple.
Highest Quality, Lowest Prices.
the
1. V. MeCANNA, Inc.
Notwithstanding
season,
dry
A.
wa.
T.
social
which
P.
The
;
Opposite Postoffice.
the flowers, trees and shrubs with
114 South Second St.
finnounced for Thursday night at a little water are growing most
118 South Fourth.
i'the home of Mrs. K. 3. Marchant
on the mights, the air
has been indefinitely postponed.
being cooler perhaps account foi
' E.
Douglass Williams of Las the advantages.
SEE ISLET A
is
as
a
N.
here
M.,
Cruces,
delegate
Someone permitted two loose
Cars , run Tuesday, Thursday
attending the state I.loptist assocla-'Vtio- horses to stray on the Heights now
and Saturday mornings at 9:30
now in session at Mt. Oliv" the sheriff has them.
to this Interesting Indian puBaptist church. West Ixa!
DYERS AND MATTERS
eblo. Time, three hours. Fare
Mr. Williams was assistant
RUG CLEANING
SEVERAL
$3.0(1. Koshare Tours, 314 West
ARRESTS ARE
in
of
house
arms
the
at
jMcrgeant
Gold. Phone 1500-Phone 453. Cor. nth-- and Gold
MADE IN VEGAS FOR
j representatives during the session
;Jof the fourth stale legislature of
WASTING CITY WATER
New Mexico.
Ivas Vegas, N. M July 26. SevMr. and Mrs. Will Frantz I f.
eral persons have been arrested for
Monilay on train No. 2 for
Pa., for an indefinite visit failure to comply with the order
for conservation of city water. Poi wlfh relatives.
Red Water Spaniel Dog. Ansi;
Mr. Alejandro Sandoval and lice Judge C. IJ. Stewart is preparwers to name of "Drake."
'.'.Mrs.
V.. Baca
teleand daughter, ing to impose, heavy fines for vioif returned to ('has.
,, .trcll iia
iiiritoreil Ikm'M from lation of the order, as tho water
Qulcr.
305.
Kn jjdnvH I yesterday for mcdlcul
to
is
become
likely
"23 West Silver
shortage
for Mits livangcliiie.

CASH

win

ONLY WOMAN TO

i

83c
pound pails
Local product. It is pure and of fine flavor.

WARD'S

E

HERE

LIS

I

IS PLANNED FOR

We were disappointed yesterday in not receiving
near enough Mesilla Valley Cantaloupes, but today
we have two different shipments that should be in
and trust give us enough to supply the demand.
NEW EXTRACTED HONEY

JUDGE'S FATHER v
FOUGHT BRITISH
'WAY BACK IN '76

July, 27, 1922.

TONIGHT

FRANK TROTTER

FAMOUS PLAYERS DELUXE

116 West Gold Avenue.

Present

CHOCOLATE

CREAM COFFEE
Sold At This Store.

"BABY MINE"
A

wseij Skinner's

th highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
other Macaroni Products.

With

6

-V,

AUCTION SALE

AUDEVILLE

ACTS-,--

6

THE ORIGINAL GLOOM CHASERS
ONE SHOW ONLY AT 8:15
PRICES:

TODAY, JULY 27TH, AT 311 NORTH 12TH ST.
SALE STARTS PROMPTLY AT 2:30 P. M.
Five rooms of Afurniture to go to highest bidder for cash.
Note the following articles to be sold: Three piece living room
set In mahogany, mahogany library table, dining table, six
dining chairs and two buffets, all to match. Tea wagon. Bird's
eye maple dressing table and bench. Bird's eye maple rocker,
s,
large brass bed, and a beauty. Other beds, springs and
book case, dressers.
Coal range, gas range, heater, lawn hose, lawn mower, garden tools, dishes and cooking utensils, and a big lot of other
articles not mentioned on account of space. Now if you want
good house furnishings, you can not afford to miss this sale,
as these goods are all Aand sanitary. ;
Bo on hand promptly and bring your friends.

Farce Comedy

n

,

Adults 50c; Children 25c
(Tax Included)

-l

mat-resse-

A NY milk

produced under nroDer pfinriitiA
from a healthy herd is cood. cl
makes milk better, clarification dIus r,asttnr.
ization make3 the best milk of all.
For hot weather, dessert SHERBET is best of all.
JLX

-l

J.

L. GOBER,

Auctioneer

ALBUQUERQUE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
Phone

851

821

North

.'

Second.

